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Abstract
Hertzprung-Russell diagrams are one of the most important tools for understanding 
pre-main sequence evolution when combined with theoretical evolutionary tracks. 
They are not only used to deduce the properties of the stars they are charting but 
to estimate the ages of clusters that house them and to investigate the age spreads for 
episodes of star formation. It is therefore vital that the determination of these dia­
grams and tracks are built on solid theoretical and observational foundations. How­
ever, work in recent years points to a potential problem. It has long been known that 
pre-main sequence stars exhibit regions of magnetic activity on their stellar surfaces 
similar to active regions observed on the Sun. What is not yet well known is the extent 
to which these active regions cover the stellar surfaces.
Most spectral classification relies on moderate resolution optical spectra which 
tend to be dominated by the non-active photosphere which is hotter than the active 
regions. Resultant effective temperatures are overestimated if a large portion of the 
pre-main sequence stellar surface is covered in active regions, which in turn can lead 
to substantial error in mass and age calculations. This thesis presents a novel approach 
to measuring the distribution of magnetic regions on T Tauri stars which aims to over­
come limitations of other observing techniques such as Doppler imaging or Zeeman 
measurements. The central line emission from the strong visible Call H & K lines are a 
proxy indicator of surface magnetic fields and are known through observations of the 
Sun to be enhanced above active plage regions. Simultaneous optical spectroscopic 
and photometric observations of a significant sample of fast rotating T Tauri stars in 
the nearby clusters p Ophiuchus & Upper Scorpius have allowed us to ascertain a di­
rect correlation between variations in the Call doublet emissions and light intensities. 
Computer simulations which model the surface conditions as understood on T Tauri
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stars and generate correlations which mimic those in the observational data offer a 
manipulable tool for estimating how much of the stellar surface is covered.
The Wide Field CAMera for the UKIRT Telescope on Mauna Kea is currently the 
most capable infrared imaging survey wide field camera in the world. The instrument 
focal plane consists of four Hawaii-II 2048 x 2048 IR detectors, to facilitate the best 
operating conditions and practises for the camera these detectors must be carefully 
characterised such that inherent qualities can either be corrected or accounted for. The 
second part of this thesis details the detector characterisation work carried out prior 
to the instrument delivery to the telescope. Obtaining a correct and stable operating 
temperature regardless of ambient temperature in the dome enclosure is key to the 
camera functioning optimally to carry out highly successful surveys. Presented here 
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Chapter 1
Introduction to Magnetic Surfaces 
of Young Stars
The topics of stellar evolution, atmospheres and the generation of observed magnetic 
fields are vast. The key question we have chosen to tackle with the spectroscopic and 
photometric variability study presented in the first half of this thesis is: 'what fraction 
of the young stellar surface is covered by chromospheric emission'.
It has long been known that stars demonstrate the same 'spotted' surfaces as seen 
on our Sun. Comprehensive studies of the Sun have determined that these spots are 
due to magnetic fields breaching the upper levels of the solar atmosphere and creat­
ing hot 'patches' on the surface which appear dark against the visible photosphere. 
What is not extensively known nor easy to observe is if 'stellar spots' have the same 
dimensions and characteristics as those seen on the Sun.
This introductory chapter offers a concise overview of pre-main sequence stars and 
the evidence for magnetic fields on their surfaces. Summarised are the observational 
tools used to investigate active regions and previous studies in this field.
1.1 The Beginnings of Stars
Simply described, stars are born from the gravitational collapse of interstellar clouds 
of dust and gas. Any given interstellar cloud will start contracting if it is sufficiently
22
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large and heavy. The contraction of the cloud causes the dust and gas particles to 
accelerate towards the centre of gravity of the cloud. This increase in speed of the par­
ticles directly raises the temperature of the cloud as the gravitational potential energy 
is converted to thermal energy and radiative energy. Eventually the internal tempera­
ture rises sufficiently that the cloud matter degenerates. The atomic nuclei repel each 
other as do the electrons, creating an internal pressure gradient which balances the 
compression of the cloud due to gravity. This generates a state of hydrostatic equilib­
rium. The initial collapse process is slow and uneven as the central regions collapse 
more rapidly than the outer regions. A stable core is formed which accretes material 
from the in-falling envelope. The cloud material begins to 'shine' as energy is released 
during the contraction phase, however these early stellar objects only become 'visi­
ble' to observers by accreting the circumstellar material or dissipating it in some other 
manner.
During the phase of collapse prior to the establishment of hydrostatic equilibrium 
the stellar object is called a 'protostar'. After this time the protostar can evolve in two 
directions. If the protostar is massive enough contraction will continue until the inter­
nal temperature is sufficiently high to trigger nuclear fusion and the object becomes a 
fully radiating star. If the protostar does not have enough mass it will transform into a 
brown dwarf through a series of evolutionary stages. The sole evolutionary stage this 
study is interested in is the period between hydrostatic equilibrium and the start of 
nuclear fusion. During this phase the object is called a 'pre-main sequence star'. The 
evolutionary paths stars take through the protostellar and pre-main sequence stages 
depends on the initial mass of the contracting cloud, though all forming stars have 
common aspects. This concerns solar mass pre-main sequence stars, to demonstrate 
the processes and properties of young stars we consider the formation of a solar mass 
star. The evolutionary time from the start of the cloud collapsing through the proto­
stellar phase to the formation of a pre-main sequence star is of the order of 1 0 6 years. 
The pre-main sequence star has a lower surface temperature than the eventual radiat­
ing star it will become but the radius is much larger and thus the surface area is larger 
and the star's luminosity is higher. In a newly formed pre-main sequence star con­
vection rather than radiation transports the energy outwards from the centre giviitg
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a stellar luminosity of ~  30Lt for around 105 years as the material accretes inwards. 
This accretion continues through the star's contraction and the core temperature rises. 
Eventually the opacity decreases sufficiently for radiative processes to transport the 
energy more efficiently than convection. A radiative zone is generated around the 
core and slowly increases in depth outwards as the inner layers also heat up. Once the 
core is hot enough to trigger thermonuclear reactions, a few 106 K, the star's energy 
source switches from gravitational contraction to nuclear fusion which keeps the star 
in hydrostatic equilibrium. The star is now called a zero-age main sequence star and 
enters the longest stage of its evolution, the main sequence, where it converts hydro­
gen to helium in its core. By this stage the interior transport is entirely by radiation 
with only the outer layers being convective, as observed in our Sun. The evolution 
time from the initial collapse to becoming a zero-age main sequence star is a relatively 
short 2  x 1 0 ' years, compared to the 1  x 1 0 1 0  years it will reside on the main sequence.
Proto- and pre-main sequence stars have been separated into classes depending on 
age and distinct properties. The youngest protostars are 'Class 0' objects, young stellar 
objects which are still accreting most of their mass from the circumstellar envelope. 
These sources have very strong submillimeter continuum emission but no detectable 
emission at wavelengths shorter than ~  10/irn. Class 0 objects have a spectral energy 
distribution which resembles that of a single temperature blackbody of temperature 
<  30Iv. There is also evidence for the presence of a molecular outflow (Andre et al. 
1993). After the initial high accretion period during the Class 0 phase the accretion 
rate steadies and slows due to the finite reservoir of mass. Objects in the later accretion 
stages are termed 'Class I' objects. These sources are visible in the infrared and have 
a spectral distribution broader than a single temperature blackbody. After the Class I 
phase the circumstellar envelopes of the young stellar objects will be mostly cleared 
away and the protostars become optically visible (Chandler et al. 2001). The protostar 
then becomes a classical T Tauri star ('Class II' object) which has an optically thick disk. 
Overtime the Class II object will evolve into a 'Class IIP object (a weak-line T Tauri 
star) with an optically thin disk (Lada and Wilking 1984). Essentially, the 'T Tauri' 
stars are the link between the deeply embedded protostars which are only visible as 
infrared objects and main sequence stars of mass less than 3Mq . These objects are
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extensively discussed in §1.1.2. It is believed that the Sun passed through the T Tauri 
stage ~  4.5 x 109  years ago and so T Tauri stars are often observed with the aim of 
understanding the evolution of our own Sun.
1.1.1 The Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram
The Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram, pioneered in 1910 independently by Elnar Hertzsprung 
and Henry Norris Russell, plots luminosity (or magnitude) as a function of temper­
ature (or colour or spectral type) for stars. Most observed stars fall into four well 
defined groups: white dwarfs; main sequence stars; giants and supergiants. The ma­
jority of stars fall in the the main sequence group, with the white dwarfs having the 
second largest member numbers. Each of these groups fall into distinct regions of the 
HR diagram, demonstrated by Fig.1.1, which is an example of a luminosity versus 
effective temperature HR diagram. The temperature increases to the left of the x-axis 
with the spectral type classes marked along the y-axis. The most striking group is 
the main-sequence which diagonally cuts through the diagram, with the giants and 
supergiants above the main sequence and the white dwarfs below. Marked on Fig.1.1 
are the location of some key stars, including our Sun which sits on the 'bottom' half of 
the main-sequence. The location of stars on the HR diagram is not fixed during their 
lifetimes, the stellar properties change as they progress through various evolutionary 
phases, they migrate through the HR diagram. Though our Sun currently sits on the 
main sequence it is predicted that it will evolve and travel down the red giant branch 
before ending its life as a white dwarf. How a star evolves depends on many factors 
including initial mass and chemical composition of the interstellar cloud that it forms 
from. The first major phase of stellar evolution is this diagonal main-sequence track, 
stars of differing mass reside at different points of the track. Massive stars, many times 
more massive than the Sun, are found at the top left of the group where as low mass 
stars, down to fractions of a solar mass, are at the bottom right (see mass indicators 
on Fig.1.1). Main sequence stars obey a high dependancy luminosity-mass relation;
L* cx M*. This relation means massive stars use up their supply of nuclear fuel far 
quicker than low mass stars and thus move through their life cycles more rapidly.
The supergiant and giant groups tend to be over-represented on HR diagrams as they
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Figure 1.1: A pictorial example of the Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram.
are very luminous, making them easier to observe than low luminosity stars. How­
ever, the 'red giant' evolution phase is relatively very short lived making them not 
readily observable. White dwarfs are the end point for many stars but are so small 
(R* ~  O.OIRq) and non-luminous that they are very difficult to observe.
A fifth very important group of stars, and the group of interest to us, is the 'pre- 
main sequence' (PMS) group. As discussed, before a star evolves onto the main se­
quence it is not releasing energy from its internal nuclear reactions, it only releases 
energy as it continues to contract and heat up. The PMS stars we are concerned with, 
T Tauri stars, are found just above the main sequence at the bottom right half of the 
HR diagram.
1.1.2 T Tauri Stars
T Tauri stars are among the youngest directly optically observable stages of low mass 
stellar evolution. A project led by Alfred H. Joy in the 1940's at the Mount Wilson 
Observatory of variable stars resulted in the creation of this new classification of stars,
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the T Tauri stars. Joy (1945) observed eleven irregular variable stars whose physi­
cal characteristics were very similar yet sufficiently different from previously known 
classes of variables to warrant the generation of the new class. The known variable 
star 'T Tauri', the third variable discovered in the constellation of Taurus in 1852 by 
John Russell Hind, was one of the brightest stars of the eleven and represented the 
whole group in terms of spectral emission and absorption features so was taken to be 
the prototype of the new classification. The criteria Joy (1945) found to distinguish the 
variable stars included in the T Tauri class from ones excluded were: rapid irregular 
light variations of ~  3 magnitudes; spectral type ranging F5 -  G5 with emission lines 
similar to those in the solar chromosphere particularly very strong emission of the 
ionised calcium H and I< lines; low luminosity and an association with dark or bright 
nebulae. They also noted that the variations in light of the T Tauri stars are so irregular 
and unpredictable that they cannot be classified on their lightcurves alone. However, 
it was especially the low luminosity and high intensity of their bright H and K lines 
which Joy (1945) noted made these stars differ from other known variables. Since the 
generation of the T Tauri classification hundreds of T Tauri stars have been identified 
mainly through spectroscopic surveys. The T Tauri phase is typified by stars with 
masses ~  0.2 -  3Mq and ages 0.1 -  10 Myrs (Cohen 1981).
The clouds of dust and gas which condense to form pre-main sequence stars are 
mainly composed of hydrogen, helium and other trace elements including small quan­
tities of lithium. The lithium is destroyed as the star evolves to the main sequence, 
hence observational evidence of lithium (6707A) in absorption in the stellar spectra is 
an indicator of stellar youth. T Tauri stars are found to reside in the dark clouds they 
were created from within the last 1 x 107  years. They have not had the time to move 
from their birthplaces out of the clouds (Herbig 1987).
Observational candidates for T Tauri stars are often identified due to the photo­
metric variations which are evident at all wavelengths from X-ray through to infrared. 
Time scales for observed variations can range from a few minutes to at least a century 
(Appenzeller and Mundt 1989). Variations are also detected in spectral and polarime- 
try observations. Emission lines are seen to change shape and intensity over time and
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polarimetric studies indicate variations in the degree and position angle of the po­
larisation (Appenzeller and Mundt 1989; Johns and Basri 1995). As mentioned, the 
variations tend to be highly irregular which is thought to be due to a combination 
of dynamically active chromospheres and obscuration by non-uniform dust clouds. 
T Tauri stars also show evidence of quasi-periodic variations which are attributed to 
spots on the stellar surface similar to those seen on the Sun. Observational differences 
between T Tauri stars and main sequence stars include an excess continuum emission 
mainly in the UV and IR.
T Tauri stars are separated into two subgroups; Classical T Tauri Stars (CTTS) and 
Weak line T Tauri Stars (WTTS). The two subgroups are distinguished by the mea­
sured strength of the HQ (6564A) emission line. The Ha line strength is quantified by 
the equivalent width (EW) and the WTTS are defined to have EW HQ <10A. Clas­
sical T Tauri display an ultraviolet excess and strong emission lines which WTTS 
do not. The excess in CTTS is thought to be due to circumstellar disks which in­
teract with the central star. Determined masses and sizes for the accretion disks are 
~  0.001M® <  M(iiSk <  1M© and ~  102  -  103AU (Beckwith et al. 1990). The disk is ac­
cretive and the IR excess seen with CTTS is caused by the re-radiation of light from 
the central star by the disk as well as by radiation released as matter falls from the 
disk to the central star. Even for a moderate rate of accretion, comparable to the rate 
of loss due to a stellar wind, the potential energy of the accreting matter is sufficient to 
explain the energy behaviour seen in CTTS over a wide range of the spectrum (Petrov 
2003). The WTTS do not have accretion disks, only magnetic activity on their surfaces. 
Though there is evidence that cold passive, optically thin disks which reradiate the 
light from the star cause some IR excesses (Padgett et al. 2006). The presence or ab­
sence of accretion disks around T Tauri stars is thought to be coirnected with the initial 
star formation conditions and how the circumstellar envelope has been dissipated.
Winds and outflows are a common phenomenon in CTTS and they arrear to be 
powered by accretion onto the star. The observational evidence for winds and out­
flows include: forbidden lines (Ol and SI1) show a high velocity emission compo­
nent of ~  100 to 200krn" 1 (Hartigan et al. 1995); imagining and long slit spectroscopy 
of the circumstellar regions show jets emerging from the stars with velocities in the
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range of 200 — 450kms_1; profiles of HQ emission lines imply outflowing velocities of 
~  200kms_1; CO observations have detected molecular outflows (Fukui et al. 1993) 
aiad radio continuum observations show the presence of outflows of ionised gas (Ap- 
penzeller and Mundt 1989).
T Tauri stars rotate relatively rapidly with rotational periods of 2 to 12 days and are 
observed to have dynamic magnetic fields. The first studies of active T Tauri found 
an axial rotation velocity of up to lOOkms- 1  (Herbig 1962), which is consistent with 
theories that stars recently formed should rotate at very high velocities. However 
later high resolution spectroscopic studies found much slower velocities of usini =  6  
to 70kms-1 , with an average velocity of ~  1 Skins“ 1 (Bouvier et al. 1986). It was also 
found that CTTS rotate more slowly than WTTS. Observations in Taurus by Bouvier 
et al. (1995) found weak line T Tauri stars tend to have rotational periods of ~  2 — 5 
days as opposed to the classical T Tauri having periods of 6  — 9 days. It is probable 
the presence of accretion disks and stellar winds act to slow down the CTTS rotational 
velocity.
The optical spectra of T Tauri stars demonstrate the photospheric continuum and 
absorption spectra with the non-photospheric continuum and emission spectrum su­
perimposed. The underlying photospheric absorption spectra class them as dwarf 
stars with spectral type later than late F (F - M). The distinguishing detail of the pho­
tospheric spectra is enhanced absorption of Lil (6707A) which is often as strong as its 
neighbouring Cal line (further discussed in Basri et al. 1991; Magazzu et al. 1992). The 
emission spectra of T Tauri is similar to that of our Sun's chromosphere (Joy 1945). 
This implies the emission spectra is generated under physical conditions similar to 
those seen in the Sun's chromosphere. In the optical spectra the strongest emission 
lines are those of HQ and the Call H and K lines. In the near UV the strongest lines 
are the Mgll h and k lines, and in the near IR the strongest lines are the Call triplet at 
8498, 8542 & 8662A. The IR Call triplet have the same upper level as the optical Call 
doublet. The distant IR spectrum details the T Tauri's surroundings more than the star 
itself.
A comprehensive review of T Tauri stars, research on them and many reference 
sources can be found in Petrov (2003).
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1.2 Observational Tools and Techniques
Since the discovery of stellar photometric variations due to cool spots many different 
observation techniques have been tried to deduce starspot properties.
1.2.1 Light-curve M odelling
Two light curving models have been used. Firstly direct light-curve modelling which 
is based on trial-and-error modelling of pre-assumed geometry of circular spots which 
may cause the variations. The disadvantage of these models is that they have many 
free parameters and the shape of spots and their distributions have to be assumed. 
A second, alternative approach which does not require as many assumptions is light- 
curve inversion into an image of the stellar surface. An inversion technique is usu­
ally applied to photometric light curves in the two temperature approximation. The 
model assumes that the intensity of each pixel on the surface contains contributions 
from both the hot photosphere and the cool spots, weighted by a filling factor which is 
the fraction of the surface covered with spots. However, since a light curve represents 
a one-dimensional time series the resulting constructed stellar image contains infor­
mation on the spot distribution in one direction only, longitude. The size of spots and 
their locations in latitude remains uncertain (Berdyugina 2005 and references therein).
1.2.2 D oppler Imaging
During the last 20 years the Doppler imaging technique has been utilised for studying 
active regions on active stars. The technique uses high-resolution spectral line pro­
files of rapidly rotating stars to map the stellar surface. The first inversion technique 
with minimisation was developed in 1977 by a group led by A. V. Goncharskii. The 
technique aims to restore starspot distribution information which is contained in time 
varying line profiles of rotating stars. If the star rotates rapidly enough to cause rota­
tional broadening of a line profile to be significantly larger than the local line profile at 
a single point on the stellar surface then a cool spot on the surface will give a 'bump' in 
the profile. As the star rotates the 'bump' will move across the profile with a velocity 
amplitude depending on the spot latitude.
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The Doppler technique however leads to a multitude of different stable solutions. 
Searching for the unique and stable solution is the named 'ill-posed inverse problem', 
there are many different approaches and methods developed for solving it. Doppler 
imaging also relies on an assumption of the nature of starspots. Assumed stellar at­
mosphere models; atomic and molecular line lists; and stellar parameters all have a 
significant effect on the results. Errors in calculations of local line profiles have a strong 
effect on the inversion process and can easily cause artificial features in the maps such 
as polar caps and belts of cool or hot spots (Unruh and Collier Cameron 1997). Incor­
rect determination of the stellar rotational velocity or a wrong estimation of effective 
temperature can also generate artificial features. Recovered spot latitudes strongly de­
pend on the inclination angle of the rotational axis to the line of sight. This technique 
can be limiting in the equatorial region where spots are recovered with reduced area 
and contrast. At low inclinations sub-equatorial spots cannot be resolved (Berdyugina 
2005; Rice 2002 and references therein).
1.2.3 Zeeman Broadening
A direct method for measuring magnetic field strength on stellar surfaces is to analyse 
the Zeeman splitting of the spectral lines. In extreme cases, where the magnetic field 
is several kilogauss strong the spectral lines will split into the Zeeman pattern; split­
ting of the spectral line into two, three or more closely spaced components. However, 
in cool stars where the magnetic field is weaker and especially if the Zeeman compo­
nents are not resolved, this effect merely becomes another broadening function on the 
spectral line.
In principle, polarisation can be used to enhance the detection of weak Zeeman 
broadening because each of the components of the Zeeman pattern are polarised. 
However, typically in F, G and K stars the net polarisation is too small to measure. 
Attempting to use Zeeman measurements to investigate pre-main sequence stars actu­
ally involves measuring the spectral line broadening which is complicated by masking 
from the Doppler effect.
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1.2.4 Chromospheric Indicators
Proxy indicators are one of the most useful tools for probing the lower chromosphere 
and include: lines of Call; h & k lines of Mgll at 2802A and 2795A; Ha; the early 
Lyman lines; the Lyman continuum; the far ultraviolet continuum and the microwave 
continuum at wavelengths greater than 0.3mm. However, the most accessible, and 
thus best studied, are the Call H & K lines in the visible and the Call infrared triplet.
The traditional spectroscopic indicators of stellar chromospheric activity have been 
the emission cores of the singly ionised calcium H & I< lines. These lines are located at 
3933A and 3968A respectively. The attention they have received is in part due to the 
enhancement of their equivalent widths through the suppression of the local contin­
uum by the powerful absorption lines and in part due to the blue-violet region being 
convenient for early spectrographs. The lines are very opaque with line centre optical 
depths of order 107 in the photosphere and 104  at the temperature minimum. The en­
tire line core is formed in the chromosphere and the photosphere cannot be seen. Since 
the temperature in the chromosphere increases outward the central line cores appear 
in emission. A spectrum with strong H & K emission shows the target object has high 
levels of chromospheric activity. If the star in question has no chromospheric activ­
ity these Call lines are in absorption. Stars with weak activity show central emission 
reversal in the absorption profiles of the lines.
Many research projects over the years have utilised the accessible Call H & K lines 
to study, among other things, the surface of unresolvable stars. The longest runiaing, 
fully dedicated project is that of the Mt Wilson Observatory's H—K project. This 
project was started in the mid 1960's by O. C. Wilson and continues today. The re­
search presented in this thesis took its lead for quantifying the Call H & K emission 
from the work of O. C. Wilson which is comprehensively discussed in §2.9.
1.3 Magnetic Activity on T Tauri Stars
There is a lot of indirect data indicating the existence of magnetic fields on T Tauri 
stars. The X-ray luminosity of typical T Tauri stars is three orders of magnitudes 
greater than that of the solar corona (Feigelson and Montmerle 1985) and correlates
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well with the rotational velocity. As the heating of the corona is thought to be caused 
by the dissipation of magnetic energy the high X-ray luminosity suggests the magnetic 
field is generated by a dynamo mechanism. X-ray flares have beeia observed on time 
scales ranging from a few minutes to an hour.
The strongest evidence for strong magnetic fields on the surface of T Tauri stars 
are 'stellar spots' which are implied through observed rotational modulation of the 
brightness and colour of the stars. From the ratio of the amplitudes of the variation 
measured in the brightness and the stellar colour it is possible to estimate the temper­
ature of the spot. It was found that in most cases the temperature of the spots were 
comparable to Sunspots, 200 — 1200K lower than the photosphere's temperature. The 
temperature difference between spots and the photosphere appears to be dependant 
on spectral type, from 2000K in GO stars down to 200K in M4 stars (Berdyugina 2005). 
Though cold spots are detected on both classes of T Tauri only CTTS demonstrate 
evidence of hot spots. Hot spot temperatures are measured to be ~7000 — 10000K, 
considerably higher than the temperature of the photosphere (Herbst et al. 1994). Hot 
spots are also found to be shorter lived and smaller than cold spots. It is assumed that 
hot spots develop on the surface as a result of accretion from the circumstellar disk 
since they are only found on classical T Tauri.
A small number of T Tauri stars are good candidates for Doppler imaging and 
these observations suggest T Tauri stars have large cold spots at high latitudes which 
are thought to be associated to the high rotational velocity of these young stars. Cold 
spots are generated by internal magnetic flux tubes breaking out onto the stellar sur­
face. The latitude they reach on the surface depends on the internal structure of 
the star, particularly the depth of the convective zone, as well as the magnetic field 
strength and the rotational velocity (Schuessler et al. 1996). Numerous Doppler imag­
ing projects have found upwards of 2 0 % of stellar surfaces covered in spots in a variety 
of active stars. Other projects using different techniques have found upwards of 50% 
(O'Neal et al. 2004; Casali 2003; Berdyugina and Solanki 2002).
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1.4 This Study
HR diagrams have been one of the most important tools for understanding pre-main 
sequence evolution when combined with evolutionary tracks. They are used to de­
duce the masses of T Tauri stars and to estimate the ages of the clusters which house 
them as well as to study the range of ages for star formation periods (Hillenbrand 
1997). It is crucial therefore that these diagrams and tracks rest on solid theoretical 
and observational foundations.
Work in recent years indicate large scale active magnetic regions on young stellar 
surfaces which are cooler than the non-active photosphere and can significantly dis­
tort the apparent spectral type of a star if a sufficiently large coverage is present. This 
could present a problem because most spectral classification rely on moderate reso­
lution optical spectra which tend to be dominated by the hotter normal photosphere. 
Resultant calculated effective temperatures can therefore be over estimated. Taking a 
normal I<2 photospheric temperature of 4900K then assuming a starspot temperature 
of 3400K and a 20% fractional coverage of the stellar surface gives a 200K error in the 
estimation of effective temperature. 40% coverage gives a 430K error and 80% a 1039K 
error. Errors in the effective temperature of this scale could let to errors of up to a 
factor of 2—3 in mass and 10 in age (Casali 2003; Horrobin and Casali 1998).
Unfortunately most observing techniques, such as light-curve modelling and Doppler 
imaging methods are only sensitive to high spatial frequency surface structure and do 
not detect a large diffuse 'carpet' of magnetic regions. Zeeman measurements, while 
providing a direct measure of the mean field strength over the surface, are difficult to 
make and interpret for a statistically significant sample of stars. This research attempts 
a novel approach to measuring the distribution of magnetic activity on T Tauri stars. 
The amplitude of the Call H and I< emission variation measured over a rotation pe­
riod should be a measure of the relative size of isolated magnetic regions compared to 
the general quiet chromospheric emission. Evenly distributed activity over the whole 
surface would give little variation while strong modulation indicates small active re­
gions. Combining simultaneous photometric and chromospheric observations of a 
sample of T Tauri stars we can look for any correlation between the variation ampli­
tudes to deduce possible geometry of the active fields. We wish to demonstrate that
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this procedure can offer a robust and observationally efficient method for analysing 
the Call emission over the stellar surface for a statistically significant sample size
Chapter 2
Observations of T Tauri Stars in 
Nearby Clusters
2.1 The Clusters
p Ophiuchus and the surrounding vicinity is a nearby region of star formation which 
has been extensively studied (Bernard et al. 1993) and is well suited to the type of 
study presented here. At a distance of 170 pc, the Ophiuchus dark cloud is one of 
the nearest sites of star formation in the local Milky Way whereas the neighbouring 
Scorpius Centaurus dark cloud is the closest OB association to the Sun. The Scorpius 
Centaurus association has three subgroups; Upper Scoripius, Upper Centaurus Lupus 
and Lower Centaurus Crux (Blaauw 1964) and Ophiuchus sits immediately to the East 
of the Upper Scorpius subgroup.
The Ophiuchus cloud is a vast molecular complex which extends over more than 
25 square degrees. Large-scale mapping of the molecular gas distribution shows that 
the cloud has two major clumps of gas with associated streamers (Bouvier and Ap- 
penzeller 1992 and references within). At the centre of the Ophiuchus cloud complex 
is the p Oph cloud core which houses many pre-main sequence stars, X-ray sources 
and embedded infrared sources. The p Oph cloud core shows numerous signs of very 
recent star formation (Casanova et al. 1995). Multi-wavelength surveys revealed star 
formation with an unusually high star formation efficiency (SFE >  22% as quoted in
36
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Wilking et al. 1989) compared with other star forming dark clouds such as Taurus Au­
riga. Distance to the p Oph cluster is quoted in published literature with a variety of 
values, including; 120 pc (Knude and Hog 1998), 128 AD pc (Sartori et al. 2003; Bertout 
et al. 1999), 130 pc (Shu 1977; Kulesa et al. 2005), 150 pc (Liseau et al. 1999), 150 - 170 
pc (Lisse et al. 2001), 160 pc (Chen et al. 1995) and 170 pc (Bouvier and Appenzeller 
1992). This demonstrates that the distance to a cluster of stars can be both difficult to 
determine and subjective. Clusters are made up of numerous stars which lie at a vari­
ety of distances from the observer. It is likely that p Oph covers tens of parsecs in Tine 
of sight' depth so the determined distance is dependent on sample used for any given 
measurement. Though each value in the literature is equally valid we have adopted 
the Bouvier and Appenzeller (1992) distance of 170 pc for this study. Reasons behind 
this are explained in §2.7.
Even though Upper Sco's location is close to p Oph there is no evidence for ongo­
ing star formation in this cluster and it is essentially free of dense interstellar matter. 
This is probably due to the strong stellar winds from the plentiful B stars dispersing 
the original molecular cloud. This causes young stars in Upper Sco to generally have 
low extinction (Preibisch et al. 1998), Ay <  1 rnag. Upper Sco is the youngest sub­
group of the three with an age of ~  5 Myrs (Preibisch et al. 1998). Analysis of the 
trigonometric parallax distribution carried out by de Bruijne et al. (1997) gave a mean 
distance of 145 ±  2 pc for Upper Sco. It is believed that ~  1.5 Myrs ago a massive 
star in Upper Sco exploded as a supernova generating a powerful shock wave which 
passed through Ophuichus triggering the observed star formation which started ~  1 
Myrs ago and continues on today. Fig-2.1 shows images of the two clusters, p Ophi- 
uchus on the left hand side and Upper Scoripius on the right. The p Ophiuchus image 
is a ~  6 ° R, G, B false colour image taken with small 4" amateur telescope, ©Robert 
Gendler, Jim Misti and Steve Mazlin 2006. The Scorpius image shows the constella­
tion of Scorpius overlaid on a optical image of the area, the Upper Scorpius associ­
ation is located to the upper right of the image and includes the 'head' of Scorpius 
(www.mpifr-bonn.mpg.de/staff/tpreibis).
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Figure 2.1: Images of the two studied dusters, p Ophiuchus on the left hand side and Up­
per Scoripius on the right. The p Ophiuchus image is a R, G, B false colour image ©Robert 
Gendler, Jim Misti and Steve Mazlin 2006 (source: www.robgendlerastropics.com). The Upper 
Scoripius image shows the constellation of Scorpius overlaid in red line,on a optical image of 
the area, the Upper Scorpius association is located to the upper right of the image and includes 
the 'head' of Scorpius (source: www.mpifr-bonn.mpg.de/staff/tpreibis)
2.2 The T  Tauri Sample
Young T Tauri stars are fast rotators so offer a good opportunity to measure the level 
of magnetic coverage with various parts of the stellar surface in our line of sight over 
practical time scales. Their typical rotation periods are between 3 and 12 days and 
this rapid rotation is the probable cause of most PMS stars being strong X-ray emitters 
(Montmerle 1996). Their X-ray luminosities are 2—3 orders of magnitude brighter than 
main sequence stars of similar spectral type so X-ray observations have proved very 
efficient in discovering and identifying PMS stars among older field stars (Preibisch 
et al. 1998). The observed X-ray emission is interpreted as being closely connected 
with enhanced solar-like magnetic activity in the stellar chromosphere. Observations 
taken with the Einstein satellite (1978-1981) and more recently the ROentgen SATellite 
(ROSAT) (1990-1999) have shown both classical T Tauri and their weak line compatri­
ots can be detected by X-ray (Casanova et al. 1995).
Our sample of T Tauri stars was gathered from three studies of X-ray selected 
sources; Bouvier and Appenzeller (1992), Martin et al. (1998) and Preibisch et al. (1998). 
The two criteria for inclusion in our study were known B magnitudes in the range of 
11 -1 7  so that medium resolution spectra could be obtained with good signal-to-noise
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and spatial location to allow our complete sample to be observed with one 6 dF plate 
configuration without difficulties in placing the fibre feeds. To offer a range of results 
we have picked a selection of CTTS, WTTS, field stars and binary T Tauri systems. The 
location of each target star can be seen on Fig.2.2; crosses represent the Preibisch et al. 
(1998) originated targets, diamonds represent Bouvier and Appenzeller (1992) and the 
triangle symbols are the Martm et al. (1998) stars.
Location of the T Tauri PMS s ta rs .
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Figure 2.2: Location of the selected T Tauri observation sample in p Oph & Upper Sco. Dif­
ferent symbols represent the different source papers, key given above. Accurate R.A. & 5 
positions are epoch 2 0 0 0 .
Sample from Bouvier and Appenzeller (1992)
The study presented by Bouvier and Appenzeller (1992) is directly connected with the 
X-ray survey of the p Ophiuchus cloud conducted by Montmerle et al. (1983). Usiiag 
the Einstein Observatory they were able to confidently detect 47 X-ray sources (la­
belled ROX - p Ophiuchus X-ray sources) and 20 source candidates near the detection 
limit. Thirty of the ROX sources had possible counterparts at other wavelengths which 
led Montmerle et al. (1983) to suggest that most of the ROX sources are pre-main se­
quence cloud members. They derived X-ray luminosities between 103° and a few 
103 1 ergs_1, which is typical of X-ray luminosities measured for T Tauri stars in other 
stellar formation regions. Bouvier and Appenzeller (1992) studied 47 optically visible
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stars lying in the error circles of 29 ROX sources. In order to avoid confusion between 
notation for the X-ray sources and their optical counterpart candidates the latter were 
allocated the name 'ROXs #  n' where #  n is the X-ray source number. They were able 
to identify 30 pre-main sequence cloud members as likely optical counterparts of 24 
ROX sources, while the other 17 stars are probably background giants. Spectral types 
were determined by Bouvier and Appenzeller (1992) by using the appearance and rel­
ative depths of TiO bands in the 5500—7700A spectral region. The depth of the TiO 
band is extremely sensitive to effective temperature for late K and M stars, allowing 
the spectral type to be derived with an accuracy of ±1 subclass. Spectral classifica­
tion of early- and mid-K stars uses the strength of the Cal (4226A) line compared to 
the neighbouring G-band of CH (4290-4314A) - again classification is accurate to 1 
subclass.
From a previous study by Bouvier and Bertout (1989) the surfaces of two of the 
ROXs sample (21 & 29) are known to be covered with large, cool starspots and have 
rotational periods of 3.5 and 6.3 days respectively. Target stars ROXslOb, ROXs21, 
ROXs29 & ROXs42c are known to have two components; IR speckle observations 
found ROXslOb to have a low mass IR companion at a distance of 2.3" (Chelli et al. 
1988), Simon et al. (1987) found ROXs21 to be a sub-arcsecond binary from K band 
lunar occultation observations (Gras-Velazquez and Ray 2005), ROXs 29 is a sub- 
arcsecond binary (McCabe et al. 2006) and ROXs42c is a double-lined spectroscopic 
binary with a period of 35.96 days (Mathieu et al. 1989).
Out of the 47 optically visible stars studied by Bouvier and Appenzeller (1992) we 
selected 15 for our investigations. Details of these stars as given by Bouvier and Ap­
penzeller (1992) of derived spectral type, measured equivalent width of the Call K 
line, and photometric properties of the optical counterparts of the Bouvier and Ap­
penzeller (1992) X-ray selected sample are given in Table 2.1. The stellar luminosities 
given in column 11 of Table 2.1 were derived from the dereddened V magnitude ap­
plying the bolometric corrections for dwarfs (Johnson 1966) and assuming a distance 
of 170 pc to p Ophiuchus. Classification between field stars (F), Weak-line (WTTS) and 
classical (CTTS) T Tauri stars is given in column 12.
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Object ID SpT R.A. (1950) 4(1950) P (d ) K (A) V B - V < 1 >0 Av log L /L q Class
ROXs3 K 3/M 0 16 22 47.6 - 2 4  44 43 0.3 13.2 1.5 1.0 0.6 - 0 .2 W TTS
ROXs5 K7 16 22 54.8 - 2 3  48 23 14.5 i .i 2.3 - 0 .2 WTTS
ROXs6 K6 16 22 54.7 - 2 4  14 01 40.3 12.8 1.5 i . i 2.2 0.4 CTTS
ROXs9a MO 16 23 20.7 - 2 5  40 33 1.3 3.3 F
ROXslOb K0 16 23 21.9 - 2 4 1 4  13 14.6 2.2 1.5 6.6 1.2 CTTS
ROXs21 K 4/M 2.5 16 2417.5 - 2 4  34 58 3.4 2.9 13.4 1.5 1.0 0.6 - 0 .2 CTTS*
ROXs29 K 4/K 6 16 24 38.6 - 2 4  15 23 6.4 5.6 11.5 1.2 0.8 0.2 0.1 CTTS*
ROXs30c K4 16 24 37.9 - 2 3  51 37 15.0 1.2 3.6 0.0 CTTS
ROXs33 GO 16 25 31.0 - 2 4  16 06 14.0 2.0 1.4 6.5 1.3 CTTS
ROXs39 K5 16 27 33.6 - 2 4  27 50 13.0 1.1 2.4 0.3 WTTS
ROXs40 K6 16 27 49.9 - 2 4  05 06 1.0 1.6 F
ROX42c K6 16 28 13.6 - 2 4  27 36 12.5 1.7 1.0 1.9 0.4 W TTS*
ROXs44 K3 16 28 31.5 - 2 4  21 13 16.8 12.6 1.35 0.9 2.1 0.3 CTTS
ROX45f K 7 -M 0 16 28 58.4 - 2 5  24 03 13.8 1.5 0.9 0.3 - 0 .7 WTTS
ROXs47a K 2 /K 7 -M 0 16 29 09.6 - 2 4  33 59 0.3 13.6 1.7 1.2 2.3 0.2 CTTS
T ab le  2 .1 : S te llar p aram eters  o f sam p le  selected  from  B ouvier and A p p enzeller (1992). C o o rd i­
nates are qu oted  in ep och  1950 as in paper, of course these w ere up dated  for our observations. 
The rotation  p eriod  (P rot.) is g iven  in  days for tw o sou rces, sp ectra l typ e, eq u iv alen t w idth  of 
C a ll K line, V  m ag n itu d e, stellar colours, v isual extinction , stellar lum inosity  and  classifica­
tion ( 'F ' =  Field , 'W T T S ' =  W eak-line Tauri, 'C T T S ' =  C lassical T  Tauri) are also listed. ‘ B in ary  
target.
Sample from Preibisch et al. (1998)
The first systematic search for pre-main sequence stars in the Upper Sco association 
was undertaken by Walter et al. (1994) who observed optical counterparts to X-ray 
sources in 7 Einstein fields, and detected 28 PMS stars. This study assumed a com­
mon distance of 160 pc for all the PMS in Upper Sco however, more recent Hipparcos 
data imply a smaller distance of 145 pc, with a likely spread in the exact distances to 
individual stars (de Bruijne et al. 1997). Preibisch et al. (1998) investigated both X- 
ray selected candidates and stars which were not detected as X-ray sources but which 
were regarded as possible members of the Upper Sco association due to their proper 
motions being similar to those of known early-type members. This was completed in 
an effort to investigate the possibility of the existence of a population of 'X-ray quiet' 
PMS stars in Upper Sco (as found in the Orion nebula region by Wolk 1996). The X- 
ray selected candidates were taken from ROSAT X-ray satellite All Sky Survey (RASS) 
which scanned the sky in the 0.1 — 2.4 keV soft X-ray band. In the Preibisch et al. (1998) 
field in Upper Sco, 606 X-ray sources were detected within the RASS data, though of 
course not all X-ray sources are pre-main sequence stars. They can also be, among 
others; active field stars, RS CVn binaries, galaxies and quasars. Using a selection 
method developed by Sterzik et al. (1995) and an observational constraint on selection
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which limited the B magnitude range to ~  11 to ~  14.5, Preibisch et al. (1998) reduced 
the sample for study to 130 objects. The X-ray quiet candidates were selected with 
the criterion that they have magnitudes similar to the RASS candidates and proper 
motions similar to that of known early-type association members. Table 2.2 gives the 
stellar parameters as quoted by Preibisch et al. (1998) for the 18 target stars we selected 
for inclusion in our study, column 9 indicates if the object was initially selected as an 
X-ray source or proper motion candidate. Other parameters given are; Spectral type, 
equivalent width of the 6708A lithium line which was used by Preibisch et al. (1998) to 
classify the candidates, equivalent width of the HQ, line and B magnitude. In column 
8  the notation 'F' or 'WTTS' indicates whether the given target star is a field star with 
a weak Li line or an active WTTS.
Object ID SpT R.A. (2000) S (2000) Li EW (A) Ha EW  (A) B Class Selection
GSC6213—933 16 15 06.3 -2 1  57 42 0.05 3.30 11.9 F Proper Motion
GSC6214—2384 KO 16 19 33.8 - 2 2  28 28 0.55 -0 .7 6 12.0 WTTS X-ray
GSC6798—35 G1 16 23 32.3 - 2 5  23 48 0.42 0.44 12.1 WTTS X-ray
GSC6793—994 G4 1614 02.1 - 2 3  01 01 0.44 0.00 12.2 WTTS X-ray
G SC 6214-14 16 17 50.7 - 2 0  54 57 0.05 3.82 12.2 F Proper Motion
GSC6214—1115 16 21 07.1 - 2 1  42 54 0.05 2.62 12.2 F Proper Motion
GSC6794—337 K1 16 27 39.5 - 2 2  45 22 0.55 -0 .6 0 12.3 WTTS X-ray
G SC 6793-562 16 14 27.0 - 2 3  09 40 0.10 3.17 12.4 F X-ray
GSC6793—569 K1 16 13 29.3 - 2 3  11 06 0.41 -0 .6 3 12.5 WTTS X-ray
GSC6793— 797 K4 16 13 02.7 - 2 2  57 43 0.46 -0 .3 9 12.6 WTTS X-ray
GSC6215—271 16 24 38.1 -2 2 1 1  21 0.08 3.71 12.6 F Proper Motion
G SC6213—1186 16 15 39.8 - 2 1 1 6  51 0.09 2.20 12.7 F Proper Motion
GSC6794—537 K2 16 23 07.8 - 2 3  00 59 0.61 1.49 12.7 WTTS X-ray
G SC6793—806 Ml 16 15 34.5 - 2 2  42 41 0.45 -2 0 .4 8 13.2 WTTS X-ray
G SC6215—538 16 27 57.4 - 2 2  01 25 0.03 1.39 13.2 F Proper Motion
G SC6214—2288 G4 16 18 07.9 - 2 2  13 25 0.18 1.62 13.4 F Proper Motion
GSC6798—91 GO 16 20 44.7 - 2 4  31 37 0.12 3.04 13.4 F X-ray
GSC6793—868 M l 16 11 56.3 - 2 3  04 04 0.67 -2 .3 7 14.2 WTTS X-ray
T a b le  2.2: Stellar p aram eters and inform ation regarding the sam ple selected  from  Preibisch 
et al. (1998). C olum n 9 indicates if target star w as selected  by Preibisch et al. (1998) through 
p roper m otion  stud ies or X -ray observations w hereas colum n 8 states the 'c la ss ' nom inated  
to each star, F =  non-P M S w ith  very w eak Li line, p robably  an active field star and  W T T S =  
W eak Line T  Tauri strs. Sp ectral type, coordinates (Ep =  2000), Li & HQ equivalent w id th s and 
B m agnitud e also given. The P reib isch  et al. (1998) specific ID s have been up dated  to H ubble 
G uide Star C atalogu e IDs for ease of com parison w ith  other sources.
Sample of Martin et al. (1998)
With the aim of studying the evolutionary status of T Tauri stars in the p Oph cloud, 
Martin et al. (1998) obtained intermediate resolution optical spectroscopy of a subset
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of the X-ray sources discovered by Casanova et al. (1995). They used a spectroscopic 
quantitative criteria developed by Martin (1997) to classify the pre-main sequence 
stars into different categories, CTTS, WTTS or Post T Tauri star (PTTS). All the op­
tical counterpart candidates Martin et al. (1998) selected for spectroscopic follow-up 
had to meet two criteria; they had to be optically bright, V <  15, as determined in 
the Hubble Guide Star Catalogue and they had to be 30 arcsecs or closer to the orig­
inal ROSAT X-ray source. Stars which were discovered by this study are given the 
prefix 'RXJ' by Martin et al. (1998) which stands for ROSAT X-ray Source Julian, then 
followed by the right ascension and declination for Equinox J2000.
Spectral type, Ha and Li I equivalent widths were determined for their sample. 
A first visual estimate of the spectral type was done by plotting the calibrated spec­
trum with spectra coming from a grid of spectroscopic standards observed with sim­
ilar spectral resolution. M-type stars are classified from the strength of the molecular 
bairdheads of the Cal H and TiO lines - following the procedure of Martin and Kun 
(1996). G and K spectral type stars were normalized by fitting a low-order polyno­
mial to the continuum then classifying them according to the strength of the forest of 
metallic lines between 6400—6470A - mainly Ca I and Fe I lines. The uncertainty in 
the spectral type classification is quoted to be ±  half a subclass. The Ha equivalent 
width was measured by Martin et al. (1998) by direct integration of the observed line 
profile. A number of stars have H„ in absorption which is indicated as a negative pre­
sented value (see Table 2.3, column 6 ). It is common to use the TIQ equivalent width to 
distinguish between CTTS and WTTS - as discussed in Chapter 1. Martin et al. (1998) 
consider CTTS whose stars with HQ equivalent widths larger than 5A for spectral type 
K7 and earlier, 1 0 A for M 0 -M2  stars, and 2 0 A for spectral type of later than M2  - as 
proposed by Martin (1997). The equivalent width of the Lil 6708A resonance doublet 
was measured by Martin et al. (1998) by direct integration of the line profile. Prior to 
integrating they fitted a Gaussian to the line to determine the pseudocontinuum level. 
It has been shown that a plot of Li I equivalent width versus spectral type or effective 
temperature can be used to determine between weak- and post- T Tauri stars (Mar­
tin 1997). The main stellar mechanism which supports the distinction between WTTS 
and PTTS is that of pre-main sequence lithium depletion. CTTS Li I equivalent widths
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are reduced by non-photospheric veiling arising in the accretion disc boundary layers. 
Spectral type, Li & Ha equivalent widths and T Tauri class are stated in Table 2.3 for 
the 7 target stars in the Martin et al. (1998) we selected for our study.
Object ID SpT R .A .(2000) 5 (2000) Lil EW (A) Hu EW (A) Class
RXJ1620.7 -2348  













16 20 45 
16 21 28 
16 22 47 
16 23 50 
16 2448  
16 2515  
16 25 29
- 2 3  48 18 
- 2 3  12 05 
- 2 3  25 33 
- 2 3  41 44 
- 2 3  59 18 
- 2 4  55 48 
- 2 3  46 18
0.39 ±  0.03 
0.59 ±  0.04 
0.65 ±  0.05,0.60 ±  0.05 
0.57 ±  0.08 
0.39 ±  0.05 
0.76 ±  0.04 
0.37 ±  0.06
- 0 .8  
- 1 .6  
-1 .7 ,  -4 .1  
- 0 .4  
-0 .0 6  
-2 .9  
0.86
W TTS 
W IT S  





T a b le  2 .3 : S tellar param eters and classification  for T Tauri starts selected  from  M artin  et al. 
(1998). Spectral type, coordinates (epoch 2000), L il & HQ equivalent w idths listed. C olum n 7 
ind icates all target stars are classified  as w eak line T  Tauri stars by M artin  et al. (1998)
2.3 The Spectroscopic Observations
2.3.1 UKST & the 6dF Instrument
The 6 dF (Six degree Field) instrument on the 1.2m United Kingdom Schmidt Tele­
scope (UKST) located at the Siding Spring Observatory was utilised to make a series 
of spectroscopic measurements periodically over six weeks. The 6 dF instrument is a 
bench mounted spectrograph which is fed by 150 optical fibres from a field plate at the 
UKST's focal plane. The instrument has three dedicated gratings and our programme 
used the 1 2 0 1 B grating. The grating was set at an angle to include the 3968A and 
3933A Call FI & K lines as well as some continuum to the blue. The reciprocal disper­
sion of the 1 2 0 1 B grating is 62A per mm and the instrumental resolution is 2 .lA. The 
gratings 820A bandpass was centred on 4006A and the 1024 x 1024 instrument CCD 
has 0 .8 A (13/nn) pixels. Exposures were taken with l x l  binning on the CCD, giving 
a spectral coverage of ~3600 to ~4400A.
The field plate has 150 target fibres of 6.7’' (100pm) diameter when fully opera­
tional and has four 7-fibre guide bundles for field acquisition. Although the aperture 
is only 1.2m in diameter, limiting the faintest magnitudes which can be observed, 6 dF 
has an extraordinary six degrees of accessible field diameter, allowing a larger section
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of the clouds to be covered in a single exposure. The target fibres are positioned on the 
steel plate (curved to match the Schmidt focal plane) with a robotic r-theta positioning 
system with a curved radial-arm. The robot places the magnetic buttons at the collect­
ing end of the optical fibres to a positioning accuracy of ~  0.7” (10/nn). The buttons 
carry cylindrical 90° prisms which are attached to the ten metre optical fibres which 
directly feed the spectrograph housed in a light-tight housing in the dome (see Parker 
and Watson 2000 and the 6 dF User Manual).
The allocated time of 38 hours was split into 2 hour nightly blocks made up of half 
hour exposures over 19 nights. The 19 allocated nights were spread over a six week 
period, allowing monitoring of at least two rotational cycles for all the target stars. A 
summary of observations completed and associated conditions can be found in Table 
2.3.1. Dome calibration frames were taken with the telescope in the parked position
Date 1 Integration Time (s) Conditions and comments
March 13th 1 x 3 9 2
1 x800
2 x 1800
seeing 1 -  2", cloud affected 
cloud affected 
through some cloud
March 14th - conditions too bad to observe
March 15th 3 x 1800 
1 x 1000
seeing 2 — 3" 
cloud affected
March 16th -  
20th
Not allocated
March 21st 5 x 1800 seeing very poor at 4 — 5"
March 22ml - conditions too bad to observe
March 23rd - conditions too bad to observe
March 24th 4 x 1800 seeing 3"
March 25th 4 x 1800 seeing 3", some cloud during the night
March 26th - conditions too bad to observe
March 27th - conditions too bad to observe
March 28t‘1 4 x 1800 seeing 1 — 2", lost autoguiding, maintained manually
March 29th 4 x 1800 seeing 1 — 2", patchy cloud




April 22lld 3 x 1800
April 23rd 4 x 1800 seeing 1 — 2"
April 24th 4 x 1 8 0 0 seeing 2 — 3"
April 25th 5 x 1800 seeing varying 1 — 3", some cloud
April 26th - conditions too bad to observe
April 27th - conditions too bad to observe
Table 2.4: Spectra were observed in a total of 12 nights out of the 19 nights allocated. Table in­
dicates the individual integration times successfully observed and weather/seeing conditions 
on each of the nights.
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facing a reflecting surface. 6 dF is a bench mounted spectrograph and flexure is not 
an issue hence calibration frames do not need to be taken with the telescope pointing 
at the target field. The calibration exposures were taken once a night either before or 
after the target fields. Fibre flat fields were created with the object field plate config­
uration and the telescope pointing at a diffuse Quartz lamp. Arc calibration frames 
were obtained by taking a 40 second frame illuminated by Mercury, Cadmium and 
Helium arc lamps. Experience by the UKST staff shows that it is not necessary to take 
bias or dark calibration frames as they contain little structure. The UKST pointing co­
ordinates were taken from digitised Schmidt photographic plates to get the required 
accuracy.
2.4 Reduction of the Spectra
The data reduction package for handling 6 dF spectra, '6 dFdr', processes the raw fits 
files into dispersion corrected, sky-subtracted one-dimensional spectra. The follow­
ing sections cover each step of the reduction in detail, including the treatment of the 
calibration frames. Where appropriate, plots taken straight from the 6 dFdr package 
demonstrate real results at intermediate steps. Where single fibre plots are used to 
illustrate tasks all results are those from fibre 6 8  which was positioned on target object 
GSC6214-14.
2.4.1 The Flat Field and Tram Line Maps
Five 50 second dome flats of Quartz filament lamps were combined using FIGARO 
task MEDSKY, a median combining routine and used with '6 dFdr' for calibrations. 
The fibre flat field is bias corrected by subtracting the median of the bias strip from 
the whole frame. The bias strip on the 6 dF detectors is an overscan region 25 pixels in 
width on the red side of the detector. A bias strip is included in each exposure so no 
additional dedicated bias frames are required.
The flat field image is used to define the 'tram-line map' for extracting the spectra. 
Due to the nature of the UK Schmidt telescope and its optical design, the spectra lie 
curved on the CCD hence need to be traced correctly for effective extraction. The
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tram-line map tracks the position of the fibre spectra on the CCD and is generated 
using an optical model of the spectrograph and information about the fibre position 
on the slit, it defines the correct spatial position of the profiles and is fully automated. 
Once a tram line map is generated it is used for all subsequent files with the same 
spectrograph setting within the session. A tram-line map can be generated from any 
frame but a fibre flat field is ideal due to the high signal-to-noise ratio.
Once the tram-line map has been defined the reduction packages takes all the spec­
tra to be reduced, combines them and generates an average spectral response. It then 
considers each fibre in turn to see how it differs from the average. Each fibre is divided 
by the fibre-flat and then multiplied by an average flat field to remove pixel-to-pixel 
variations as well as fringing effects in the fibres and the detector.
2.4.2 Subtracting Scattered Light
The reduction software facilitates the subtraction of any background scattered light 
before the spectra are extracted. The background is determined by fitting a function 
to the signal received through the 'dead fibres' (broken fibres) in the frame. During 
the processing of the flat frame a list of dead fibres is generated from the file header. 
Each dead fibre is checked in turn for any residual signal level which can not be due 
to the sky or any astronomical targets since the fibre is not positioned in the telescope 
focal plane. Any signal found through these fibres is thus considered to be scattered 
light internal to the spectrograph. The scattered light model for the 6 dF spectrograph 
has been empirically determined by the instrument builders and the functional form 
found to be a quadratic with a fall off at each end, forced to be upwards convex. A 
minimum of three dead fibres are required to fit the scattered light quadratic function 
to the observed data, an example of which can be seen in Fig.2.3
2.4.3 Extracting the Spectra
There are two fibre extraction methods accommodated for in the 6 dFdr reduction soft­
ware. The simple default method, namely 'TRAM', slices up the image by summing 
the pixels around the tram-line over a width slightly less than the spacing between the 
tram lines. The more precise method, 'FIT', does an optimal extraction based on fitting
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F ig u r e  2 .3 : Screen  sh o t fro m  6 d F d r p a ck a g e  sh o w in g  the d eterm in ed  fit fo r co m p en sa tin g  for 
b a ck g ro u n d  sca ttered  light. E a ch  b o x  sh o w s o n e  o f three cuts th ro u g h  th e array, the sp ectra  is 
in g reen  an d  the lig h t b lu e  line sh o w s the gen erated  fit.
Gaussian profiles. This profile-fitting routine fits 150 overlapping Gaussian curves to 
the 150 fibre profiles in a single column of the fibre flat field. It is assumed that the 
sigma of the Gaussians vary smoothly across the detector and can therefore be de­
scribed by a polynomial. The height of the Gaussian gives the corresponding point 
in the spectrum. As this process simultaneously fits each fibre and its neighbouring 
fibres any contamination of the spectrum from the adjacent fibres is minimised. The 
more involved 'FIT' method gives better SNR than the simpler 'TRAM' method but is 
more time consuming. Since we are dealing with relatively few targets we used the 
'FIT' method for spectra extraction.
2.4.4 Cosmic Ray Rejection
During the extraction stage cosmic rays are rejected on the basis of spatial profile 
across the fibre. The spatial profile for a single wavelength channel is compared with 
the median profile over a block of pixels on either side of the given pixel. If it differs by 
more than a user set threshold the pixel is rejected and flagged as bad. However, even 
though in principle a procedure based only on the spatial profile should be insensitive 
to the spectral structure of the data the best way to remove cosmic rays is during the
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combination of object frames.
2.4.5 The Arc and Wavelength Calibration
The reduction package performs an approximate wavelength calibration using infor­
mation from the spectrograph optical model and the central wavelength in the file 
header, then refines this using the data from an arc lamp exposure. The wavelength 
calibrator for our observations is a 40 second exposure of three arc lamps simultane­
ously: Mercury, Cadmium and Helium. Once the arc frame has been bias subtracted 
and extracted, the lines are identified and matched against an arc line list. The 'match­
ing' involves a cubic fit between predicted and measured wavelengths of all lines 
deemed 'good'. A 'good' line can be considered as one that is not too wide (which 
usually indicates saturation), not too weak and is not a blend (i.e. there are no nearby 
lines in the list). The wavelengths are refined and the arc spectrum is rebinned onto 
a linear wavelength scale. This procedure is repeated for each fibre spectrum, which 
produces a set of polynomial coefficients relating the initial approximate wavelength 
calibration to the true wavelength scale for each fibre. The object fibres are then shifted 
accordingly.
It is vital to get the arc reduction correct and it is very easy to get wrong by using 
an inappropriate arc line list. A plot of the reduced arc offers a quality check on the 
wavelength calibration, all the lines should lie straight across the frames, as shown in 
Fig.2.4. For the purpose of our analysis we only needed the wavelength calibration to 
be accurate to one pixel, 0 .8 A.
2.4.6 Fibre Throughput Calibration & The Offset Sky
It is also necessary to correct for fibre-to-fibre differences in throughput and to nor­
malise all the fibres to the same level. Though there are three possible methods for 
throughput calibration, we have selected to use the 'offset sky' method. However, 
instead of takiirg a genuine 'offset-sky' exposure we generated a frame by copying 
the flat field frame and changed the appropriate header entry. This procedure gives 
exactly the same result as taking an offset-sky twilight frame but was more practi­
cal when, as in our case, more than one project is getting observed each night. The
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W a v e l e n g t h  A n g s t r o m  a
F ig u re  2 .4 : Screen  shot from  6dFdr p ackage show ing a single reduced  arc fram e - the spectral 
lines run stra ig ht across the d etector ind icating the w avelength  scale for each  fibre has been  
d eterm ined  correctly. Visually checking the fram e is a vital quality control of the red uction  
p rocess.
offset-sky frame is processed with the same steps as a target field frame but stops at 
the point of wavelength calibration of extracted spectra. The relative throughput for 
each fibre is the 'mean signal in the fibre divided by the median over all the fibres'. 
An example of a 'throughput map' for the single fibre is shown in Fig.2.5. The derived 
throughputs are applied to the data by dividing each spectrum by its corresponding 
fibre throughput. It can be seen from Fig.2.5 that the fibre's throughput drops off at 
wavelengths below 4000A. There are no dedicated steps in the 6 dFdr package to cor­
rect for wavelength dependent sensitivity.
The flat-field is normalised to remove averaged wavelength dependence with the 
intention to correct for pixel-to-pixel flat-field effects. The throughput calibration is a 
fibre dependent constant value. This means the resultant spectrum is actually:
Fn(\)* <  T„(A) >  (2.1)
where Fn(A) is the spectrum flux entering fibre n at wavelength A and <  Tn(A) >  
is the average fibre throughput multiplied by the quantum efficiency of the nth fibre 
at wavelength A. Any desired flux calibration has to be done post 6 dFdr reduction.
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Figure 2.5: Screen shot from 6 dFdr package showing the throughput of a single fibre, wave­
length v.s. non-normalised flux - highlights how the throughput drops off below 4000A.
However, as discussed later in the chapter it is not important for our studies to flux 
calibrate the target spectra.
2.4.7 The Object Frames
The list below gives a brief description of the sequence of tasks carried out on each ob­
ject frame to obtain a fully reduced frame containing 150 dispersion corrected, sky sub­
tracted, wavelength calibrated, one-dimensional spectra for each of the fibres, stacked 
together. Fig.2.6 demonstrates a single fully reduced frame. Individual extracted spec­
tra can be seen in §2.5.
Debiassing Mean of the bias strip is subtracted and the bias strip trimmed from the 
frame.
Scattered Light The deduced scattered light function is fitted to compensate for back­
ground contamination.
Fibre Extraction The tram-line map generated from the flat field is utilised to extract 
the spectra. The resulting file contains the data in the form of a 150 by 1024 array 
giving the data for each of the fibres.
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Figure 2.6: Screen shot from 6 dFdr package giving an example of the final fully reduced frame 
for a single exposure. The fibre numbers are shown on the y-axis and the wavelength in A on 
the x-axis. The Call H & K lines can be seen running through the target fibres around 3950A.
Flat Fielding Divided by the reduced flat field.
Wavelength Calibration Wavelength shift and dispersion determined from an arc 
lamp frame is used to rebin the data onto a linear wavelength scale.
Throughput Calibration Reduced offset sky frame divided through the object frames 
for throughput calibration of each fibre.
Sky Subtraction Our target fibre configuration included 22 fibres assigned to sky po­
sitions. A MEDIAN operation is used to generate a combined sky spectrum 
making it insensitive to any sky fibres accidentally contaminated by sources or 
by cosmic rays. The combined sky spectrum is then subtracted from all the fibre 
spectrums (see Fig.2.7 for an example of a combined sky frame).
2.5 Resultant Spectra
In this section we present a small taster of resultant one dimensional extracted reduced 
spectra from the 6 dFdr package. Plotted in the following three figures are the spectra 
for target stars GSC6798 35, GSC6214-2288 and ROXs44 - the top plot in each figure
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F ig u re  2 .7 : Screen  shot from  6d Fd r p ackag e show ing the resu ltant com bined  sky from  all 22 
sky  fibres in our p late  configuration .
it the spectrum as produced by 6 dFdr and the bottom plot is zoomed in to only show 
the area around the Call doublet. Fig.2 . 8  shows GSC6798—35, an example of a spec­
trum where the Call absorption lines have an emission core at the bottom of the line - 
indicative of a small amount of chromospheric activity. Fig.2.9 shows the spectrum for 
target star ROXs44 where the chromospheric activity is sufficiently strong that the Call 
H & K lines are fully in emission. Lastly Fig.2.10 shows the field star GSC6214—2288 
with the doublet fully in absorption. The spectra seen in Figs. 2.8 - 2.10 were produced 
by combining the 4, 1800 second exposures, for each of the target stars on the night 
of April 23rd, 2003. Two factors of the instrument can be seen on the complete spec­
trum, the overscan region to the very right side of the spectrum and the spectra trails 
off towards the blue end due to the transmission properties of the fibres which feed 
the spectrograph. To scale for the reduction in counts at blue wavelengths we could 
have flux calibrated our spectra, however as we only wish to qualify chromospheric 
activity using a ratio value (see §2.9) it is valid to leave the spectra as is. Spectra for 
the complete set of programme stars can be found in Appendix A.
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Object: GSC6798-35 from the night of: 2003Apr23
3600 3800 4000 4200 4400 4600
X (Angstroms)
Object: GSC6798—35 zoomed into the Call H & K lines
3850 3900 3950 4000 4050
X (Angstroms)
F ig u re  2 .8 : Fully reduced  spectra for target object G S C 6798—35, fu ll spectra at the top and 
zoom ed in spectra around the C all H & K lines on the bottom . H ere the C a ll absorption  lines 
have an em ission core at the bottom  of the line - ind icative of a sm all am ount of chrom osp heric 
activity.
Object: R0Xs44 from the night of: 2003Apr23
3600 3800 4000 4200 4400 4600
X (Angstroms)
Object: R0Xs44 zoomed into the Coll H & K lines
3850 3900 3950 4000 4050
X (Angstroms)
F ig u re  2 .9 : Fully reduced  spectra for target ob ject RO Xs44, full spectra at the top and zoom ed 
in spectra around the C a ll FI & K lines on the bottom . H ere the chrom ospheric activ ity  is 
su fficiently  strong that the C a ll d oublet is entirely  in  em ission.
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3600 3800 4000 4200 4400 4600
A (Angstroms)
Object: GSC6214-2288 zoomed Into the Coll H & K lines
3850 3900 3950 4000 4050
A (Angstroms)
Figure 2.10: Fully reduced spectra for target object GSC6214-2288, full spectra at the top 
and zoomed in spectra around the Call H & K lines on the bottom. Here the star is sufficiently 
chromospherically quiet that the Call lines are fully in absorption with no evidence of emission 
cores.
2.6 The Photometric Observations
2.6.1 The Automated Patrol Telescope
In addition to the 6 dF spectroscopic observations, near simultaneous photometric 
measurements of the p Ophiuchus target field were made through collaboration with 
Dr. Michael Ashley of the University of New South Wales (UNSW). The UNSW's own 
Automatic Patrol Telescope (APT) was used to take V band images during the UKST 
allocated time. The APT is a wide-field CCD imaging telescope located at the Siding 
Spring Observatory, it is entirely computer-controlled and can be operated either re­
motely or automatically. The automatic mode is run within limits set by the reliability 
of the weather monitoring systems at the dome.
The optical desigir of the telescope resembles that of a Schmidt telescope but uses 
a 3-element correcting lens to obtain a wide, corrected field-of-view (FOV). The APT's 
0.5m aperture with f/1  spherical primary mirror yields a 5 degree flat field, of which 
a 2 x 3 degree area is recorded by the 800 x 1200 pixel CCD. The telescope is equipped
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with B, V, R & I broadband filters which can only be changed manually (Carter et al. 
1995; Hidas et al. 2005)
2.6.2 Reducing The Photometric Data
The photometric observations were fully reduced by our collaborators M. Ashley & M. 
Hidas at the UNSW. They have developed a very effective pipeline which automates 
the entire reduction process from raw images to calibrated magnitudes. Each APT 
frame is reduced in the same manner as the 'tried and tested' Isaac Newton Telescope 
(INT) Wide Field Survey pipeline software developed by Irwin aird Lewis (2001). We 
were supplied with fully reduced V band magnitudes determined by optimal aper- 
ature photometry for each target star on each night, these are listed in Table 2.5, the 
actual light curves can be found in §2.11 beside the plots for Call variation. The er­
ror quoted is RMS of the measurements taken for each target on each night. Further 
information and details regarding the reduction pocess can be found in Hidas et al. 
(2005).
2.7 Determining Stellar Parameters
To disentangle the photospheric contribution from the chromospheric contribution 
in the Call spectral lines, the spectra of a chromospherically quiet star must be sub­
tracted from our observed spectra (see §2.8). The most consistent way to do this is to 
subtract a synthetic spectra, and in order to know which synthetic spectra is appro­
priate it is required to determine a number of stellar parameters for the programme 
stars, chiefly effective temperature and surface gravity. Recent studies have found the 
average metallically for PMS in star forming regions is slightly below that of solar, 
([F e / H ]) = 0 . 0  to - 0 . 2  but further studies indicate the presence of photospheric spots 
affects the final determination of stellar metallicity, in addition to other stellar param­
eters, which may have future implications on the study of young, magnetically active 
stars (James et al. 2006; Morel et al. 2004). For this study it is adequate to adopt the 
metallicity of the T Tauri sample as solar, [Fe/H] = 0.00 ±  0.03 (Santos et al. 2004). 
The following sections detail the required steps, giving derivation of equations and
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sources for conversions used.
2.7.1 Surface Gravity dervied from Teff and L*
Effective temperature can be obtained from the stellar spectral type via published con­
version tables and the surface gravity is calculated from basic principles of stellar at­
mospheres as follows.
The luminosity of a star can be derived from the effective temperature and stellar 
radius using:
L* =  IrrR^crTeV (2-2)
where a  is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. Surface gravity is related to stellar mass 
and radii by:
GM* ^g. =  - j g -  (23)
By rearranging equation 2.2 to obtain stellar radii in terms of luminosity and effective
temperature, substituting this into equation 2.3 then taking the logarithms one derives
log g*:
log g* =  log G +  log M, -  log L* +  4 log Teff„ +  log(47r<r) (2.4)
Subtracting the comparable equation for the sun allows us to get the stellar surface 
gravity in terms stellar mass and luminosity in solar units and effective temperture as 
given by:
log g* =  4.214 +  log ^  -  log +  4 log T eff, -  4 log T eff (2.5)
Mq l ©
where the constant value '4.44' is the log surface gravity for the Sun and the Solar 
effective temperature is taken to be 5770K (Coelho et al. 2005). The luminosity can 
be calculated as follows by using the measured magnitudes and colours of the pro­
gramme stars and the distance to the clouds. The stellar luminosity is related to bolo- 
metric magnitude, that is the magnitude of the star measured across all wavelengths 
such that it takes into account the total amount of energy radiated:
log =  O.4(Mboi0 -  MboU) (2.6)
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where Mboi0  =  4.64 (Baraffe et al. 1998) and the stellar bolometric magnitude is ob­
tained from the observed (apparent) magnitude in the J band via the distance modulus 
using equations 2.7 & 2.8:
nij -  M j =  51ogD -  5 (2.7)
Mboi =  M j +  BC j (2.8)
to give:
Mboi, =  m j, -  5 * (log D -  1 ) +  B C j, (2.9)
where D is the distance to the cluster in pc, B C j is the bolometric correction in the J
band.
2.7.2 Determining IR Colour Index & Bolometric Correction
It would seem most natural to use a optical magnitude to calculate the bolometric 
magnitude given that the study is in the optical regime and we have taken our own V 
band magnitudes measurements. However we also need to use the stellar colours to 
determine the level of extinction due to the inter-cloud and inter-stellar dust. Though 
it would be possible to obtain the magnitudes in another band, such as B from lit­
erature, to combine with our V magnitude measurements it is not ideal as the mea­
surements have not been taken at the same time and thus uncertainties are introduced 
into the colour due to systematic photometric errors and stellar variability. Further­
more it is more robust to use an infrared magnitude for the calculation of luminosity 
as it is much less affected by extinction. J, in particular, is often used for this purpose 
as there is little contamination from infrared excess radiation due to the presence of 
any circumstellar disk. Therefore the reddening by dust was checked using the (J—H) 
colour. The J, H & K magnitudes were taken from the Two Micron All Sky Survey 
(2MASS) database and are listed in table 2.6. A number of conversions are needed to 
calculate the stellar luminosity from spectral type and colour; effective temperature as 
a function of spectral type was taken from de Jager and Nieuwenhuijzen (1987) - the 
values were interpolated to fill in the missing spectral types; bolometric correction in 
the J band with respect to effective temperature was taken from Baraffe et al. (1998) 
via D'Antona et al. (1999) - a polynomial fit was used to decrease the steps in effective
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J
9.792 ±  0.034 
9.322 ±  0.023 
9.317 ±  0.027 
9.375 ±  0.026
H
9.101 ±  0.037 
8.651 ±  0.047 
8.624 ±  0.042
ID
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10.025 ±  0.024
9.382 ±  0.038 
10.142 ±  0.026 
10.725 ±  0.029
11.439 ± 0 .0 2 2  
9.230 ±  0.019 
9.354 ±  0.026 
9.867 ±  0.023 
9.963 ±  0.026 
9.937 ±  0.026 
9.809 ±  0.030 
9.042 ±  0.032 
8.600 ±  0.024
10.012 ±  0.024 
10.521 ±  0.022 
9.430 ±  0.027 
9.589 ±  0.021 
8.833 ±  0.027 
9.776 ±  0.024 
9.729 ±  0.026 
9.154 ±  0.020 
8.971 ±  0.032 
9.224 ±  0.024 
9.424 ±  0.023 
9.896 ±  0.024 
8.942 ±  0.019 
8.440 ±  0.027 
10.474 ±  0.024 
8.731 ±  0.027
9.094 ±  0.019
9.094 ±  0.032 
8.357 ±  0.027
9.233 ±  0.023 
10.255 ± 0 .0 2 4
9.245 ±  0.024
8.774 ±  0.053 
10.225 ±  0.024 
9.741 ±  0.026 
8.334 ±  0.038 
9.761 ±  0.023
10.490 ±  0.026
11.077 ±  0.024 
8.659 ±  0.036 
8.733 ±  0.046 
9.141 ±  0.021
9.668 ±  0.022
9.031 ±  0.024 
8.653 ±  0.031 
8.343 ±  0.040 
7.979 ±  0.046
9.013 ±  0.024 
10.116 ±  0.022 
8.275 ±  0.038 
8.578 ±  0.033 
8.081 ± 0 .021  
9.045 ±  0.027 
8.773 ±  0.053 
8.145 ±  0.046 
7.500 ±  0.027 
8.056 ±  0.049 
8.631 ±  0.044 
8.722 ±  0.036 
8.306 ±  0.053 
7.667 ±  0.042 
9.993 ±  0.023 
7.483 ±  0.044 
8.279 ±  0.051 
8.174 ±  0.065 
7.512 ±  0.051
8.246 ±  0.057 
9.554 ±  0.022 
8.351 ±  0.031
K____
8.815 ± 0.034 
8.455 ± 0.027 
8.494 ± 0.019 
8.608 ± 0.023 
10.151 ±0.019 
9.656 ± 0.021 
7.909 ± 0.023
9.669 ± 0.025 
10.356 ± 0.025
11.009 ± 0.023 
8.509 ± 0.019 
8.526 ± 0.021 
8.927 ± 0.019 
9.559 ± 0.019 
8.739 ± 0.019
8.234 ± 0.027 
8.184 ± 0.024 
7.695 ± 0.023 
8.599 ± 0.023
10.010 ± 0.023 
7.857 ± 0.020 
8.269 ± 0.024 
7.822 ± 0.027 
8.784 ± 0.023
8.383 ± 0.026 
7.518 ± 0.024 
6.571 ± 0.018 
7.688 ± 0.026 
8.408 ± 0.036
8.206 ± 0.017 
8.084 ± 0.026
7.207 ± 0.023 
9.869 ± 0.023 
6.850 ± 0.023
8.025 ± 0.017 
7.878 ± 0.029 
7.219 ± 0.024 
7.610 ± 0.024 
9.395 ± 0.024 
7.929 ± 0.061
2 M A s li  i n  i magnitude with error for our T Tauri sample taken from t
2MASS searchable archive (source: vizier.u-strasbg.fr). Quoted errors are the total photomet)
3m y corrected band photometric uncertainty, nightly photometric zero poi
uncertainty and flat fielding residual error. umemczeropoi
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temperature to give more accurate allocation of B C j and finally the intrinsic (J-H ) 
colour as a function of spectral type was taken from Bessell and Brett (1988). Funda­
mental to determining all the required stellar parameters is knowing the programme 
stars spectral type. A small number of our target stars do not have published spec­
tral types in the literature so a rough estimation of spectral type was undertaken, see 
§2.7.5.
2.7.3 Accounting For Extinction
A final step before being able to plot the programme stars on an HR diagram and de­
termine their mass is to account for extinction. Following equations given by Cardelli 
et al. (1989) the extinction,Aj, in the J band can be determined from observed colour, 
(J — H)obs, and intrinsic colour, (J  — H)i,lt, as per:
and then applying the extinction to the observed apparent magnitude to give the de­
reddened magnitude by:
Extinction was corrected in a target star if E (J — H) >  0.3
2.7.4 Plotting the HR Diagram
Given that the luminosity and effective temperatures are now derived for the target 
stars it is required to plot an HR diagram. Theoretical evolutionary tracks for stars 
in the mass range of 0.1 -  2.OM0  in 0.1 Mg increments, and 2.2, 2.5, 2.7 & 3.OM0/ are 
overlaid so each star can be allocated a mass. Since the purpose of this exercise is to 
gain surface gravity values for the stars and not absolutely accurate mass values the 
measurements were judged 'by eye' from the HR diagram to the 'nearest' O.O25M0 . 
An error in estimating the stellar mass by O.O25M0 translates to an error in the surface
E (J — H) =  (J  -  H)obs -  (J -  H)j„t =  0 . 3 2 6 A . J (2 .10)
or
(J -  H)obs ~  (J ~  H)int 
0 . 3 2 6
(2.11)
(2 .12)
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gravity calculation of ~  0.01, which is acceptable for this study. The HR diagram can 
be seen in Fig.2.11, the dotted lines are the evolutionary tracks of constant mass of 
Siess et al. (2000) with the dashed lines being the age isochrones taken from the same 
source, lines of constant age are plotted for 0.2, 1.0,10.0 & 20.0 Myrs. The Siess et al. 
(2000) tracks and isochrones were computed for PMS models with solar composition 
and no over-shooting.
F ig u re  2 .1 1 : D eterm ined  H R d iagram  for the T  Tauri sam ple. D ifferent sym bols indicate 
sou rce each target star w as selected from , key on diagram . O verlaid  are theoretical ev olu tion­
ary tracks of con stan t m ass (dotted  lines) and isochrones of constant age (dashed lines) taken 
from  Siess et al. (2000). See text for d iscussion  about seven  target stars w hich lie too low  on 
the diagram .
As demonstrated by equation 2.9, distance to the cluster is vital for the calculation 
of stellar bolometric magnitude, distance to p Oph varies in the literature over a range 
of 120 -  170 pc. The effect of different cluster distance on the determination of stellar 
surface gravity was calculated to justify selection of one published distance over the
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others. Taking a single target star at random for our sample, the stellar parameters 
were calculated for both 120 & 170 pc. It was found a change in 50 pc leads to a differ­
ence in Mb0i of ~  0.9 which translates to a difference in logarithm of the luminosity of 
~  0.3. This in turn alters the position on the HR diagram which results in a difference 
of 0.5M© in stellar mass. Ultimately this gives a change in stellar surface gravity of 
~  0.3. The key parameter for this study is the surface gravity as this enables us to 
pick the appropriate synthetic spectra, as fully explained in §2.8, for further analysis 
and the synthetic spectra we have used only computed spectra in steps of logg =  0.5. 
Hence, even using the extremes in published distances results in the same rounded 
logg value for the selection of synthetic spectra. For this reason we have adopted 
the Bouvier and Appenzeller (1992) published 170 pc to allow comparison of derived 
stellar parameters.
It is immediately obvious from looking at the HR diagram that seven of the tar­
get stars sit too low, i.e. the stellar luminosity or effective temperatures are not cor­
rect. Note that all the 'low' targets belong to the Upper Sco association as deduced by 
Preibisch et al. (1998) and all bar one do not have published spectral types. §2.7.5 de­
tails the process used to estimate the spectral types of these stars but of course spectral 
type has been used to get effective temperature so an error could have been introduced 
at this stage. Additionally, luminosity is reliant on distance to the star. If either the 
target is misclassified as belonging to the given association or if the stars individual 
distance is distinctly different to the average distance measure for the cluster then an 
error can be introduced into the luminosity calculation. In order to 'move' these stars 
into the correct region on the HR diagram would require ~1300I< reduction in T eff, 
which translates to a change of 1 spectral type class, or a increase of ~1  in log(L*/L©), 
which would need a change in distance of ~150pc. Clearly, an error in spectral type is 
most likely the source of this error and not unexpected given the crude method of esti­
mation. However, again the main reason for plotting these stars on an HR diagram for 
this study is determination of surface gravity. Even with a change in effective temper­
ature sufficient to place the targets onto the tracks there is only a change in estimated 
stellar mass of ~  O.5M0/ which leads to a change in surface gravity of ~0.3 which does
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not change the selection of corresponding synthetic spectra. Though it would be in­
teresting and worthy to discover the source of error in the placement of these targets it 
is not necessary at this time for the completion of this study. The stellar mass of these 
targets was estimated by extrapolating the nearest lines of constant mass.
A summary of derived parameters; T eff,, logL*, M*, logg*, (J — H)0bs, (J  — H);nt, 
(V -  R)int ar>d Aj is presented in Table 2.7. For interest, Fig.2.12 shows the (J—H) -  
(H—K) colour-colour diagram for the programme stars with the main sequence and 
giant branch overlaid, taken from Bessell and Brett (1988) via Meyer et al. (1997).
(H —K) vs ( J  —H) co lo u r—colour d iagram
( H - K )
F ig u re  2 .1 2 : (J—FI) — (H —K) colour-colour diagram  for the program m e stars. D ifferent sym ­
bols indicate source each target star w as selected  from , key on diagram . O verlaid  are tracks 
of intrinsic colours of g iant (solid line) and dw arfs (dashed line) taken from  Bessell and Brett 
(1988).
For comparison, Table 2.8 shows our derived values for logTeff, & logL* and rough 
M* & age for the Bouvier and Appenzeller (1992) selected stars against the published 
results in that study taken from their HR diagram, which is reproduced in Fig.2.13.
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ID SpT T cfl, (K) log L , ( L 0 ) M „(M  . ) logg* (•I -  H)obs ( J  - (V  -  R )int A j
GSC6798—35 G1 5875 0.752 1.6 3.92 0.62 0.31 0.52 0.96*
GSC6798—91 GO 5943 0.467 1.3 4.14 0.62 0.31 0.50 0.97*
RXJ1623.8—2341 K5 4406 0.213 1.2 3.84 1.00 0.61 0.99 1.19*
RXJ1620.7—2348 K4 4540 -0 .1 8 8 1.1 4.25 0.73 0.58 0.92 0.45
RXJ1621.4—2312 K7 4150 -0 .2 6 9 0.9 4.09 0.91 0.66 1.11 0.75
GSC6793—569 K1 4989 -0 .0 4 4 1.1 4.27 0.69 0.48 0.69 0.65
GSC6793—868 M l 3665 -0 .4 1 2 0.45 3.72 0.69 0.68 1.39 0.03
GSC6793—562 F7 6398 -0 .3 0 9 1.25 5.03 0.27 0.29 0.45 0.06
GSC6793—797 K4 4540 -0 .1 0 8 1.2 4.21 0.67 0.58 0.92 0.28
GSC6793—994 G4 5637 0.026 1.1 4.42 0.60 0.33 0.54 0.83
GSC6793—806 M l 3665 0.204 0.45 3.10 1.05 0.68 1.39 1.12*
GSC6213—933 F5 6653 -0 .0 8 5 1.35 4.90 0.28 0.23 0.40 0.17
GSC6214—2288 G4 5637 -0 .7 9 9 1.0 5.20 0.36 0.33 0.54 0.10
GSC6213—1186 GO 5943 -0 .2 3 6 1.15 4.79 0.38 0.31 0.50 0.23
GSC6214—2384 K0 5152 0.015 1.1 4.27 0.57 0.45 0.64 0.37
GSC6214—14 F2 7047 -0 .3 0 7 1.4 5.24 0.24 0.17 0.35 0.21
GSC6214—1115 F6 6531 -0 .0 7 9 1.3 4.85 0.30 0.26 0.42 0.11
GSC6794—537 K2 4842 0.046 1.3 4.20 0.70 0.50 0.74 0.61
GSC6215—271 F5 6653 -0 .2 8 4 1.3 5.08 0.41 0.23 0.40 0.54
GSC6215—538 KO 5152 -0 .4 8 3 0.9 4.68 0.48 0.45 0.64 0.10
GSC6794—337 K1 4989 0.106 1.3 4.20 0.64 0.48 0.69 0.48
ROXs5 K7 4150 -0 .1 8 6 0.9 4.01 0.96 0.66 1.11 0.91
ROXs30c K4 4540 0.529 1.45 3.66 1.17 0.58 0.92 1.82*
ROXs44 K3 4688 0.635 1.7 3.68 1.00 0.54 0.84 1.37*
ROXs47a K2 4842 0.586 1.9 3.83 0.90 0.50 0.74 1.21*
ROXs42c K6 4276 0.380 1.0 3.54 0.85 0.64 1.05 0.63
ROXs39 K5 4406 0.103 1.2 3.95 0.82 0.61 0.99 0.63
ROXs33 GO 5943 1.624 3.0 3.35 1.25 0.31 0.50 2.89*
ROXs45f K7 4150 -0 .3 9 6 0.9 4.22 0.70 0.66 1.11 0.13
ROXs29 K4 4540 0.383 1.45 3.80 0.77 0.58 0.92 0.59
ROXs21 M2 3524 -0 .1 4 4 0.375 3.30 0.79 0.67 1.50 0.39
ROXs6 K6 4276 0.514 1.0 3.41 1.01 0.64 1.05 1.13*
ROXs9a MO 3837 0.556 0.575 2.94 1.17 0.70 1.28 1.45*
RXJ1625.2—2455 MO 3837 0.217 0.5 3.21 1.01 0.70 1.28 0.97*
ROXs3 K3 4688 -0 .1 3 1 1.125 4.36 0.73 0.54 0.84 0.59
Table 2.7: Summary of derived parameters for T Tauri sample; spectral type, effective temper­
ature, log luminosity, stellar mass, log surface gravity, extinction in J band and spectral colours 
(intrinsic & observed (J-H) and intrinsic (V-R)). See body text for details regarding derivation 
methods. An asterisk marked beside extinction values (Aj) indicate stars strongly effected 
by reddening due to dust and have had their magnitudes, and thus luminosities, corrected 
accordingly.
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Small discrepancies can be justified by accumulated differences in conversion tables, 
evolutionary tracks and isochrones used in addition to the crude method of estimation 
of age and mass (read by eye of the published graphs). Four targets have distinctly 
different mass and age values. ROXs3 & ROXs47a have noticeable different effective 
temperatures whereas ROXs44 has two different values for luminosity in the two re­
sults. Of course these stars are variable stars so the fundamental parameters used to 
determine T eff and L* could have been different at the different observational times. 
The final target, ROXs5, has similar effective temperature and luminosity in the two 
studies however comes out with quite different ages, this appears to be due to vari­
ations in the isochrones plotted on the HR diagrams and used to estimate age. Even 
with the discussed mis-matching results the broad location of the Bouvier and Ap- 
penzeller (1992) and the T Tauri sample presented here on the HR diagram is similar 
to that of T Tauri stars of the Taurus-Auriga association, where the T Tauri type stars 
were first identified.
Hastie (2006) Bouvier & Appendzeller (1992)
ID log log L , M ,(M 0 ) Age (Myrs) logT ütf„ log L* M .(M e) Age (Myrs)
ROXs3 3.67 -0 .1 3 1.125 1 0 . 0 3.59 - 0 . 2 0 0.525 2 . 0
ROXs5 3.62 -0 .1 9 0.9 5.0 3.60 - 0 . 2 1 0.55 2 . 0
ROXsó 3.63 0.51 1 . 0 0 . 8 3.62 0.38 1.125 0 . 8
ROXs9a 3.58 0.5 6 0.575 0 . 2 - - - —
ROXslOb - - - - 3.73 1 . 2 0 2.3 0.9
ROXs21 3.55 -0 .1 4 0.375 1 . 0 3.56 - 0 . 2 0 0.4 0 . 8
ROXs29 3.65 0.38 1.45 2 . 0 3.62 0.15 1.25 2 . 0
ROXs30c 3.65 0.53 1.45 1 . 0 3.66 0 . 0 0 1 . 2 8 . 0
ROXs33 3.77 1.62 3.0 1 . 0 3.77 1.35 2.3 2 . 0
ROXs39 3.64 0 . 1 0 1 . 2 3.0 3.645 0.30 1.4 2 . 0
ROXs42c 3.63 0.38 1 . 0 1 . 0 3.62 0.40 1.25 0 . 8
ROXs44 3.67 0.64 1.7 1 . 0 3.68 0.30 1.4 4.0
ROXs45f 3.61 -0.40 0.9 1 0 . 0 3.60 - 0 . 6 6 0 . 6 9.0
ROXs47a 3.68 0.56 1.9 3.0 3.60 0 . 2 0 0.75 0.7
T a b le  2 .8 : Su m m ary o f valu es published  by  Bouvier and A pp enzeller (1992) for com p arison  
w ith  our results. E ffective tem peratu re and lum inosity valu es are quoted in there p ap ers h ow ­
ev er m ass and age valu es have been read 'b y -ey e ' from  their p ublished  H R  d iagram , as w ith  
this study. The age and m ass of these X -ray em itting m em bers of the p O p h cloud are very 
sim ilar to those o f T  Tauri stars first d iscovered  in  the Taurus-A urigu association (B ou vier and 
A pp enzeller 1992).
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lo g  T0„
Figure 2.13: Reproduction of HR diagram from Bouvier and Appenzeller (1992) showing the 
distribution of their identified X-ray emitting cloud members. Stars are labelled with their 
given ROXs numbers. Solid lines are theoretical PMS evolutionary tracks for stars with a mass 
between 0.35 and 3M©. The dashed line is the theoretical zero-age main sequence locus and 
the dotted lines are the theoretical isochrones corresponding to an age of 106 yr (upper line) 
and 107 yr (lower line).
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2.7.5 D eterm ining Spectral Type
Seven of our programme stars do not have published spectral types so a rough esti­
mation had to be undertaken to enable the calculation of the stellar parameters. As 
a starting point we took the (J-H) colour index for the each star from their published 
2MASS magnitude. From here it was a simple iterative process of plotting the tar­
get spectra against the appropriately processed synthetic spectra from the library of 
Coelho et al. (2005), see §2.8 for details of the synthetic spectra and the reduction pro­
cess, and judging by-eye which spectral type give the best fit to the object spectra. 
Table2.9 gives the spectral type as derived from the 2MASS colours (via conversion 
tables of Bessell and Brett 1988) and the resultant spectral type estimated from the 
synthetic spectra fitting. As anticipated where the spectral type has changed it is to­
wards a 'hotter' spectral class, indicating that the observed colours are influenced by 
dust extinction making the star appear cooler. The seven target stars with their 'best 
fit' synthetic spectra can be seen in Fig.2.14, the solid line is the object spectra and the 
synthetic spectra have been scaled for plotting purposes.
An accurate method of spectral classification of PMS should consider line ratios or 
line equivalent widths, for example the ratio of the Call K line to the Balmer lines or 
other metallic lines such as TiO, however this was not possible given the spectral range 
and resolution of our science spectrum (Delgado et al. 1999). Though very simplistic 
this method is adequate for our needs, as discussed comprehensively in §2.7 an error 
in spectral type classification, even one full spectral class, does not adversely effect the 
selection of synthetic spectra for subtraction of the photospheric contribution which is 
now discussed in §2.8.
2.8 Subtraction of Photospheric Contribution
Determing the contribution from the active chromosphere to the Call H & K lines 
involves subtraction of the photospheric component. Methods previously used to 
estimate the underlying photospheric contribution include; reconstruction of the ab­
sorption line profile below the emission peaks by extrapolating the line wings to the
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Figure 2.14: Call H & K lines for each of the seven 'missing' spectral type programme stars.
Each have the corresponding 'best fit' synthetic spectra overlaid in a dashed line, determined
by-eye judgement through an iterative process.
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ID 2MASS (J-H ) Sp T from (J-H ) Resultant Sp T
GSC6793—562 0.265 F 7 F7
GSC6213-933 0.284 F7 F5
GSC6213—1186 0.381 G7 GO
GSC6214—14 0.235 F5 F2
GSC6214—1115 0.295 F8 F6
GSC6215—271 0.405 G8 F5
GSC6215—538 0.481 K1 K0
Table 2.9: Short summary of the 'Missing Spectral Type' T Tauri stars in the Upper Sco asso­
ciation. Given are the 2MASS (J-H) colour index and according spectral types, and in column 
4 the 'resultant' spectral type determined after a series of iterative comparisons with synthetic 
spectra.
line centre (Fernandez-Figueroa et al. 1994), subtraction of a photospheric contribu­
tion obtained from a pure radiative equilibrium calculation (Linsky et al. 1979), or 
subtraction of synthesized stellar spectrum constructed from reference stars of simi­
lar spectral type and luminosity class to the active target objects (Montes, de Castro, 
Fernandez-Figueroa and Cornide 1995; Montes, Fernandez-Figueroa, de Castro and 
Cornide 1995). Libraries of synthetic stellar spectra, both empirical and theoretical 
libraries have improved dramatically in recent years (Coelho et al. 2005).
Taking the lead from Montes, de Castro, Fernandez-Figueroa and Cornide (1995) 
we have opted to use synthetic spectra to obtain the photospheric component of our 
observed spectra. However, we are not completing a full subtraction method, rather 
we will quantify the Call 'emission' in the target spectra and synthetic spectra inde­
pendently then subtract the values to get a 'purely chromospheric' value (see §2.9 for 
clarification). This process by-passes the need to flux calibrate the stellar spectrum or 
scale the synthetic spectrum to match.
The synthetic spectra we have chosen come from a library generated by Coelho 
et al. (2005) who present high resolution synthetic stellar spectra from 300nm to 1.8/im, 
in steps of 0.02A, with solar and a-enhanced composition. Coelho et al. (2005) detail 
in depth how their spectra were computed including information on; computation of 
atomic lines, selection of model atmospheres, adopted solar abundances, line opac­
ity lists employed and damping constants used. It is not necessary to report the 
details here however it should be noted that the solar parameters they used were
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T effG =  5770K, logg© =  4.44, microturbulent velocity vt — l.Okms-1 and the adun- 
dances from Grevesse and Sauval (1998). The Coelho et al. (2005) library present both 
normalised and absolute flux formats for each spectrum and they cover the following 
stellar parameter space:
- effective temperature range 3500 <  T efr <  7000K in 250K steps
- surface gravities 0.0 <  log g <  5.0 in 0.5 steps
- metallicities [Fe/H] = -2.5, -2.0, -1.5, -1.0, -0.5, 0.0, 0.2, 0.5
- chemical compositions [a/Fe] = 0.0 and 0.4 where a-elements are considered to be
O, Ne, Mg, Si, S, Ca & Ti
The synthetic spectra from Coelho et al. (2005) cover a much larger spectral range than 
we require so the first step was to extract the block of spectra around the Call doublet 
from 3850A to 4050A. It is important to match the synthetic spectra and target object 
in terms of detector pixel scale and spectral resolution. The CCD resolution of the 
6dF with our instrumental set up is 0.77466A/pixel whereas the synthetic spectra's 
'CCD resolutioir' is equivalent to the wavelength steps the code was generated with, 
0.2A/pixel. To match the 6dF CCD resolution the synthetic spectra were rebinned, 
the 200A extracted spectra were rebinned onto 250 elements to give an effective CCD 
resolution of 0.8A/pixel. Secondly, the synthetic spectra must be smoothed to lower 
resolution to match the 6dF spectral resolution. To achieve this the synthetic spectra 
were Gaussian smoothed with a Gaussian with FWHM of 1.5A.
Figs.2.15 and 2.16 show examples of the Call spectra for programme stars GSC6793- 
994 and GSC6798-35 with the modified synthetic spectra overlaid. Since we are not 
concerned with continuum flux values we opted to use the normalised flux extension 
of the syirthetic spectra files and for the purpose of the plots the synthetic spectra have 
been scaled such to overlay the target spectra on the same scale.
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F ig u re  2 .1 5 : G S C 6793—994 spectra w ith  corresp onding synthetic spectra overlaid  (dashed  
line). C learly  d em onstrates the com parison  of a star w ith  chrom ospheric m agnetic activ ity  
w here the C a ll H & K line cores are in em ission and a star w ith  the sam e sp ectral type b u t a 
quiet chrom osphere.
O b je c t :  G S C 6 7 9 8  — 3 5  w ith  m a tc h in g  s y n t h e t ic  s p e c t r a
F ig u re  2 .1 6 : G S C 6 7 9 8 -3 5  spectra w ith  corresponding synthetic spectra overlaid  (dashed 
line). The synthetic spectra has been scaled to facilitate plotting on the sam e axis w ith  the 
ob ject spectra.
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2.9 Quantifing the C all Emission
2.9.1 Mount Wilson S Index
To be able to make constructive use of the spectral data obtained there needs to be 
a way of quantifying the amount of excess Call emission over that of a quiet chro­
mosphere. This issue was first tackled by a survey led by Dr. O. C. Wilson of the 
Mt. Wilson Observatory (MWO) while measuring the chromosphere H & K fluxes 
of a number of main-sequence stars using the coude scanner on the 2.5m telescope 
as a two-channel photometer (Wilson 1968). The first channel was set to have a 1A 
bandwidth and centred on either the Call H or K line, with a precision of ±0.02A, 
while the second channel measured the combination of two 25A bands on the con­
tinuum, separated by 250A and located symmetrically either side of the H /K  region. 
In the late 1970s the Call H & K survey was deemed so vital that a new dedicated 
four-channel device which included the essential features of Wilson's method was 
constructed (Vaughan et al. 1978). The new instrument was an off-plane flat-field 
Ebert spectrometer equipped with an exit multi-slit and a chopper allowing the fluxes 
of four spectral band passes to be measured sequentially at a chopping frequency 
of ~  30Hz with a single detector. The new photometer was mounted at the / /1 6  
Cassegrain focus of the Mt Wilson 60-inch telescope. The MWO H -K  Project was con­
tinued uxrder the direction of Sallie L. Baliunas until 2003. Since 1994 the Solar-Stellar 
Spectrograph (SSS) project has started observing the Sun and Sun-like stars using the 
42 inch telescope at Lowell's Anderson Mesa dark-sky observing site to complement 
the MWO data set.
In addition to starting the Call H & K targeted survey Wilson also defined the pro­
cedure labelled the 'S-index' to make the quantitative measurement of the received 
flux in the emission cores (Wilson 1968), taking the lead from a number of different 
studies we adopted the 'S-index' as defined by Vaughan et al. (1978). The stellar 
counts are reduced to flux indices; ipu, tpi< and S  such that:
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Nk
<PK = (2.14)Ny +  Nr
S =  <p h  +  <Pk  ( 2 - 1 5 )
or
S  =  Nh +  —  (2.16)
' Ny +  Nr
where Nh, Nr, Ny and N r  represent the number of counts, background corrected, in 
the H, I< and reference bands on the violet and red sides of the Call doublet region. 
Vaughan et al. (1978) had observing windows with central wavelengths and band- 
widths as given in Table 2.10. Our windows have the same centre wavelengths as 
Vaughan et al. (1978) but due to the resolution of our spectra the width of the Call 
windows are not the same, the bandwidths we have adopted are also given in Table 
2.10. Fig.2.17 shows the spectra for target star GSC6798—35 observed on the night of 
April 23rd, 2003 with the brackets for the integration of the S  line index overlaid. The 
dashed spectrum is the scaled matching synthetic spectrum. These plots clearly show 
that the window sizes have been selected to comfortably include to Call H & I< lines 
in both the target and synthetic spectra. Since we are not looking to compare our de­
rived S indices with any other studies it is not vital for us to have exactly the same 
observational set-up and reduction procedure, if we did wish to compare results with 
other published results the indices would need to be transformed appropriately.
Hastie Vaughan et al. (1978)
Central A (Á) Bandwidth (A) Central A (Á) Bandwidth (A)
Call H-band 3968.5 8 3968.5 1
Call K-band 3933.7 8 3933.7 1
Ref R-band 4001 2 0 4001 2 0
Ref V-band 3901 2 0 3901 2 0
Table 2.10: Central wavelength and bandwidth (A) of the 'windows' placed over the Call H & 
K lines and reference windows either side of the doublet for calculating the S index. Window 
values for the study presented here and the original Mt Wilson Observatory H—K project, 
Vaughan et al. (1978).
Figs.2.18 & 2.19 shows a timeline of the Call H & I< line for GSC6794-537, a K2 weak- 
line T Tauri star in Upper Sco association which has sufficient magnetic activity to
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F ig u re  2 .1 7 : T he spectra  of G S C 6 7 9 8 —35 show ing the w ind ow s, inclu d ing  cen tra l w av e­
length , for ca lcu la tin g  the S -in d e x  o verlaid  in dashed lines. The H -band  & K -band lie over 
the C a ll H  & K lines resp ectiv ely  w hereas the reference R -band  is the the righ t o f the C a ll 
d oublet and  the reference V -band to the left.
demonstrate emission cores in the Call absorption lines. The timeline runs from top 
left hand plot to bottom right, left to right, starting on Fig.2.18 and continuing onto 
Fig.2.19. The extent of the variability in the strength of the emission cores with respect 
to the continuum is not dramatic but does vary over the days. Given that T Tauri 
stars have typical rotational periods between 3 and 12 days, the 43 day period the 
12 observations span could cover anythiirg between 3 and 14 full revolutions of the 
stars. The resultant photospherically corrected S  index for this target indicates the 
small variation (A S  index = 0.048), but the level of Call emission indicates substantial 
activity. One possible scenario is that a substantial portion of the stellar surface is 
covered with long living active regions, giving a strong Call emission which is non­
varying with rotation on short time scales. Further discussion on this can be found in 
Chapter 3.
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X (A ng stro m s) X (A ng stro m s)
3 8 5 0  3 9 0 0  3 9 5 0  4 0 0 0  4 0 5 0
X (A n g stro m s)
G S C 6 7 9 4 - 5 3 7  . 2003M o r2t
3 9 0 0  3 9 5 0  4000
X (A ng stro m s) 
G S C 6 7 9 4 -5 3 7  . 2003M or24
G S C 6 7 9 4 - 5 3 7  . 2003M o r25  C S C 6 7 9 4 - 5 3 7  , 2003M or28
F ig u re  2 .1 8 : T im eline series of spectra of the C a ll doublet on target G S C 6794—537, startin g  
at M arch 13th at top left hand  plot then running left to right, continuing on Fig.2.19 to end at 
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F ig u re  2 .1 9 : A s Fig .2.18
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2.10 Testing the Selection of the Synthetic Spectra
As fully outlined in §2.7 — 2.9, in order to quantify the Call H & I< emission of the 
observed stars the photospheric contribution to the spectra is subtracted using syn­
thetic, chromospherically quiet spectra. As discussed, the choice of the synthetic spec­
trum requires selecting a metallicity, surface gravity and effective temperature for the 
photospheric spectra from a grid of models. For this study we have assumed solar 
metallicity values and determined the surface gravities and effective temperatures as 
described in §2.7. However, to verify this selection method was appropriate we took a 
single, good quality target and calculated the corrected S  index values with metallic- 
ities, surface gravities and effective temperatures one grid point on either side of the 
original parameters.
Target GSC6798-35 , a G1 weak-line T Tauri, was re-analysed for the nights of April 
23rd and April 24th, both of these nights had good data with high signal to noise. The 
determined stellar parameters for GSC6798—35 were; effective temperature = 5875K 
and surface gravity of lo g g  =  3.92 which led to the selection of a synthetic spectra 
with parameters; [Fe/H] = 0.0, effective temperature =  6000K and surface gravity 
log g =  4.0. To probe the effect of altering the synthetic spectra the corrected S  in­
dex was calculated for all permutations using; metallcity values [Fe/H] = -0.5, 0.0, 0.2; 
effective temperatures = 6000, 5750, 5500K and log g =  3.5,4.0,4.5.
It was found on the data from both nights that changing any of the parameters by 
one grid point changed the resultant S  index by at the most 10%, i.e. changing surface 
gravity from 4.0 to 4.5 with [Fe/H] = 0.0 and T eff =  6000K changed the derived S 
index from 0.115331 to 0.108637, a difference of 0.00669 (~  6%). A similar change 
was found when changing both effective temperature and metallicity by a grid point. 
Though these changes in resultant S  index may seem significant what is vital to note 
is that the synthetic spectra is selected only once for any given object and the same 
photospheric contribution subtracted from each observed spectra for that target. This 
effectively introduces a systematic error which effects each data point the same way. 
However, this does not effect the ultimate goal and concluding results of this study, 
namely the correlation between the Call variations and the photometric variations. A 
systematic shift of the S  index values does not change the slope of any correlations.
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2.11 Correlation between C all & light variations
The key plot for the study presented here is that showing the correlation between 
the variation in Call flux and variation in photospheric flux. To generate the most 
useful resultant linear fit it is important to have both parameters in either linear or 
logarithmic quantities. Currently the Call variation is described by a line ratio, a linear 
quantity, whereas the light variation is given in V band magnitudes, a logarithmic 
value. The easiest solution is to convert the magnitude values into counts collected 
on the detector, a linear value to correspond with the spectroscopic quantity. The 
conversion from stellar magnitude to detector counts is given by:
where, zp, is the magnitude zeropoint. The 'zeropoint' is the apparent magnitude 
of a star which results in one ADU (Analog-to-Digital Unit) of detected flux at zero 
airmass. For the Automated Patrol Telescope this is found to be ~  22.5 in the V band 
(Hidas 2005). At this stage only the variation in light is important, thus for each target 
the photospheric counts are divided by the mean counts, i.e. counts/(counts), to give 
a distance independent variable. The S  index as calculated here is inherently distance 
independent.
To quantify the level of correlation between the Call variation and photospheric 
variation, if any, a linear regression is fitted to the data. Since our data has significant 
errors on both axes a linear regression algorithm which can deal with error in both 
variables must be used, a normal least squares algorithm only allows errors in the y 
axis. The NASA 'astrolib' IDL function FITEXY is well suited for this as it returns a 
linear least-squares approximation in one-dimension when both the x and y data have 
errors. It returns the values of A, the intercept, and B, the slope, such that:
V =  —2.Slog (counts) +  zp (2.17)
-A-intercept ~F B s]ope *  X  ~  y (2.18)
The error in the measured magnitudes is the RMS of the measurements within each
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night as supplied by the APT reduction pipeline:
fTpl’o t o _ ± \ NexpP - l
£  V i - ( V )
(2 .1 9 )
where Nexpp is the number of photometric observatioirs taken on each target each 
night. The plotted errors for the calculated S  indices are:
Nexps is the number of spectroscopic observations taken of each target each night and 
Nnights is the number of nights each target was observed. Each measurement of S 
index for a given target over the observational period is a ratio measurement on the 
same star normalised to the same exposure time with the same instrumental set up. 
Smoothing over the total number of nightly observations gives a better estimation of 
the genuine noise in a single observation. Photometric measurements suffer from a 
greater number of noise sources than spectroscopic observations and is a direct mea­
surement, hence the quoted irpi10t0 is the most appropriate estimation of noise in a 
single observation.
Our aim is to obtain the best estimate of a straight line fit to the correlation between 
the global variation due to the rotation of the star however by the very nature of the 
variation there is an important 'scatter' about any straight line fit. This is a real source 
of 'error' which contains real processes such as flaring, the sudden release of mag­
netic energy not related to the normal chromospheric emission as well as statistical 
variations in the ratio of dark spot area to chromospheric emission. The scatter may 
also include effects of short lifetime magnetic regions appearing or disappearing or 
short time scale changes to the patterns of active regions. This is all in addition to the




£  (Sj -  <Sj»2
(2 .21)
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observational instrumental errors accounted for in the error bars. If this scatter is not 
taken into account the straight line fitting is weighted to any extreme points which are 
likely to be short time scale processes, such as flares, which mask the global rotational 
variations we are interested in. The noise due to the 'scatter', »additional/ is added to 
the observational error in the S  index in quadrature such as:
Y g i g m a  =  y ^ S i n d e x  +  ^ a d d i t io n a l  ( 2 . 2 2 )
The degree of scatter is unknown and will vary target to target, the simplest way to 
constrain (»additional is by iteration until the returned x|t by the regression fit equals the 
number of measurements used for the fitting minus two, x it  =  Np0jnts — 2. In order 
to make sure the best estimate of the smooth global correlation is obtained the data is 
now 'sigma clipped', such that any points with am >  2.5(am) where:
N p o i n t s
E  I S i - S n i . 1
--------------------------------------------------------  (2.23)
^  points
Post sigma clipping the whole iterative process is repeated to find the final best straight 
line fit.
The night of the 12th of March had very poor seeing, 4 — 5", which badly effected 
the magnitude measurements. Also, a small handful of the other photometric mea­
surements of any given target either have much larger error bars or are distinctly 
outwith the general trend of the variation, which could be attributed to flares or, in
the case of classical T Tauri, hots spots due to accretion onto the surface from circum-
stellar debris discs. These individually selected points and all the measurements from 
the night of the 12th of March have been removed from the data sets before the linear 
regression line fitting.
Fig.2.20 graphically shows all the steps of the line fitting process using GSC6798-35 
(a WTTS) as an example. The top two plots show all the Call S  index (left hand plot) 
and the V magnitude (right hand plot) against time. The single plot underneath is a
demonstration of how the inclusion of »add itional changes the fit, each dashed straight
I
line is the linear fit at each iteration step of »add ition al- The two plots on the third line
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are the first pass at obtaining the linear fit, the left hand plot shows the pre-sigma 
clipped data set with two straight line fits over-plotted - the dash-dot-dot line is the 
fit when (̂ additional =  0.0 which is strongly weighted to the out lying point at (1.008, 
0.148) where the dashed line is the 'best fit' where =  Npoints ~  2. The correspond­
ing xft plot is adjacent. The last two plots are the 'post-sigma' fits and corresponding 
x|t curve. The dashed straight line on the left hand plot is the final best estimate of a 
linear fit to the correlation and the dash-dot-dot straight line is the 'pre-sigma best fit' 
for comparison. In this example, the slope of the fit is negative indicating that as the 
star gets dimmer the Call emission, i.e. the magnetic fields, gets stronger.
The following sections show the resultant plots with discussion for all the target 
stars organised by type; weak-line, classical T Tauri, binary or field stars. For each 
star four plots are give given; Call S  index vs time, V magnitude vs time, pre-sigma 
clipped data set with 'first fit' and initial 'best fit' overlaid and the final post-sigma 
clipped data set with the best straight line fine over plotted.
2.11.1 Weak-line T Tauri Sample
Out of the 35 target stars successfully observed spectroscopically and photometrically 
17 are classified weak-line T Tauri stars. It has been anticipated form the outset that 
this method of analysing the chromospheric variation would work most cleanly on 
weak-line T Tauri candidates. Weak-line T Tauri star, also known as 'naked' T Tauri 
are largely free from both a circumstellar disk or strong stellar winds. This implies 
that the variation we see in the observations are not confused by accretion from the 
disk onto the surface, nor do we have to look through excess dust and debris around 
the star to see the chromosphere.
The process for finding the correlation between the Call emission and the light 
variation was most successful with the WTTS targets, the majority (11 out of 16) of 
them resulted a negative linear correlation. Our expectation is for a negative slope to 
the linear fit as this implies that the star gets dimmer as the Call emission gets stronger, 
or in other words the star gets dimmer as more active regions rotate into the observers
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Photom etry Counts/<Counts>
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Sigmo_odd
Figure 2.20: Resultant plots for WTTS GSC6798—35. Top left plot: Call S index vs time. 
Top right plot: V magnitude vs time. Second left hand plot: Series of linear fits in steps of 
increasing rTaddiUoual demonstrating the effect of this inherent scatter. Third left hand plot: 
Pre-sigma clipped data set with the 'first fit', <TaddiUonai =  0.0 (dash-dot-dot) and the initial 
'best fit' (dashed). Second right hand plot: Pre-sigma clipped xfa curve, 'best fit' is where 
\|t =  Np0ints — 1. Bottom two plots are as above for the 'post-sigma' clipped data set. Dashed 
line is the important final best linear fit to the correlation.
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field of view. Of the five target WTTS which give a positive correlation only one tar­
get, ROXs3, has a large positive slope. The other four have 0.0 <  SS/SV <  0.2; this 
could indicate that we are viewing these stars near pole on and they have substantial 
active regions around the polar cap. For this situation, as the star rotates the area of 
the star seen by the observer does not change meaning no variations is emissions due 
to rotation would be seen. Small variations may be due to active regions changing size 
during the observing period. The classification of WTTS based on their HQ equivalent 
width is very good at selecting stars without accretioia disks but it is not perfect, and 
recent studies show small fractions of WTTS may have inner disks which would give 
some accretion of matter on to the stellar surface (Padgett et al. 2006). Accretion re­
sults in hotspots, hotter than the photospheric surface which will affect the correlation 
between the Call and V variations. If the accretion is substantial enough a positive 
correlation may be found. Target ROXs3 suffered from much weaker SNR than the 
other targets through out the observing run, either due bad transmission of the fibre 
or bad placement of the fibre on the target, so may not offer a robust result.
Where 'sigma clipping' was activated the majority of the points removed were 
from 'above the line'. These points could be due to short term flares which result in 
briefly heightened light intensity and Call emission.
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Figure 2.21: Top Four Plots: Resultant plots for WTTS RXJ1623.8—2341; Call S index vs time, 
V magnitude vs time, pre-sigma clipped data with 'first fit' (dash-dot-dot) and initial 'best fit' 
(dashed line), post-sigma clipped data with final best linear correlation overlaid. Bottom Four 
Plots: As above for WTTS RXJ1620.7-2348.
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Figure 2.22: Top Four Plots: Resultant plots for WTTS GSC6793—569. Bottom Four Plots:
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Figure 2.23: Top Four Plots: Resultant plots for WTTS GSC6793—797. Bottom Four Plots:
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Figure 2.24: Top Four Plots: Resultant plots for WTTS GSC6793-806. Bottom Four Plots:
Resultant plots for WTTS GSC6214-2384.
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Figure 2.25: Top Four Plots: Resultant plots for WTTS GSC6794—537. Bottom Four Plots:
Resultant plots for WTTS RXJ1625.2—2455.
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Figure 2.26: Top Four Plots: Resultant plots for WTTS GSC6794-337. Bottom Four Plots:



















Figure 2.27: Top Four Plots: Resultant plots for WTTS ROXs45f. Bottom Four Plots: Resultant
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Figure 2.28: Top Four Plots: Resultant plots for WTTS ROXs39. Bottom Four Plots: Resultant
plots for WTTS ROXs3.
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Figure 2.29: Resultant plots for CTTS ROXs6.
2.11.2 Classical T Tauri Sample
Out of the 35 target stars only 5 are classified classical T Tauri stars all located in the 
p Oph association. Only two of the CTTS sample resulted in pleasing negative lin­
ear correlations which is not unexpected. By definition the classical T Tauri stars are 
distinguished from the WTTS by larger Ha equivalent width (>  10A) and infrared 
excesses understood to be caused by circumstellar disks which accrete matter onto 
the stellar surface. Where the accretion makes contact with the surface a hot spot is 
generated. These hot spots enhance the photospheric emission and thus dilute the 
correlation. With high enough levels of accretion the correlation becomes positive. All 
the CTTS measure have higher S  indices than the comparable WTTS of same spectral 
type indicating stronger Call emission.
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Figure 2.30: Top Four Plots: Resultant plots for CTTS ROXs30c. Bottom Four Plots: Resultant
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Figure 2.31: Top Four Plots: Resultant plots for CTTS ROXs44. Bottom Four Plots: Resultant
plots for CTTS ROX47a.
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Figure 2.32: Resultant plots for binary target ROXs42c
2.11.3 Binary Targets
Three of our target sample in the p Oph cluster are thought to be sub-arcsecond bi­
nary systems. Binary systems are very difficult to interrupt because disentangling 
all the components which contribute to the photospheric Call variations in nontriv­
ial. It is not possible to know if variations are due to stellar rotation or the two stars 
co-orbiting. Complex circumstellar disks, accretion and interstellar dust further com­
plicates the outcomes. Further research is required to understand if this type of study 
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Figure 2.33: Top Four Plots: Resultant plots for binary target ROXs29. Bottom Four Plots:
Resultant plots for binary target ROXs21
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2.11.4 Field Star Sample
The remaining ten stars are classified field stars, 2 in p Oph and 8 in Upper Sco. All 
are non-active but are determined to field members due to their proper motions. The 
field stars were observed to verify that any correlation in the measured variability is 
due to surface active regions. In all bar one case the mean S  index values for the field 
stars are 10% the strength of the common S  indices in the pre-main sequence sample. 
As expected, there is very little variation in the V band magnitudes over the observing 
period. Since there is no variation in the Call emission or light curve in most cases the 
regression linear fitting failed to find a genuine linear correlation and often failed to 
converge.
ROXs9a is classified a field star by Bouvier and Appenzeller (1992) but our ob­
served spectra shows very strong Call H & K emission, spectra can be found in the 
Appendix. The calculated S  indices are vary strong and highly varied however, the 
photospheric brightness did not change to nearly the same extent. This target is an 
interesting candidate for follow up observations and research.
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Figure 2.34: Top Four Plots: Resultant plots for field star GSC6215—271. Bottom Four Plots:
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Figure 2.35: Top Four Plots: Resultant plots for field star GSC6214—14. Bottom Four Plots:
Resultant plots for field star GSC6214—1115
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Figure 2.36: Top Four Plots: Resultant plots for field star GSC6213—933. Bottom Four Plots:
Resultant plots for field star GSC6798—91.
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Figure 2.37: Top Four Plots: Resultant plots for field star GSC6214-2288. Bottom Four Plots:
Resultant plots for field star GSC6213—1186
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Figure 2.38: Top Four Plots: Resultant plots for field star GSC6793—562. Bottom Four Plots:
Resultant plots for field star ROXs9a
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2.11.5 Summary
The correlation plots show two patterns of behaviour. There is evidence that the mean 
S  index increases with variation in the photometry. This is expected as larger active 
regions give more photometric variation and stronger Call emission. There is also 
evidence that the slope of the fit gets more negative as the variation in S  index in­
creases. As the discrete active regions dominate the Call emission a good correlation 
is expected as they rotate in and out of the facing hemisphere. However, as the Call 
is dominated by diffuse carpets of Call emission or a polar cap active region which 
is always visible the correlation will be begin to be washed out and the correlation 
slope will move towards 0.0. More discussion about possible surface geometry and 
the stellar surface models used to investigate scenarios is presented in Chapter 3.
Fig.2.39 shows the number of stars which have mean S  index values in each 0.1 
bin. The left had plot groups the target stars into pre-main sequence stars and field 
stars, immediately evident is that all the field stars have (Sindex) values close to zero 
and all the pre-main sequences demonstrate stronger Call emission. The right hand 
plot groups the stars into CTTS, WTTS and binary targets; generally the classical T 
Tauri have stronger Call emission than the WTTS.
Fig.2.40 shows a series of summary plots which give a comprehensive overview 
of the outcomes of the correlation fitting and are used to compare the observational 
results with the stellar surface model results to obtain further understand of the total 
fractional coverage of the young stellar surface by the active regions. The graphs on 
the left hand side separate the sample into WTTS, CTTS, binary and field stars and 
the graphs on the right hand side the present the same information divided into three 
groups related to the sources the sample was selected from. From the top down the 
three different plots are: slope of fit versus mean S  index, deviation of V magnitudes 
versus mean S  index and slope of best fit versus deviation in the S indices for each 
target. Keys to the symbols are given on the individual plots.
Chapter 3 now leads on to explain the observational correlations found by investi­
gating the nature of the chromospheric emission by modelling the surfaces of T Tauri 
stars..
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Figure 2.39: Histogram showing the spread of the S indices for the observed target stars. 
The left hand plots demonstrates that all field stars were found to have substantially weaker 
Call H & K emission compared to the active pre-main sequence stars. The right hand plot 
indicates that generally classical T Tauri stars have stronger Call emission that their weak line 
counterparts.
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Figure 2.40: A series of plots summarising the outcomes of the correlation fitting for the 
observed data set. See text for explanation.
Chapter 3
Modelling the Stellar Surface 
Magnetic Activity
3.1 The Surfaces of T  Tauri Stars
Since the 1980s, Doppler imaging techniques have been extensively employed for 
studying active regions on active stars. Doppler imaging allows the surface patterns 
of rapidly rotating stars to be reconstructed by looking at high-resolution spectral line 
profiles (a more comprehensive description of the Doppler image technique is given in 
Chapter 1). A handful of examples of Doppler studies include; weak-line T Tauri stars 
- V410 Tau (e.g. Strassmeier et al. 1994; Hatzes 1995; Joncour, Bertout and Menard 
1994; Rice and Strassmeier 1996), & HDE283572 (e.g. Joncour, Bertout and Bouvier 
1994), classical T Tauri stars - Sz 68 & Par 1724 (e.g. Johns-Krull and Hatzes 1997; 
Neuhaeuser et al. 1998), PMS single stars - AB Dor (e.g. Kuerster et al. 1994; Collier- 
Cameron and Unruh 1994; Unruh et al. 1995) and PMS binary systems - V471 Tau (e.g. 
Ramseyer et al. 1995) & HD155555 (e.g Kurster et al. 1992). The initial resultant im­
ages from the Doppler observations comprehensively confirmed the presence of the 
large dark spots which had been long hypothesised from photometric observations. 
The key detail these studies highlighted is the location of the spots on the surface of 
fast rotating stars, differing from the location of those found on the Sun. In the so­
lar case the spots are observed at exclusively low latitudes, within roughly ±30° of
I
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the equator. On the imaged magnetically active stars the spots are found predomi­
nantly at high stellar latitudes with a significant proportion showing dark polar caps 
(Schuessler et al. 1996; Granzer et al. 2000). The extent that the Doppler imaging de­
parted from the results expected from the solar case led to much discussion in the 
community about the reliability of the technique. However further work, including 
that of Bruls et al. (1998) and Unruh and Collier Cameron (1997) confirmed the earlier 
results.
An explanation for the high latitude location of spots on rapid rotators has been 
sought by a number of groups through modelling the generation of spots due to mag­
netic flux tubes rising through the atmospheric layers. A full discussion of the mech­
anisms behind the generation of starspots is beyond the scope of this study but it is 
important to have a idea of why the spots might 'migrate' towards the poles as the 
stellar rotation rate increases. The observed properties of sunspot groups such as their 
general east-west orientation and Hale's polarity rules suggest the spots result from 
the emergence of a coherent magnetic structure from a toroidal - azimuthally oriented 
magnetic flux in the solar interior. This flux system is believed to lie below the con­
vection zone in an overshoot layer (Schtissler 2002). Like the Solar case, magnetic 
fields on active cool stars are thought to be gexrerated by a dynamo residing at the 
bottom of the stellar convective envelope. This dynamo produces strands of toroidal 
field which become directed by non-axisymmetric instabilities once the field strength 
exceeds a critical amount. The instabilities result in loop structures developing which 
rise through the convective zone and erupt at the surface to form the active spots 
(Schuessler et al. 1996; Schussler et al. 1994). The path the loops take through the 
convection zone is dictated by the buoyancy force acting radially outwards, the Cori- 
olis force which is perpendicular to the axis of stellar rotation, the magnetic tension 
aird the drag forces. The Coriolis force actively deflects the rising magnetic flux tubes 
towai'ds higher stellar latitudes and increases with decreasing rotatioir period, hence 
becomes dominant for rapidly rotation stars (see Schuessler and Solanki (1992) for full 
discussion). Modelling the effect of the varying force strengths for youirg and main 
sequence stars of I M q ,  Schuessler et al. (1996) shows that pre-main sequence stars 
have such deep convection zones and small superadiabaticity that the Coriolis force
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dominates even at rotation rates as slow as the present Sun. They suggest that ob- 
servationally these stars would show a pronounced equatorial gap in the distribution 
of magnetic spots or a magnetic coverage of the polar cap. Also, the stability proper­
ties of PMS stars at mid-latitudes are such that only flux tubes with very strong fields 
form rising flux loops between roughly 30° — 60°. These loops effectively rise radi­
ally and generate spots at intermediate latitudes on the stellar surface independent of 
the rotation rate of any given star. The models generated by Granzer et al. (2000) are 
also able to account for the simultaneous existence of polar and lower-latitude spots 
for the case of rapidly-rotating T Tauri stars with very small radiative cores. Again 
they concur that the axisymmetric instability leads to flux emergence at the poles with 
the low-latitude instabilities enabling low-latitude eruption, resulting in the observed 
bimodal distribution.
More recent Doppler imaging of both weak-line and classical T Tauri stars have 
found simultaneous spot occurrence in either extended latitudinal zones or in two 
discrete latitudinal zones, mostly at or near the pole and at low-to-intermediate lati­
tudes (e.g. with V410 Tau & Sz 68, see Joncour, Bertout and Menard 1994; Johns-Krull 
and Hatzes 1997 among others.). In the case of weak-line T Tauri HDE283572 low- 
latitude features are absent but it has a large polar spot (Joncour, Bertout and Bouvier 
1994). As for AB Dor a rapidly-rotating zero-age main sequence star, a bimodal spot 
distribution was found, that is a polar spot in addition to a number of low-latitude 
spots (Granzer et al. 2000).
3.1.1 A Case Study - V410 Tauri
V410 Tau is a bright weak emission line T Tauri star with an Ha equivalent width of 
~  3A. It is listed in SIMBAD as having spectral type of K5 though has been classified 
as a K2 through to K7 in various different studies. It is reasonable to suggest that 
large spots alter the spectral type such that mean effective temperature varies with the 
rotational phase suggesting why the published spectral types can be inconsistent. It is 
one of the most luminous WTTS with a mv =  10.6—11.2, (Joncour, Bertout and Menard 
1994). It was discovered to have a strongly varying light curve in the early 1970s 
(Romano 1975) and subsequently photometrically observed on a regular basis. These
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studies showed a regular variability over a 1.87 day period which was interpreted as 
light modulation due to stellar spots rotating in and out of view (Bouvier and Bertout 
1989; Vrba et al. 1988). This seen modulation is not sinusoidal which indicates the 
presence of at least two photospheric spots; a single spot would result is a largely 
sinusoidal light curve - as demonstrated further in §3.4. Simple model studies carried 
out by Vrba et al. (1988), Bouvier and Bertout (1989) and Herbst (1989) suggest a spot 
coverage of 30 -  40% of the stellar disk and a spot temperature 800K to 1400K below 
the photospheric temperature (Joncour, Bertout and Menard 1994).
However, V410 Tau is prime for studying with Doppler imaging techniques as it 
is one of the brighter known T Tauri stars, is a fairly fast rotator with v sin i — Tlkrns1 
(Hartmann and Stauffer 1989) and has been observed at virtually all wavelengths. It 
has little infrared excess, indicating it does not have a significant circumstellar disk, so 
the photosphere can be reliably Doppler imaged (Rice and Strassmeier 1996). A num­
ber of groups targeted V410 Tau in the early 1990s and the remainder of this section 
details their finds so they can be incorporated into our models. The stellar parameters 
for V410 Tau adopted by each group is given in Table 3.1.
Parameter Joncour at al (1994) Rice at al (1996) Strassmeier at al (1994)
Spectral Type K4
log g 3.6 4.0
T.ffphot (K) 4800 4400 4400
v sin i (kins 1) 75 77 ± 2 77
ip ) 70 70 70
log[Ca] abundance -5.65
log[Fe] abundance -4.41
log[Li] abundance 3.5* -8.45
Table 3.1: Stellar parameters adopted by each group who undertook Doppler imaging of 
pre-main sequence star V410 Tau in the early 1990's, ‘ abundance are on a scale such that 
log N (H )  =  12.
In January 1990 a group led by Isabelle Joncour observed V410 Tau over a wavelength 
range of 40A centred approximately on the Lil 6707A line, at R = 32000. To perform 
the Doppler imaging analysis they chose the strong resonance line of lithium, Ac = 
6707.84A, one of the strongest photospheric lines in the T Tauri spectra (Basri et al. 
1991). Due to the nature of the Doppler technique and the limited spectral resolution
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available (for specific reasons see Joncour, Bertout and Menard 1994), only spots with 
temperatures at least 800K lower than the temperature of the photosphere will been 
'seen' and spots that span less than 12% of the star's diameter in longitude can be re­
solved. Joncour, Bertout and Menard (1994) found three cold spots: defining visible 
rotational axis as the stellar 'north pole' they found an extended spot with a smaller 
adjacent spot at the north pole and a third spot located at intermediate latitude on 
the opposite, southern, hemisphere. A summary of spot properties is given in Table
3.2 and their resultant V magnitude light curve derived from the Doppler image re­
produced in Fig.3.1; the overlaying data points are those of Herbst (1989). The spot 
parameters quoted are the colatitude, 9, and longitude, <j>, at phase zero - i.e. the initial 
observation - and the angular radius, 0 . Also listed is fmax, maximum projected 
spot area. Joncour, Bertout and Menard (1994) note that possible additional spots
F ig u re  3 .1 : R ep ro d u ced  V m agnitud e lig h t curve con structed  from  D opp ler observations of 
V 410 Tau by  Jo n co u r, B erto u t and  M enard  (1994). T hey found good  agreem ent b etw een  the 
theoretical lig h t cu rv e d erived  from  the D op p ler im ages and the observational curve m easured  
a y ear p rio r to the D op p ler observations.
Toff spot o n 4>n © n fmax
3443 29 - 1 2 45 0.36
3021 40 -1 0 5 2 1 0.09
3765 127 26 26 0.09
T a b le  3 .2 : Su m m ary  of sp ot p roperties of the three cold  active regions on the su rface  o f V 410 
Tau as d eterm in ed  b u t Jo n co u r, B ertou t and M enard  (1994). L isted  are effective tem p eratu re, 
la titu de (i9) and  lo n g itu d e ang u lar rad ius ( 0 ) and  m axim u m  p ro ject sp o t area (fmax) for 
each o f the three d etected  regions.
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could not be detected if they are located at the 'south' pole or visible during a phase 
of the rotational period missed due to bad weather. However, as can be seen in Fig.3.1 
there is good agreement between the theoretical light curve derived from the Doppler 
images and one observed a year beforehand indicating that at the very least the frac­
tional spot coverage of the stellar surface is consistent.
Two years later a collaboration including J. B. Rice (Bradon University) and K. G. 
Strassmeier (Universität Wien) started a two year monitoring campaign of V410 Tau 
with Doppler imaging observations in November 1992 and a year later in December 
1993. On both occasions Fel and Cal lines were used for the line profile fitting and 
Doppler reconstruction however the later observations were of more than twice the 
resolution. The initial 1992 maps show a large cool asymmetric feature at very high 
latitudes, not quite a complete polar cap but certainly reaching the visible rotational 
pole (Strassmeier et al. 1994). A second significant feature is seen at the stellar equator, 
a double feature with two small spots at 270° and 310° respectively. Three final sig­
nificant features appear at latitudes & longitudes; (0°, 50°), (0°,100°) and (-30°, 130°). 
The latter two are separated by a small bright feature at 0° latitude.
The second paper to present the 1993 observations (Rice and Strassmeier 1996) 
took the prime opportunity to compare the observed features a year apart and make 
some comments on potential life-spans of the features, what changes occurred in the 
prominent features and what, if any, evidence of differential rotation. The second set 
of observations not only had higher resolution but more lines were imaged (simul­
taneous photometry on two of the three Call IR triplet and a magnetically sensitive 
neutral Fe line), and a modified version of the Doppler imaging program was used, 
all giving a more comprehensive set of results. In general both sets of images show an 
abundance of cool spots at both high latitudes near the visible pole and in the equato­
rial region. Rice and Strassmeier (1996) found that the spots at higher latitudes appear 
to be cooler, larger and elongated as to suggest stretching by shearing forces which can 
result from substantial differential rotation over a short timescale or small differential 
rotation active over a prolonged period. They go on to suggest and give evidence for 
very long lived spots being affected by small differential rotation acting over a long 
time, perhaps even years. Approximately half the spots appear to persist over the 13
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months between the two sets of observations. Table 3.3 reproduces the summary of 
spot information given by Rice arid Strassmeier (1996) showing each features latitude, 
longitude and apparent changes between 1992 & 1993. Main conclusions include: fea-
Nature Feature label Latitude (°) Longitude (°) Apparent changes in 1993
Persistent Spot A 0 75 Comparable size but perhaps weaker
Persistent Spot B +65 270 - 0 Displaced to larger longitude& smaller
Persistent Spot C - 3 0 0 Possible extension of southerly spots
Changing Spot D - 3 0 250 Two spots replaced by one weaker one
Changing Spot E 0 30 Vanishes between 1992 & 1993
Changing Spot F 0 2 2 0 Vanishes
Changing Spot G +70 60 -  170 Vanishes
Changing Spot H +90 270 -  90 Weak polar spot appears in 1993
T a b le  3.3: Su m m ary  o f active featu res found  on the surface of V 410  Tau b y  Rice and S tra ss­
m eier (1996) and how  they  changed  over tim e. D etails each d iscrete reg io n 's  location  (6, 4>) 
and n atu re , 'P ersis ten t' for reg ions w hich  show ed  little change over 12 m onths and 'C h a n g ­
in g ' fo r ones w h ich  e ith er d isap p eared , ap p eared  or sign ificantly  altered  over the tim e p eriod . 
T he noted  ap p aren t changes found  b etw een  observations taken in 1992 then 1993 are giv ing 
in colu m n 5.
tures that are common to both maps have moved very little relative to each other, that 
there would appear to be very little differential rotation on the T Tauri but what little 
movement there has been indicates a slightly slower rotation rate at higher latitudes, 
the same as the Sun but a much smaller effect. The conclusion regarding differential 
rotation is in agreement with conclusions drawn by Hall (1991) from photometric data 
that short period stars, as in the case of T Tauri stars, seem to be nearly rigid rotators 
(Rice and Strassmeier 1996). Spots of higher photospheric temperature are seen in 
both the 1992 and 1993 maps.
3.2 The Sun as a Reference
Ultimately the purpose of the stellar surface model code is to allow us to experiment 
with the frequency of star spots, their locations and how much of the total stellar 
surface is covered with heightened magnetic activity to generate plots for comparison 
with the observed data presented in Chapter 2. Hence, we need to generate outputs 
from the models which match the observed quantities, namely stellar brightness and 
chromospheric S  index.
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The dark, cool spots seen on stellar surfaces are assumed to be the results of the 
blocking effect on convection caused by magnetic flux-tube emergence, just as seen 
with solar spots. Thus a natural starting point for detailing the characteristics of stellar 
spots is to consider the well defined parameters of solar spots. The surface of the Sun 
is complex and dynamic however. To slim-line the computation of model surfaces, 
we have nominated four 'regions' to incorporate; the 'pristine' surface, the plage, the 
penumbra and the umbra.
The umbrae are the clearly seen dark 'cores' of the sunspot which have a surround­
ing, brighter penumbrae. The ratio of the umbra to penumbra areas is typically 0.32 
for large regions (Brandt et al. 1990). Plages are bright features which are coincident to 
sunspots but are regions of higher temperature and density within the chromosphere. 
The plage areas are substantially larger than their companion umbral areas, the mean 
ratio of plage to umbra area is typically 16.7±0.51 (Chapman et al. 1997). The 'pristine' 
surface is defined to be the remaining surface, the magnetically quiet regions. To allow 
us to generate the required observed quantities we need to construct an image of the 
stellar surface at three relevant wavelengths; the V band continuum at A = 5450A, the 
continuum at A = 3950.5A and the Call H & K emission.
3.2.1 The V Band Continuum
Rendering this wavelength image and determining the variation in stellar brightness 
is relatively straight forward. A 'spot' on the photosphere is made up of two parts, the 
umbra and the penumbra. On the Sun the temperature and thus intensity depends on 
the magnetic field strength. Within a typical sunspot the magnetic field depresses the 
spot temperature from ~  6000K to ~  4000K; the resulting drop in surface brightness 
from the pristine atmosphere to the umbra is ~  94%. The surrounding penumbra has 
a typical brightness of ~  75% that of the pristine photosphere; it is brighter than the 
umbra due to the magnetic field lines becoming strongly inclined from the vertical at 
this point (Grossmann-Doerth and Schmidt 1981). Once the spot or spots are defined 
in this way the total stellar brightness at any given time is simply the integration of 
the photospheric emission over the visible hemisphere.
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3.2.2 The Continuum  at 3950.5A
The continuum flux for a normal stellar surface, one which is absent of magnetic re­
gions must be modeled so that it can be 'subtracted' from the magnetically active areas 
to mimic the Mt Wilson S  index which has been used to quantify the Call variation 
in the observational data. The Barnes-Evans relation show that the stellar continuum 
flux, the power emitted per unit area of the surface, at key points on the spectrum 
depends only on the stellar colour (Barnes and Evans 1976). As explained in Chapter 
2, intrinsic stellar colour is inherent to spectral type.
Pasquini et al. (1988) developed a calibration procedure for converting the ob­
served Call fluxes into absolute units at the star surface. Linsky et al. (1979) first 
developed a method for doing this based on absolute photometry collected by Will- 
strop (1965) and the Barnes-Evans relationship. They derived the surface flux in a 50A 
bandpass from 3925—3975A allowing them to place a given star's relative flux spec­
tra on an absolute surface flux scale. Pasquini et al. (1988) were unable to apply the 
method of Linsky et al. (1979) as the spectral range of their observations was not wide 
enough, it did not cover the required 50 plus A bandpass stipulated by the method of 
Linsky et al. (1979). Instead they present their observed Call H & I< line profiles on a 
relative scale using the pseudo-continuum at 3950.5A as a reference point, 3950.5A is 
between the H and K Call lines. They combined photoelectric measurements of the 
pseudo-continuum at 3950.5A with respect to the flux in the V band taken by Cata­
lano (1979) with the Barnes-Evans relation to determine the relationship between the 
surface flux at 3950.5A and spectral colour index (V — R).
From 'Astrophysical Quantities', Allen (1973), it is known that the flux at the stellar 
surface in ergcm_2s_1 A-1 near 5500A the V band, is given by:
log Fv =  4 log Teff +  0.4BC -  8.094 (3.1)
where T eff is the effective temperature, BC is the bolometric correction. Setting 4> be 
the stellar angular radius in radians and V0 the extinction corrected apparent visual
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magnitude, Pasquini et al. (1988) determined Fv to be:
log F v =  —2 log® -  0.4Vo -  8.44 (3.2)
the constant term is due to the absolute flux at the Earth from a star of V = 0.0. Equating 
the relations and converting the stellar angular radius in radians to a stellar angular 
diameter in milliarcseconds gives:
logTeff +  0.1BC =  4.2207 -  0.1VD -  0.5 log®' (3.3)
Barnes et al. (1976) defined:
F'v =  4.2207 -  0.1V0 -  0.5 log®' (3.4)
where the symbols are as above and the best fit relationships result in:
F 'r =  3.977 -  0.429(V -  R) : (V -  R) <  1.26 (3.5)
F', =  3.837 -  0.320(V -  R) : (V -  R) >  1.26 (3.6)
Re-arranging equations 3.1, 3.3 and 3.4 gives:
logTeff +  0. IB C =  F', (3.7)
and
log F v +  8.094 , _  _
—    =  logT0ff +  0.1BC (3.8)
and thus log F v is shown to relate to stellar colour as given by:
log Fv =  7 .8 1 4 - 1 .7 1 6 (V -R ) : (V -  R) <  1.26 (3.9)
log F v =  7.254 -  1.280(V -  R) : (V -  R) >  1.26 (3.10)
T h e y  th e n  u se d  C a ta la n o  (1 9 7 9 ) o b se rv a tio n s  o f  F v fo r  m a in  s e q u e n c e  s ta rs  to  d e ­
te rm in e  a  lin e a r  re la t io n s h ip  b e tw e e n  th e  a b s o lu te  s u r fa c e  flu x  a t 3950.5A F 3 9 5 0 ,  in
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ergcm 2s ÍÁ 1 and stellar colour such as:
logF 3 9 5 o =  8.459 -  2.833(V -  R) : (V -  R) <  1.3 (3.11)
The observations by Catalano (1979) do not extend to stars later than spectral type 
MO which translates to (V — R) «  1.3 hence Pasquini et al. (1988) extrapolated their 
curves by assuming a trend parallel to that shown by the average surface flux over 
the 3925 — 3975A bandpass. Converting the stellar flux units to the more practical 
Wm- 2 A - 1  such that, log Fa (ergcm'" 2 s " 1A -1) =  log Fa (W m 2 A x) +  3, the key re- 
sultant equations for continuum flux in terms of stellar colour index are:
Both equations give a value of logF3 g.5o =  1.711 for (V — R) =  1.3. Since the A =  
3950.5Á continuum point lies mid way between the two continuum reference win­
dows averaged in the calculation of the chromospheric S  index defined in Chapter 2 
we assume that all these points see the same continuum flux which can be seen to be 
a valid approximation from the spectra. Since we wish to generate a continuum flux 
emission comparable to the one used in the calculation of the S  index, that is two 20Á 
wide reference bands the total continuum flux emitted from the pristine surface we 
actually need: F 3 9 5 0  * 40 in the units of Win-2 . The continuum brightness decreases 
over the penumbra and the umbra but not by the same factors as seen in the photo­
sphere. The 3950.5Á continuum flux is in the region of the B band, so by scaling with a 
blackbody we would expect to see the continuum drop from 1 0 0 % over the non-active 
regions and plages to 3% over the umbra and 70% over the penumbra.
3.2.3 C all Em ission from Active Regions
Lastly, we need a reasonable value in the models for the chromospheric Call H & K 
emission above the active regions and the plages. The natural value to adopt is that of 
the flux measured on the Sun. The Call emission above the Sun spots is complicated 
but the total emission is dominated but the emission from the large area of the plage,
log F 3 9 5 0  =  5.459 -  2.883(V -  R) : (V -  R) <  1.3 
log F 3 9 5 0  =  2.938 -  0.944(V -  R) : (V -  R) >  1.3
(3.12)
(3.13)
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hence we have chosen to simplify the modelling by only taking into account the Call 
emission from the plage regions and not to separate the spot & surrounding area into 
umbrae and penumbrae. Schrijver et al. (1989) demonstrate that the Call emission 
is known to scale with magnetic field strength and provide a direct conversion from
where (fB) is the average magnetic field strength over the given area in Gauss. The 
solar observations have shown that over the large plage regions the average field 
strength is 150 Gauss which yields a Fcaii of ~  1275Wm-2 (D'Silva and Howard 1993). 
There is a known Call 'network' seen on the solar surface which is a carpet of emission 
over the magnetically quiet atmosphere. This magnetic network coincides with the 
pattern formed by large-scale convective cells, know as 'supergranulation cells'. Each 
cell is roughly 30 x 10em in diameter and move across the surface of the photosphere 
carrying the magnetic fields with them. The magnetic fields are swept to the outer 
edges of the supergranulation cell where they collect and strengthen. Chromospheric 
heating is produced above these field concentrations which result in the blanket Call 
emission outlining the magnetic network (Lang 2006). However, in young active stars 
the active regions are much larger and therefore the plage emission is expected to 
dominate. A magnetic field strength of 5 Gauss (Schrijver and Zwaan 2000) allotted 
to the Call network gives a flux of 165 Wm~ 2  compared to 1275 Wm~ 2 for the plage 
regions. This implies that if the total plage region is less than 13% of the stellar sur­
face area then the Call network becomes the dominate emission source over the plage 
emission.
By setting up two surfaces relating to the 3950.5A continuum flux and the Call 
emission flux we can generate a S  index which is directly comparable to the observed 
index by taking:
magnetic field to absolute Call emission such that (converted from ergcm 2s 1 given 
in the paper to Win-2 ):
log A Fcaii =  0.6 log (fB) +  1.8 (3.14)
(3.15)
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Figure 3.2: The Sun in four wavelengths. Top left hand image is the optical sun, the photo- 
spheric continuum shows the cold active sunspot penumbra dark against the non-active quiet 
photosphere. Top right image is a 'magnetogram' image of the solar chromosphere, grey indi­
cates the quiet surface whereas the black and white areas indicate regions of strong magnetic 
fields, i.e the plage regions. The white/black colour scheme indicates the polarity of the mag­
netic fields (north/south respectively). Comparing the top two images clearly demonstrate 
how the plage regions are not visible at optical wavelengths. The bottom left hand image 
is the Sun as observed in the Call K line. This image neatly shows the dominance of the 
plage emission (white regions) over the penumbral regions and highlights the low level Call 
network which takes on the pattern of the supergranulation convection cells (a 'mottled' effect 
over the quiet chromosphere). The last image, bottom right, shows the Sun in HQ (A = 6562.8A) 
which highlights more features of the solar chromosphere such as flares and filaments (source: 
www.bbso.njit.edu).
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3.3 Construction of the M odels
3.3.1 The HEALPix Software
The basis for our chromospheric activity models is to generate a 'stellar surface', the 
simplest representation for which is a sphere. To be able to construct various charac­
teristics on the surface the sphere needs to be constructed in such a way that individ­
ual 'pixels' can be allocated different values to represent different levels of emission. 
One invaluable tool for doing exactly this is the 'Hierarchical Equal Area isoLatitude 
Pixelization' (HEALPix) software. This package was originally devised in early 1997 
by Krzysztof M. Gorski at the Theoretical Astrophysics Centre in Copenhagen. The 
prospects of the vast data sets expected from current and future Cosmic Microwave 
Background (CMB) measuring missions, namely WMAP and Planck, drove the rapid 
development of HEALPix and the collaborative effort now includes many key cosmol- 
ogists. Though, clearly the models presented here have nothing to do with the CMB, 
HEALPix is a clean, effective and versatile way of producing and manipulating a pix- 
elated sphere. As the name suggests the pixelization used produces the subdivision 
of a spherical surface in which each pixel covers the same surface area as every other 
pixel, which means the surface is divided without regional dependence. HEALPix al­
lows the user to select the level of partitioning in progressively higher resolution. The 
resolution of the grid on the sphere is characterised by the parameter 'Nside' which 
defines the number of divisions along the side of a base-resolution pixel required to 
obtain the desired grid. The lowest possible (base) resolution comprises of twelve 
pixels placed in three rings around the poles and the equator, graphically shown in 
Fig.3.3 by the left hand green sphere, the resolution increases in steps by subdividing 
each pixel into 4 new ones such that the pixel numbers increase 12,48,192, 768 and on­
wards until 805,306,368 pixels, i.e Npix =  12 * N2kle (due to computational limitations 
the stellar surface models presented in this chapter use a maximum of 12,288 pixels). 
The HEALPix pixel centres (represented on Fig.3.3 by the black dots) lie on a discrete 
number of rings of constant latitude, the number of which is dependent on the se­
lected resolution such that number of rings is equal to 4 * Ns;de — 1. For example, the 
simplest grid has 12 pixels and 3 constant-latitude rings, whereas the fourth lowest
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resolution (right hand blue sphere in Fig.3.3) has 768 pixels arranged on 31 constant- 
latitude rings (Gorski, Hivon, Banday, Wandelt, Hansen, Reinecke and Bartelmann 
2005; Gorski, Hivon, Banday, Wandelt and Hansen 2005b). All rings which fall be­
tween the upper and lower corners of the equatorial base-resolution pixel (i.e the 4 
pixels which lie around the equator in the lowest resolution grid) are deemed to be in 
the 'equatorial zone'. The number of equatorial pixels is given by; Neq =  4 * Nsjde. All 
the other rings are said to be in the 'polar cap regions' and contain differing numbers 
of pixels depending on their distance from the pole, decreasing towards the pole. Ge­
ometrically HEALPix is able to support two number schemes for the pixels, the 'Ring' 
system where the pixels are counted moving down from the north to the south poles 
along each iso-latitude ring and the 'Nested' where the pixels are arranged in twelve 
tree structures corresponding to the base-resolution sized pixels. The choice of num­
bering scheme depends on the intended application of the HEALPix software, for the 
models presented in this chapter the Ring scheme is perfectly adequate.
It is not necessary to fully discuss the package's development or abilities for un­
derstanding how the software is utilised in this study, it is key to note however that 
HEALPix contains a suite of routines to read and write FITS formatted data sets and 
a number of IDL-based facilities for searching the maps and displaying colour coded 
projections.
3.3.2 The Model Mechanisms
Step one is to generate the sphere with the user selected resolution level. A fixed 
resolution has not been hard-coded to make the code more versatile, lower resolu­
tion spheres are computatively less demanding so can be used as a 'quick look' tool, 
however higher resolution grids are required to generate more complicated patterns 
of spots. The IDL HEALPix routine 'pix2ang' is then used to generate the pixel co­
ordinates; the latitude in radians measured southward from the north pole (9) and 
the longitude in radians measured eastward (<j>) (Gorski, Hivon, Banday, Wandelt and 
Hansen 2005a). The next step is the populate to surfaces.
To demonstrate, take the simplest case of a star with a single active region. Though 
on a genuine stellar surface a 'spot' is not perfectly circular, for ease of computation
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Figure 3.3: This figure graphically represents how the HEALPix package partitions the sphere 
with progressively higher resolution from left to right. The green sphere (furthest left hand 
sphere) shows the lowest possible resolution with 12 equal sized pixels, the yellow sphere has 
48 pixels, the red sphere 192 pixels and the blue sphere a grid of 768 pixels which translates to 
~  7.3° resolution. The maximum resolution possible with the HEALPix package gives a grid 
of over 805 million pixels. The HEALPix pixel centres (the black dots on the figure) occur on 
a discrete number of rings of constant latitude, the number of which is dependent on the grid 
resolution (source: www.healpix.jpl.nasa.gov).
all discrete spots are set to be circular. More complicated active region patterns can 
be mimicked with multiple overlying spots. The user can either select the 'starting' 
latitude, #spot/ and longitude, </>spot/ f°r the centre of the spot, or it can be randomly 
generated. Equally the spot's umbral radius, r umbra can either be user selected or 
randomly generated within constraints. Both options are useful for different purposes. 
# sp o t/ «/-'spot and /'um bra are fed into the HEALpix idl routine 'query_disc', which finds 
all the pixels within the disc prescribed by the spot's centre and radius. However, the 
routine requires the spot centre described in Cartesian co-ordinates rather than polar 
(0, 4>). The conversion between the co-ordinate systems is slightly complicated by the 
addition of the angle a ,  which is the angle of inclination between the axis of rotation 
and the axis of observation. To allow a  to be taken into account we need to take the 
original Cartesian co-ordinates, [x,y,z], perform a single rotation about the y axis and 




c.os a  0 — sin a  
0 1 0
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giving equations:
x x  cos a  — z sm a




Substituting [x, y, z] with the standard transformation equations from polar to Carte­
sian co-ordinates gives the resulting equations below:
x =  sin 0 cos 4> cos a  — cos 9 sin a
y =  sin 8 sin c/)




If the angle of inclination, a , is set to zero the above equations resort back to the stan­
dard transforms. The sense of the adopted system is shown in Figure 3.4. Axis 'x' is
!>
F ig u re  3 .4 : C o o rd in ate  system  ad opted  for the stellar m od el cod e; the x-ax is is the axis of 
o bservation  and  the z-ax is  the axis o f stellar rotation. This notation  has b een  used  to m atch  
that o f the H E A L P ix  p ackag e, a  is the ang le of tilt b etw een  the axis o f stellar ro tation  and the 
line of s ig h t for the observer. Translation of the coordinate system  from  x, y, z  to x ', y ', z ' w hen 
a  is no n -zero  is d eriv ed  in  the text and results in equations 3 .20 to 3.22.
the axis of observation and 'z' the axis of rotation - this notation is adopted to match 
that of the HEALPix packages, a  is set by the user. The 'query_disc' routine does it's
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task in a selective manner without scanning all the sky pixels making it less computa­
tionally demanding. The output is a list of appropriate pixel numbers to be allocated 
a different value to distinguish them from the rest of the surface.
The ' query _disc' routine is called three times to generate the required pixels lists 
corresponding to the plage, the penumbra and the umbra. The area of each region is 
scaled to the umbral area, such that (see §3.2):
VhHElEit =  3 .1 2 5; =  16.7 (3.23)
- V i m b r a  - k u m b r a
The area of the umbra can be stated as the area of a spherical cap on the surface of a 
sphere such that:
A u m b r a  =  2tt(1 — cos(rumbra))R* (3.24)
where rumbra is the radius 'half angle' in degrees and R* is the stellar radius. By gener­
ating equivalent equations for the other regions the radius half angles for the penum­
bra and plages as a function of rlimbra can be shown to be:
1 penumbra a iC C O S (l 3 . 1 2 o ( l  C O s(lum bra) ) )  ( 3 .2 5 )
Iplage a i c c o s ( l  — 1 6 .7 ( 1  COs(l’umb ra ) ) )  ( 3 .2 6 )
The model representing the photospheric surface has three pixel values assigned to de­
scribe the umbra, the penumbra and the pristine surface. The umbral and penumbral 
values are scaled to the pristine values as explained in §3.2. As we are only looking 
for evidence of correlation between the photospheric emission variation and the Call 
emission variation the actual value adopted for the 'quiet' pixels is unimportant, it
is only the relative values between the spot and the quiet regions that is important.
Taking a lead from Grossmann-Doerth and Schmidt (1981) we have chosen to allocate 
each pristine atmosphere pixel a value of 1 0 0 , meaning each penumbral pixel receives 
a value of 75 and each umbral pixel a value of 6  (see §3.2.1 for further details).
The 3950.5A continuum also has three pixel values assigned to describe the umbra, 
the penumbra and the 'quiet' surface, with a scaling as detailed in §3.2. However, there 
is a further complication in that the value of the pristine pixels is subject to stellar
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colour. It is not required to calculate F 3 9 5 0  for each individual spectral type, the stellar 
colour changes by sufficiently little which warrants combining each class of spectral 
type together and using a mean stellar index. Table 3.3.2 gives ((V — R)) and the 
pristine, penumbral & umbral 3950.5A flux adopted for each spectral type class G, K 
& MO — M3. The last surface which represents the Call H & K emission has a low level
Spectral Type ( ( V  -  R )> F quiet (W m 2) Fpenum bra (W in ) F umbra (W in“ 2)
G 0.55 298,800 209,160 8964
K 0.94 22,400 15,680 672
MO-M 3 1.44 1,550 1,085 46.5
Table 3 . 4 :  Summary of the 3 9 5 0 A  continuum flux as calculated from equations derived by 
Pasquini et al. ( 1 9 8 8 )  for G, K and early M spectral type stars. F 3 9 5 0  depends on the ( V  — R) 
colour index which varies with spectral type, see Eqns. 3 . 1 2  &  3 . 1 3 .  The flux over the penum­
bral and umbral active regions is scaled to the flux over the 'quiet' non-active surface such that 
Fp en u m b ra  =  0-7 *  F q u ie t  and F umbra =  0 . 0 3  =i= F quiet ,  see § 3 . 2 . 2 .  What is immediately noticeable 
is that the flux level changes dramatically with varying spectral type.
everywhere to represent the Call network except for the plage areas. Pixels out-with 
the plage regions are given a value of 165 and pixels inside the plage regions a value 
of 1275 - tying in with §3.2.
Fig.3.5 graphically shows how the stellar surface is constructed at each wavelength 
for the simplest case of a single circular active region; the upper diagram demonstrates 
the photospheric surface whereas the lower diagrams, the complimentary chromo- 
spheric surface, the left hand side the 3950.5A continuum flux and the right hand side 
the Call flux. Fig.3.5 and all the colour diagrams exploited to depict the model sur­
face properties are orthographic projects generated using the HEALPix IDL routine 
'orthoview'. An orthographic projection is a projection on to a tangent plane from in­
finity which preserves neither area nor angle, each one of the two circles per projection 
represents a single hemisphere of the projected sphere, i.e. the visible hemisphere and 
the reverse of the 'star'.
The most effective way of computation to simulate stellar rotation and thus the 
variation in emission due to rotation is to 'fix' the quiet stellar surface and rotate the 
spots with respect to the background surface. Hence, in the case of Fig.3.6 with a sin­
gle spot, the stellar models are 'rotated' and the spot can be seen crossing from one 
hemisphere to the other as it moves from the 'visible' hemisphere to the 'back of the
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star'. In §3.4 'time snapshots' are used to indicate how the various modelled surfaces 
rotate. As stated, the key output from the models are plots which can be compared
Initial nom ljtiotis lui ste lla r  m odel. 3950 .5  luntiiniurn em ission Initial conditions for stellur model, ( 'a ll em ission
Figure 3.5: Orthographic projection of the initial conditions for the simplest case model in 
each of the three wavelengths. The top circles show both the visible and 'hidden' hemisphere 
for the V band flux. The bottom left diagram is the same for the 3950A continuum flux and the 
Call emission is shown in the bottom right hand diagram. The angular radius of the umbra 
was selected to be 5° which results in scaled values for rpenumbra =  8.84° and rpiage =  20.54°. 
The spot was placed on the stellar equator, (6o, do) =  (90,0), and with no tilt angle, a =  0.0. 
The fractional coverage of the stellar surface of an active region of this radii is calculated to be 
A umbra =  0 . 1 9 % ,  A p enumbra  — 0 . 5 9 %  and A p iage =  3 . 1 8 % .
with those from the observations presented in Chapter 2, variation of chromospheric 
S  index, variation in light intensity and the correlation between them. To generate 
the light curves and Call emission plots the total amount of photospheric and chro­
mospheric flux (then converted into a S  index as per equation 3.15) over the visible 
stellar surface must be integrated at appropriate time intervals. The value of every 
visible pixel must be added together, however a distortion factor must first be applied 
to account for reduction in emission received at the observer dependent on location 
of the emitting pixel. More flux from a pixel at the centre of the visible hemisphere 
directly in observers line-of-sight will reach the observer than flux from a pixel at the 
edge of the visible surface due to projection effects. Fig.3.7 can be used to explain the
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Figure 3.6: This figure graphically demostrates how the spots move with respect to the ob­
server due to stellar rotation. The left hand four plots (starting from the top) show an active 
regions with (0 O, <j>0) =  (90,0) passing firstly across the visible hemisphere then onto the 'back' 
of the star, the hemisphere not visible to the observer. The tilt angle, a, is set to be zero in this 
case. The right hand four plots show how the tilt angle can effect observational outcomes. In 
this case the active region is set to have (0O, fo )  =  (45,0) but the tilt angle is set to 90°. The 
observer is effectively looking directly at the northern plot along the axis of stellar rotation. 
As the star rotates the spot remains on the visible hemisphere at all times. In this extreme case 
though enhanced Call emission is observed due to the active region there is no variation of 
the chromospheric or photospheric light with stellar rotation. If a  =  270° then the observer 
would be looking at the southern pole and the region would not be visible at any time.
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derivation of the distortion factor. Take two equal area pixels at a distance, R, from the
y
z
Figure 3.7: Diagrams showing angles and coordinate systems for the derivation of the 'pro­
jection factor'. See text for explanations.
centre of the projected hemisphere, one positioned at zero longitude and the other at 
some arbitrary longitude as depicted in right hand side of Fig.3.7. Due to the proper­
ties of a circle if a point at (y, z) is placed at a radius, r, from the origin set to be (0 , 0 ), 
then r can be described as:
r2  =  y2  +  z2 (3.27)
From the left hand side of Fig.3.7 if can be seen that r can also the defined in terms of 
a  and 9, where X  — a  +  9, as give by:
r =  cos(X) (3.28)
The 'area projection factor' is effectively the angle between the normal to the pixel in 
questions and the observer which is given by:
df =  sin X  (3.29)
Utilising the trigonomic identity, cos2  X  +  sin2 X =  1 the distortion factor can be writ­
ten as:
df =  \J 1 -  cos2 X (3.30)
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Substituting equation 3.27 into equation 3.28 gives:
cos2 X =  y2 +  z2; X =  a  +  0 (3.31)
Finally, substituting equation 3.31 into equation 3.30 gives the resultant useable equa­
tion, 3.32, for calculating the distortion factor for each pixel on the stellar surface:
df =  x/l -  (y2  +  z2) (3.32)
3.3.3 Limb Darkening
One element which has not been incorporated into our models of the stellar surface is 
that of 'limb darkening'. Limb darkening is the term for the diminishing intensity of a 
star measured as one moves from the centre to the edge. It is the result of the effective 
temperature of the stellar atmosphere decreasing with increasing distance from the 
centre of the star and that the stellar radius at which one can see to an optical depth of 
unity increases as one looks further towards the edge of the star. In simpler terms the 
temperature and density of a star reduces as the distance from the centre increases and 
the inteirsity reduces. Fig.3.9 demonstrates the effect of limb darkening on an optical 
image of the sun.
Limb darkening can be approximated by a linear relation of the type (Frasca et al. 
2005):
1(0) =  I0  * ( 1  -  fj,v +  nv  cos 0) (3.33)
where Io is the intensity from the centre of the star, 1 (0 ) is the intensity coming from the 
direction 0 to the observer (see Fig.3.8 ) and /iy is the linear limb darkening coefficient 
for the V band (py =  0.77, Diaz-Cordoves et al. 1995). The effect of limb darkening is 
very small in real observing conditions. In Fig.3 . 8  the observer is stationed at position 
P, a distance r from the centre of the star. As r tends to large distances, the angle 
0 increases to very small angles even at the very edge of the star. Hence, the drop 
in intensity at the edge of the star is a fraction of a percent from the intensity at the 
centre. Our models are dealing with first order effects as we are trying to understand 
the broad, orders of magnitudes, variation in the Call emission and limb darkening is
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F ig u re  3 .8 : D iagram  show ing angles and corodinate system  for Eqn.3.33, the effect of lim b 
d arkening on 1 (1 ).
such a small effect in this context that it has been left out of the models.
3.4 The Models
3.4.1 Graphical Demonstration of the Models
Figs.3.10 to 3.11 show the graphical output of each of the three surface models for 
three different scenarios for the population of the surface with active regions. Fig.3.10 
is the simplest case of a single active region, for this example the spot is at low lati­
tudes mimicking an active region covering the southern pole. Fig.?? shows the sur­
face populated with 10 active regions though not all the regions are discrete. The 
model code selects each region's initial location, (0q, 4>o)  with no restrictions, hence 
more complicated regions are simulated when two circular regions are overlaid. With 
multiple spotted surfaces the key difference to note between the three wavelengths is 
the extent of the surface the plage regions cover in comparison to the total penumbral 
surface area. Fig.3.11 shows a surface generated by 30 randomly placed active regions, 
though again not all regions are discrete. An upper limit of fractional coverage of the 
stellar surface by patterns of active regions generated by 30 spots is 22.8% for the um- 
bral regions, 71.25% for the penumbral regions and complete coverage by the plage 
regions. However, this is only achieved if there are no overlapping to the circular
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Figure 3.9: Simple demonstration of the effect of limb darkening on an image of the Sun. The 
left hand image, (a), shows the Sun with no correction for limb darkening, highlighting the 
diminishing intensity towards the 'edge' of the Sun. The right hand image, (b), is the same 
image corrected for limb darkening, the intensity is now 'smooth' over the whole solar disc.
spots, Fig.3.11 clearly demonstrates this is an upper limit as many spots overlap.
Figs.3.12 to 3.14 give the resultant three plots from the three cases shown in Figs.3.10 
to 3.11: the V magnitude light curve, the Call S  index variation curve and the correla­
tion between the two varying quantities. These plots can be directly compared to the 
results from our spectroscopic and photometric observations presented in Chapter 2. 
The simple case of a single active circular region, shown in Fig.3.12, clearly shows how 
the light emission dims as the Call emission enhances when a star spot passes across 
the visible stellar hemisphere. In all three cases there is a negative correlation of nor­
malised photometric flux to Call S  index, as expected. When more complicated and 
extensive patterns populate the surface the model can result in a 'scatter' about the 
linear correlation similar to that seen in the observations, see Fig.3.4.1. This indicates 
the scatter is not only due to processes such as flares and measurement errors but there 
is a factor purely due to the regions passing in and out of view.
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Figure 3 . 1 0 :  The simplest case: single circular spot and a  =  0 . 0 .  Each row shows the three 
surface models for each wavelength at a given time step, starting with the initial conditions on 
the top row. Each column shows the star rotating over time for each given wavelength. The 
left hand column is the photospheric V band continuum, the middle column the Call emission 
and the right hand column the 3 9 5 0 A  continuum. Each diagram has an associated colour bar 
underneath. The resultant plots from this scenario can be found in Fig.3.12.
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Figure 3.11: As for Fig.3.10 but with multiple active regions. The more complex non-circular 
regions are simulated when 'spots' overlay each other. Care has been taken when writing the 
code structure that overlaying spots 'merge' together such that umbral areas are not incorrectly 
over written by penumbral areas. In this case the upper limit for the fractional area of the 
stellar surface covered by penumbral regions is 71.25%, however is this only achieved if all 
the spots are discrete which is not the case. So much of the stellar surface is covered in active 
regions that there is nearly complete coverage by plage regions and enhanced Call emission. 
Resultant plots from this scenario can be found in Fig.3.14.
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Figure 3.12: Resultant plots for the simplest case. The three graphs are: light curve, Call S 
index curve and the correlation between the two variations. In the bottom graph the dashed 
line represents the best straight line fit to the correlation data. Behaviour is as expected for a 
single active region passing in and out of view.
3.4.2 Surface Features
Before comparing the models directly with the observational data the model was 
utilised to see how changing various parameters effected the correlation and the mean 
value and variation of the S  spectral index. Figs.3.15 & 3.16 show the effect on these 
three quantities when changing the size of a single spot and the number of spots, 
respectively. In each figure the top graph show the slope (5 S /S V )  for the linear corre­
lation with increasing parameter, the middle graph the mean S  index with increasing 
parameter and the bottom graph the spread of the S  indices (c r s / ( S )) with increasing 
parameter.
Firstly, the model was run with a single circular active region located at (?o=90 
(i.e. on the stellar equator) with an umbral radius of 5° to 25° in 2.5° steps. From 
rumbra =  10° upwards the correlation steadily tends towards 0.0, i.e. it becomes less 
steeply negative, and the mean S  index steadily increases. This is expected because 
with a larger region of activity the Call emission is entirely dominated by the rapidly
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Figure 3.13: As Fig.3.12 for the multiple active region case presented in Fig.??. Most inter­
estingly, though there is a clear correlation between the Call and V band variations there is a 
distinct 'scatter' about the linear correlation. Evidence of a scatter about a linear correlation in 
real observation data was found in studies of the p Oph cluster. This scatter could in part be 
due to the effect of such large plage areas which dominate the Call emission with respect to 
the umbral area which dominate the photospheric emission.
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Figure 3.14: As Fig.3.12 for the multiple active region case presented in Fig.3.11. As expected 
the S index is stronger when more of the surface is covered in active regions.
increasing plage region whereas the photometry is dominated by the relatively small 
umbral region. Below rUmi>ra =  10° the behaviour is slightly different. For rumt>ra =  10° 
the fractional umbral area is 0.76% of the stellar surface which implies the penumbral 
area is 2.38% and plage covers 12.69% of the stellar surface. As explained in §3.2.3 
when the active region is smaller than 13% of the stellar surface it is the low level 
Call network which dominates the Call emission not the enhanced emission above 
the plage regions.
Secondly, Fig.3.16 shows the three plots as the pattern of active regions is generated 
by increasing numbers of spots. For simplicity of coding and understanding each 
'spot' is of the same size, r u m b r a  =  10°, selected as it is the point at which the plage 
region begins to dominate the Call emission. Each spot is randomly placed on the 
surface by the programme which leads to some scatter in the plots but general trends 
are clear. On each occasion the tilt angle a  — 0.0. As the number of spots increases both 
the slope of the linear correlation and the mean S  index tend to a 'maximum' value 
whereas the deviation of the S  index tends to a 'minimum'. The greatest rate of change 
in the plots occurs from the single spot case to 10 spots. In terms of fractional coverage
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Figure 3 . 1 5 :  Investigating how changing spot size affects the outcomes of the model. The top 
plot shows change in slope of the linear correlation with increasing spot size, middle graph 
change in mean S index with increasing spot size and finally change in the spread of the S 
index values with increasing spot size.
of the stellar surface, 1  spot to 1 0  spots translates ixrto upper values: A um br a = 0 . 7 6 %  to 
7 . 6 % ,  A p en m nbr a = 2 . 3 8 %  to 2 3 . 8 %  and A p iag e= 1 2 . 6 9 %  to complete coverage. There is a 
'levelling off' point at 2 5  and greater spots where the upper umbral fractional area 
is 1 9 %  and the upper penumbral area is 6 0 %  of the stellar surface, so much of the 
stellar surface is covered in active regions that the variation with rotation is greatly 
diminished.
3.5 Comparison: Theoretical and Observational Data
Given the model outputs have been investigated to verify that it behaves as antici­
pated the next step is comparison with observational data to facilitate a comprehen­
sion of what may be occurring on real T Tauri stars. The stellar sample observed in the 
p Oph and Upper Sco clusters have been separated into WTTS, CTTS field and binary 
targets in § 2 . 1 0 .  From now on we are only going to consider the weak and classical T 
Tauri stars which are known to be single targets. Field stars were only included in the 
target sample to clarify that any correlation seen in the pre-main sequence stars was
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Figure 3.16: As for Fig.3.15 but increasing the total magnetic active coverage by adding more 
and more 'spots' randomly on to the surface to create more complex and extensive patterns.
due to active regions, and are not of interest for this section. Binary targets are situ­
ated in too complicated an environment to be easily understood with these straight 
forward models. Investigating binary targets may prove a worthy extension of this 
research in the future.
Observationally, weak line T Tauri stars are the ideal candidates for this inves­
tigation as their chromospheres are easily accessible with no substantial circumstel- 
lar debris disks and dust clouds which are often seen round classical T Tauri. How­
ever, it is still worthwhile to consider the CTTS sample in comparison to the models. 
Fig.3.17 shows the WTTS sample plotted with various examples of the model output. 
Each symbol represents spectral class G, I< or M with the open symbols showing the 
6dF/APT data and the filled symbols the model outputs. The top graph gives mean 
S index versus slope of the correlation and the bottom graph plots the deviation of 
the S  index values (os/(S)) against slope. Fig.3.18 shows the same for the CTTS sam­
ple; note we only observed I< type CTTS. The points generated for the models were a 
selection of different surface features and a selection of tilt angles with respect to the 
observer to give a good range of possible outputs.
Immediately the first result to note with the WTTS sample is that for G and K type
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Figure 3.17: Weak line T Tauri sample observed in the p Oph and Upper Sco clusters with 6dF 
(presented in Chapter 2) plotted with resultant outputs from the stellar models. The different 
symbols represent different spectral types; G, K or M (key on the graphs). The open symbols 
are the 6dF observational data and the filled symbols those from the models. The model was 
run with a number of different surface patterns and tilt angles to get a good representation of 
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spectral class K classical T  Tauri stars w ere observed.
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stars the mean S  index values are greatly underestimated by the models. The mean S  
index for G type stars from the model all come out ~  0.005 whereas the two G type 
WTTS observed have a (Sindex) ~  0.1. Similarly with the K type stars, the model 
(Sindex) came out in the range 0.01 — 0.09 and the observed (Sindex) is in the range 
0.2 — 0.5. The slope of the correlation is also greatly underestimated by the model for 
G type stars compared to the observational data. For M type stars the model mean S 
index came out in the same range as out observed stars but the slope of the correlation 
is slightly overestimated. The models do however estimate the variation in S  index 
for WTTS quite correctly, bottom graph Fig.3.17. The CTTS target sample, Fig.3.18, 
resulted in very similar findings. The mean S  index is underestimated by the stellar 
model but the variation in S  index is well estimated. As expected the slope of the 
correlation is not well matched for the CTTS sample as the correlation is altered by ac­
cretion hot spots from surrounding debris disks. The mean S  index for K spectral type 
stars can be pushed up to reach the lower values of the observed S  indices by cover­
ing nearly the whole stellar surface in active regions, but this does not give a value for 
the spread of the S  index values consistent with the observations. It is not possible 
to simulate the observed mean S  index for G type stars with the model regardless of 
how much of the surface is covered in active regions.
These findings suggest that either the determination of the 3 9 5 0 A  continuum flux 
as derived by Pasquini et al. (1988) for main sequence stars is not appropriate to 
use for pre-main sequence stars and the flux is actually weaker, or that the magnetic 
fields which produce the active regions are stronger on T Tauri stars than in the Sun. 
Stronger magnetic fields would cause stronger Call emission over the plage regions 
and thus enhance the mean S  index. However, stronger magnetic fields would sug­
gest more of the photospheric convection iir the spot would be suppressed leading to 
less photospheric emission and colder effective temperatures. Doppler imaging stud­
ies currently suggest the effective temperature in spots on T Tauri stars is similar to 
that measured in Sunspots but it understood that these young stars are more active 
and variable than the Sun which in itself suggests stronger magnetic fields. It is likely 
to be a combination of these effects which results in an underestimation of the Call S  
index.
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3.5.1 Fractional Coverage of the Stellar Surface
The key question we set out to get a better understanding of at the start of this research 
is: "What fraction of the young stellar surface is covered by regions of magnetic ac­
tivity". Running the stellar model with increasingly larger portions of the surface 
covered in active regions and comparing against the observational data gives the in­
dication that T Tauri stars have much higher fractional coverage than is observed on 
the Sun.
Our observational pre-main sequence sample contained 16 spectral classified I< 
stars but only 2 G type & 3 M type stars. To claim general conclusions about fractional 
coverage for G and M type T Tauri stars with so few observations is not robust so for 
the remainder of this section we will only contemplate the I< type stars.
Firstly, the Call emission in the models was adjusted to raise the mean S  index 
to match the observational data (see§3.5). It was found that an increase of magnetic 
fields in the plage regions from 150 Gauss to 1500 Gauss and around the Call network 
from 5 Gauss to 50 Gauss moved the modelled mean S  indices into the correct range. 
The model was then run multiple times with increasing active regions and different 
tilt angles. Fig.3.19 plots the model outcomes along with the K type WTTS and CTSS 
observational data, the top graph is mean S  index versus slope and the bottom graph 
is S  index variation versus slope. In both plots the filled star symbols represent the 
weak-line T Tauri and the open star symbols the classical T Tauri sample. All other 
symbols represent the models run with active regions made up of 15, 20, 25, 30, 35 
and 40 rurabra =  10° spots (key in the figure caption). In each case the programme was 
run three times with inclination angle a  =  0°, 17° and 62°.
All scenarios plotted have mean S indices within the range of the WTTS sample, 
however this is not a genuine 'result' as the Call emission was enhanced unscientif­
ically to obtain this. The model is not able to reproduce the spread of the mean S  
indices seen in the observational sample. It is clear that only stars with patterns of 
active regions made up of 25 or more 'spots' have a correlation between the light vari­
ation and the variation in the S index comparable to the observed data. Those with 
patterns of 15 and 20 spots (cross and asterisk symbols respectively) have too steep a
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correlation. This suggests that our T Tauri sample have fractional coverage of 50% up­
wards of penumbral area. With this level of coverage the strong plage Call emissions 
covers most of the stellar surface.
The measured slope from the model does not get beyond ~  —0.4 regardless of 
fractional coverage, ~  0.2 lower than the majority of the observed sample. The slope 
measured through the observations can be washed out by accretion and extreme an­
gles of inclination, the model does not simulate hot spots due to accretion and though 
tilt angle does effect the modelled slope this effect is reduced when more of the star 
is diffusely covered. This may indicate that the genuine surfaces are covered in fewer 
but larger active regions which have similar total fractional coverage. The bottom plot 
demonstrates that the deviation of the S  indices is correctly estimated by the model in 
all cases which further suggests that the discrepancy between the modelled arid ob­
served slopes is mainly due to non-accurate modelling of the photospheric variation.
The main conclusion from these models is that the T Tauri surfaces are highly cov­
ered in active regions of >  50%. This finding is in agreement with the few studies pre­
viously carried out. Though T Tauri stars are frequently observed, studies often target 
the parameters of individual spots. Casali (2003) found high resolution infrared spec­
troscopy of T Tauri in the Ophiuchus association implies fraction coverage of greater 
than 50% by cool magnetic regions, Doppler imaging studies by Joncour, Bertout and 
Menard (1994) found ~  60% of the stellar surface of V410 Tauri to have active regions 
and Joncour, Bertout and Bouvier (1994) found through Doppler imaging that T Tauri 
HDE283572 had a single visible spot covering ~  15% of the stellar surface and a high 
angle of inclination.
The modelling also indicates that the magnetic fields over magnetic regions on T 
Tauri's are much stronger than those measured on the Sun in agreemexrt with Zeeman 
broadening observations by Valenti and Johns-Krull (2004).
This research can be progressed in the future by extending the observational data 
set to include many more T Tauri stars over a range of spectral types in nearby, well 
constrained clusters. The larger the observational sample the more opportunity to 
make well formed general conclusions that are not skewed by the more unusually
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behaving targets. The stellar models have the scope to be developed further in so­
phistication in describing the T Tauri surface including the inclusion of hot spots due 
to accretion from circumstellar disks. The models may also prove to be a very use­
ful tool for future investigations into the relative areas or relative luminosities of the 
umbra, penumbra and plage regions which may not be the same as the solar values 
which have been adopted here. As more knowledge is gained regarding the magnetic 
field strength and the nature of the chromospheric continuum flux on young pre-main 
sequence stars, the models will become stronger tools.
This the first time a large photospheric and chromospheric Call variation study 
has been used to estimate the geometry of non-resolvable magiretically active regions 
on young stars. It offers a viable way of simultaneously studying a large number of 
targets in practical observing time scales and concurs with other studies that large 
fractions of the PMS surface is covered in active regions.
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Figure 3 .1 9 : T he K  type W T T S and C T T S sam ple p lo tted  w ith  the m od els run w ith  enhanced  
C a ll em ission . T he filled  star sym bols are the w eak  line stars, and the open star sym bols are the 
c lassical T  Tauri. T he o ther sym bols show  the resu lt from  ru nning the m od els w ith  in creasin g  
fraction al cov erag e  o f the stellar su rface  w ith  active reg ions gen erated  using: 15 sp ots (plus 
sign), 20  sp ots (asterisk), 25  spots (d iam ond), 30 spots (triangle), 35 spots (square).
Chapter 4
WFCAM & The Cryostat Thermal
Model
4.1 Instrument Overview
The Wide Field Camera (WFCAM) is an infrared camera installed on the UI< 4m in­
frared telescope (UKIRT) designed and constructed by the UK Astronomy Technol­
ogy Centre (UKATC) in Edinburgh, Scotland. The project began in earnest in 1999 
with first light on the telescope being achieved in October 2004. At the time, WFCAM 
was the widest field-of-view IR camera ever attempted and posed many technical 
challenges. It was conceived to convert UKIRT into a survey telescope. For many 
generations of telescopes those with small apertures have been utilised as 'survey in­
struments' to cover large portions of the sky to a reasonable depth. Comprehensive 
surveys are not only scientifically valid in their own right, they also supply target lists 
for follow up observations with larger telescopes. A good example of this is the 1.2m 
class Schmidt telescopes around the world which have provided countless targets for 
2m & 4m class telescopes over the last few decades. It is now essential to develop 
the capabilities of current 2m & 4m telescopes to obtain deeper surveys suitable for 
feeding targets to the 8m and beyond class telescopes.
The speed at which a given telescope can survey a portion of the sky to a desired 
flux level is proportional to the optical etendue which is a product of the telescope
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aperture area and its field-of-view, = aperture x FOV in m2deg2 (Liang et al. 2005; 
Casali et al. 2006). Large surveys require high étendue such that vast portions of the 
sky can be observed in practical time-scales. Given that WFCAM could not change 
the aperture of the UKIRT the FOV had to be maximised, achieved by replacing the 
secondary mirror and introducing an additional cold tertiary mirror to the system to 
change the focal length.
Fig.4.1 shows a fish-eye lens photograph of the full instrument completely in­
stalled on UKIRT, the camera is the large black 'tow er' in the centre of the telescope. 
Instruments are often mounted on the back of the telescope at the Cassegrain focus, at 
the primary focus (in place of a secondary mirror) or on the fixed Nasmyth platform. 
None of these options were possible for WFCAM due to the required focal length and 
the available space. WFCAM is relatively novel as it sits between the primary and sec­
ondary mirrors in place of the central baffle, mounted on a custom made mirror plug. 
This location was chosen to overcome the optical challenges for converting the focal 
length of the telescope. The 'instrument' in total consists of: a cryogenic camera with a 
four IR detector focal plane, a system of cryogenic fore-optics including a tertiary mir­
ror, 8 interchangeable filters, a new tip-tilt 0.474m secondary mirror and a complete on 
instrument auto-guiding system. Fig.4.2 shows a cut through mechanical drawing of 
the complete instrument showing from top down: main instrument and auto-guider 
field lenses, cryostat window, corrector plate, detector box, filter paddle assembly, 
cold baffles, tertiary mirror, cooling wicks and the mounting structure. Light enters 
the cryostat from the secondary mirror through the field lens, reflects off the tertiary 
mirror at the rear of the cryostat, through the filters and onto the focal plane which 
effectively looks 'downwards'. Each of these components will be discussed in more 
depth in §4.3.
4.1.1 Science Drivers
The main intention behind WFCAM was to provide unprecedented deep and large- 
scale infrared imaging. To do this the design team had to 'better' the previous best 
infrared survey project: the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS). The 2MASS project, 
which begun routine survey observations in June 1997 was a ground breaking project
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Figure 4.1: A 'fish-eye' lens photograph of the full camera completely installed on the UK 
Infrared Telescope. The camera is the large black tower which can be seen sitting on the mirror 
plug at the centre of the primary mirror. The bottom half of the tower which is slightly wider 
is the vacuum vessel which houses the main components of the camera including the tertiary 
mirror and detector focal plane array. The narrower field tower sits on top of the cryostat and 
supports the field lens ~4.8m above the primary mirror.
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Figure 4 .2 : M ech an ica l C A D  d raw ing of the com p lete W FC A M  structure. A n  extern al 
of the cry o sta t and filed  tow er on the le ft and a cross section  on the right.
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however due to the small aperture of the 2MASS telescopes (two 1.3m telescopes at 
Mt. Hopkins & Cerro Tololo) and small detectors (a single 256 x 256 IR detector) 
it has a limiting magnitude (K = 14.3) which does not match the typical spectro­
scopic limits on 8m class telescopes, e.g. limiting magnitude range for short wave­
length medium resolution spectroscopic using ISAAC on the VLT 17.5 -19.5, source: 
www.eso.org/instruments/isaac/overview.html (Skrutskie et al. 2006). WFCAM is 
designed to be more than 100 times faster at NIR surveying than 2MASS by utilis­
ing the available 3.8m primary mirror, a larger possible single-exposure FOV, better 
image quality and better telescope site. It has approximately 300 times move survey­
ing power than the previous survey instrument at the host telescope, the UKIRT Fast 
Track Imager (UFTI) (Casali et al. 2006).
The public surveys planned for WFCAM consist of five hierarchical complemen­
tary surveys, designed and controlled by a consortium of UK astronomers, named 
UKIDSS (United Kingdom Infrared Deep Sky Survey). The four principle science 
drivers for UKIDSS, and thus for WFCAM, are: the coolest and nearest brown dwarfs, 
high-redshift dusty starbust galaxies, elliptical galaxies and galaxy clusters at redshifts 
1 <  z <  2 and the highest redshift quasar z = 7 and beyond. Each of the five imaging 
surveys use some or all of the WFCAM standard broad-band filters (z'YJHK see §4.1.2) 
but span a range of areas, depths and Galactic latitudes (Warren et al. 2006). The data 
product of the UKIDSS surveys will be made public simultaneously to all astronomers 
in ESO member states via the WFCAM Science Archive with a world wide release 18 
months later. The First Data Release to ESO members took place on 21sf July, 2006 
(Warren et al. 2006).
A summary of the basic details of the five UKIDSS surveys is given in Table 4.1 
and Fig.4.3 gives the planned final sky coverage, each coloured block represents the 
surveys (key given in Table 4.1), the dashed lines marks the Galactic plane and the 
dotted line the ecliptic. Further description of the planned surveys are not required at 
this time: discussion of the instrumental technical issues will be related to the surveys 
in up coming sections. For a comprehensive discussion on the surveys and the First 
Data Release see Warren et al. (2006); Lawerence et al. (2006).
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Survey Name Filters Area 5 ex K No. of nights Primary Science Key
LAS YJH K 4000 18.4 262 W hite, Pop II Brown, T + 
and low m ass dw arfs, z >  6 quasars
Yellow
GPS JH K 1800 19.0 186 Star form ation, x-ray counterparts, 
A G B stars, planetary nebulae
Purple
GCS z'Y JH K 1400 18.7 74 Stellar mass function in sub 
stellar regim e dow n to ~  2 5 M jllr,|tcl
Green
DXS JK 35 21.0 118 G alaxy cluster abundance 
1 <  z <  1.5 and z >  1 for 
cosm ological param eters, star form ation, A G N
Blue
UDS JH K 0.77 23.0 296 Epoch of spheroid formation, 
map of z =  3 Universe
Red
Table 4.1: Survey names: Large Area Survey (LAS), Galactic Plane Survey (GPS), Galactic 
Clusters Survey (GCS), Deep Extragalactic Survey (DXS), Ultra Deep Survey (UDS). In total 
the surveys will use 1000 nights of WFCAM observing over a seven year period. This table 
summarises the filters, areas, depths in K, number of nights and primary science goals for each 
of the five surveys. Column 7 gives the colour coding for Fig.4.3 (www.ukidss.org).
Right ascension
Figure 4.3: Diagram of the planned final UKIDSS sky coverage, the key to the colour coding is 
given in the last column of Table 4.1. The dashed line marks the Galactic plane and the dotted 
line the ecliptic, (www.ukidss.org/surveys/surveys.html).
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4.1.2 Optical System
The optical design of the main instrument is a forward-Cassegrain quasi-Schmidt cam­
era, including a cold stop where the pupil is re-imaged. The dedicated WFCAM sec­
ondary mirror delivers a f/9  focus about 5.7m above the primary mirror while the 
cold tertiary converts this beam into the f/2.44 input beam required to give the correct 
pixel scale at the focal plane. The secondary mirror is mounted on a fast 2-axis tip /tilt 
platform which is mounted on a hexapod stage, allowing the secondary to be precisely 
moved in six axes. WFCAM actively uses the secondary mirror in conjunction with 
the autoguider to compensate for tracking wobble, wind-shake and dome seeing. The 
whole system, telescope and camera, need to be regularly refocussed to accommodate 
for changes in the telescope truss and shape length which in turn changes the physical 
distance between the primary and secondary mirrors. During the night the trusses 
vary due to changing dome temperature causing thermal motions and flexure as the 
telescope changes pointing. Refocussing involves a series of short exposures in which 
WFCAM will determine and then move the location of M2 to give the best focus at 
that time.
Fig.4.4 shows the optical path for the complete system, telescope and camera and 
Fig.4.5 shows the cryostat optical layout. Note the field lens is external to the cryo- 
stat, mounted on top of the field lens tower, 2.25m above the cryostat window at the 
intermediate focus (Fienry and Lee 2002). The field lens is equi-convex and forms the 
image of the entrance pupil inside the cryostat. The cold stop which minimises the 
thermal background to ensure maximum K-band sensitivity and helps control stray 
light is located at the re-imaged pupil. The cryostat window is a plane parallel win­
dow and has no optical effect on the beam. Just inside the cryostat, below the win­
dow is the corrector plate which is flat on one side and has an aspheric profile on the 
other which corrects off axis aberrations such as coma in addition to spherical aberra­
tions generated by the mismatch between the primary mirror and the new secondary 
mirror. The tertiary mirror is a concave ellipsoid mirror and is l~S_/ 81cm in diameter, 
making it one of the largest cryogenic astronomical mirrors, slightly smaller than the 
Spitzer Space Telescope's primary mirror (Casali et al. 2006). The tertiary is mounted 
on three flexures allowing differential contraction between the Zerodur mirror and
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the aluminium cryostat structure when cooled to cryogenic operating temperatures. 
Fig.4.6 is a photograph of the M3 sitting on the bench in the laboratory, with optical 
engineer D. Henry from the UKATC for scale. The beam now passes through a filter 
paddle which holds four separate plane parallel filters, one for each detector array, be­
fore meeting a plano-concave fused silica field flattening lens which acts as a window 
on the detector box directly in-front of the focal plane. The observing wavelength
Primary
Mirror
Figure 4.4: The full optical path of the system, telescope and camera. The telescope aperture 
is to the left of the diagram and key dimensions are marked. The boxed section in the middle 
is the camera cryostat, for a zoomed diagram of this region see Fig.4.5.
for each exposure is selected using one of the eight interchangeable filter paddles, 
the non-required paddles are stored out of the beam at the side of the cryostat. Each 
paddle stores four filters of the same bandpass, one for each of the four science de­
tectors and a fifth separate filter for the autoguiding CCD. Fig.4.7 shows, with the left 
hand photograph, one of the small filters being installed by hand into the filter frame 
and the right hand photograph shows the fully assembled paddle assembly on a hoist 
waiting to be installed in the camera. As previously noted in §4.1.1, the majority of 
the WFCAM survey scientific goals are fulfilled using the Y, J, H and K filters so the 
initial filters to be installed in the camera are the broadband filters z', Y, J, H, K and the 
narrowband filters br Gamma and H2 giving the camera an operational coverage of
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Tertiary 
Mirror
Figure 4.5: A zoomed in view of the optical path through WFCAM's cryostat. The telescope 
aperture is to the left of the diagram. The focal plane assembly is located at the cold stop where 
it detects the light coming from the tertiary mirror at the 'bottom' of the cryostat. The filter 
paddle assembly is positioned between the tertiary mirror and the cold stop.
Figure 4.6: Photograph of the tertiary mirror sitting on the bench in the laboratory in Edin­
burgh. UK ATC optical engineer Mr. D. Henry in the background gives an impressive of the 
size of the mirror, one of the largest cryogenic single piece mirrors in world.
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Figure 4.7: The left hand photograph shows one of the filters being installed into a 'paddle'. 
Each paddle has five filters, one each for the four science devices and a smaller one in the 
centre for the auto-guiding detector. The complete filter paddle assembly on a hoist in the 
laboratory in Hilo can be seen on the right. WFCAM instrument scientist Dr. P. Hirst seen 
behind the assembly at the far right of the photograph gives a sense of size.
~  0.88 — 2.5fim. The basic details of the filters are given in Table 4.2. The eighth 'filter' 
is an opaque aluminium blank necessary to take dark exposures. As the demanded 
filter is changed the focal length of the camera is altered. To achieve optimum per­
formance and have no degradation of image quality, the optical system is refocussed 
after a filter change. The detector focus mechanism moves the whole focal plane as­
sembly unit, including field flattening lens, with respect to the plane of the filters and 
is controlled by pre-determined look-up tables for the installed filters in the software. 
The optical design was optimised for best average image quality over the entire FOV 
from J to K and the final design gives near diffraction limited performance at K.
4.1.3 The Focal Plane
The focal plane consists of four 2048 x 2048 Rockwell Scientific Ltd Hawaii-II detectors 
spaced by 94% of a detector size. The detectors themselves are discussed in depth in 
Chapter 5, this section details the assembly housing the detectors in the camera. The 
Hawaii-II arrays are not buttable, the active array is entirely surrounded by casing, 
printed circuit board (PCB) and associated wiring which forces the separation between 
the arrays. Fig.4.8, left hand side, shows a simple diagram illustrating the focal plane
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Filter Central A 0 m) A range (ftm) Bandpass {urn)
z' 0.878 0.83 -  0.925 0.095
Y 1 . 0 2 0.97 -  1.07 0 . 1
I 1.25 1.17 -  1.33 0.16
H 1.635 1.49 -  1.78 0.29
K 2 . 2 0 2.03 -  2.37 0.34
Ha, SI 2 . 1 2 2.111 -  2.132 0 . 0 2 1
br Gamma 2.166 2.155 -  2.177 0 . 0 2 2
Table 4.2: Summary of central wavelength, bandpass and subsequent wavelength range of 
each of the seven filters installed in WFCAM at the time of commissioning. The 8th paddle 
contains the aluminium blank required for taking dark exposures.
layout. The pink squares and number 1 —4 are the IR science arrays, the blue offset 
square in the centre is the autoguider CCD. Marked on the diagram are the impor­
tant dimensions given in arcseconds, the detectors pixel scale is 0.4"/pixel. Clearly 
the focal plane footprint on the sky mirrors the focal plane layout hence to obtain 
a completely filled in 'tile' in the sky requires four telescope pointings, schematically 
shown with the right hand side of Fig.4.8 - the coloured squares represent the footprint 
of the science detectors on the sky with the numbers indicating the four pointings 
Hirst (2006). A single exposure covers 0.21 sq. degs on sky with the four compos­
1 2 1 2
3 4 3 4
1 2 1 2
3 4 3 4
Figure 4.8: Left hand diagram illustrates the focal plane layout. Squares numbered 1 - 4  
are the science arrays and the diamond labelled 'AG' is the autoguiding CCD. Marked are 
dimensions and separations given in arcseconds. The right hand schematic diagram simply 
demonstrates how four telescope pointings build up the WFCAM 'tile' and fill in the 'gaps' in 
the focal plane foot print.
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ite exposures giving a filled tile of 0.78 sq. degs (0.883° along each side). The pixel 
scale of 0 .4 " /pixel facilitates the large survey area but does not critically sample the 
UKIRT/W FCAM  psf under usual observing condition. 'Microstepping' involves tak­
ing several separate integrations at precise telescope offsets corresponding to precise 
fractions of a IR detector pixel along each axis. Of course, even with microstepping 
the images are always smoothed by the pixel scale (Hirst 2006).
As mentioned, in addition to the science IR detectors the focal plane has a 1024 x 
1024 CCD in the centre for the autoguiding system. The CCD is rotated by 45° and 
is on a raised plane with respect to the science detectors, Fig.4.9 shows a photograph 
of the focal plane enclosed in the detector box. As the position of the CCD is fixed 
with respect to the IR arrays the guide stars will be preselected. The science arrays
Figure 4.9: Close up photograph of the detector box which houses the five detector focal 
plane without the field flattening lens cover. The raised and rotated CCD plane can be clearly 
seen.
are readout using a 128 channel San Diego State University (SDSU) system, one 32 
channel controller per detector all running in parallel. The controller units and elec­
tronics are stored in electronic cabinets mounted behind the telescope to limit stray 
heat in the telescope FOV and to keep the profile of the cryostat to a minimum. The 
readout options possible with the SDSU controllers are discussed at length in Chapter 
5. The system handles upwards of 120GB data per night which is real-time pipelined 
at the summit. The raw and reduced frames are saved on to 3TB tapes before being 
posted back to the UK for further reduction (object extraction, precision astrometry
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and photometry) and archiving. Further information regarding the surveys, off-line 
reduction and archiving can be found at www.ukidss.org,www.ast.cam.ac.uk/vdfs 
and surveys.roe.ac.uk/wsa.
It is vital to cool infrared instruments for two key reasons. Firstly, the heat or in­
frared emission from all the filters, lenses and instrument metallic structure must be 
eliminated, if it is not cold then the detector will be swamped by this thermal radiation 
and there would be no hope of observing astronomical infrared radiation. Secondly, 
infrared detectors are thermal detectors, operating them cold greatly reduces the de­
tectors own thermally generated background, as discussed extensively in Chapter 5 
(McLean 1997). The remainder of this chapter deals with development of a model 
which tracks how each of the sub-assemblies of WFCAM cools down to operating 
temperature.
4.2 Fundam entals of Heat Transfer
'Heat' is the energy transfered from a body at a higher temperature to a body of lower 
temperature due to the given temperature difference. The amount of heat transfered 
depends on the method of transfer; conduction, convection or radiation.
4.2.1 Conduction
The conduction of heat is the transfer by contact of more energetic particles with adja­
cent less energetic ones. In gases the transfer is caused by collisions between higher- 
energy molecules in regions of high temperature with the lower-energy molecules in 
the adjacent cooler regions. In dielectric solids the vibrations of molecules are trans­
mitted through a body as a wave due to the elastic bonding between the particles. In 
solid and liquid metals conduction is almost entirely by means of the valance elec­
trons.
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Fourier's Law of Conduction
Fourier's law is an empirical law based on observation. This law states that the rate 
of heat flow, dT/ dt, through a homogenous solid is directly proportional to the sur­
face area of the section perpendicular to the direction of the heat flow. For example, 
consider a plane body of cross-sectional area, A, and of thickness, d, see Fig.4.10. The 
two surfaces have corresponding temperatures, T i and T 2 , so the resultant rate of 
conductive heat flow through the body is given by:
Q =  Q * A
A
Q 1 2  =  — * k * (Ti -  T 2)
(4.1)
(4.2)
where Q is the heat flux and k is the thermal conductivity of the material of the body. 
Qc is measured in Watts (W).
H eat flux acro ss  the slab :
Q - k f
where k: thermal conductivity
Figure 4.10: Equation for the heat flux, the flow of heat per unit area, per unit time in W/m2. 
The minus sign indicates that heat flows in the direction of decreasing temperature.
Thermal Conductivity
The thermal conductivity, k is a property of materials that expresses the amount of 
heat that will flow through the given material if a certain temperture gradient exists
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over the material. Thermal conductivity is normally expressed in W /rnK and is a 
property which decribes a semi-static situation, the temperature gradient is assumed 
to be constant, k is a function of temperature.
There are wide variations in values of thermal conductivity depending on the type 
of materials involved. As mentioned above, gases conduct heat by direct collisions be­
tween molecules so their thermal conductivity is low compared to most solids. Non- 
metal solids transfer heat by lattice vibrations so there is no net motion of the material 
as the energy propagates through. Metals are much more effecient thermal conduc­
tors than non-metals because the same mobile electrons which participate in electrical 
conduction also take part in the transfer of heat. The metals that are the best electrical 
conductors are also the best thermal conductors. At a material specific temperature 
the thermal and electrical conductivities of metals are proportional but raising the 
temperature increases the thermal conductivity and lowers the electrical conductiv­
ity. The thermal conductivity increases with the mean particle velocity as the forward 
transport of energy increases however, the electrical conductivity decreases with in­
creased mean particle velocity because the collisions divert the electrons from forward 
transport of charge. The Wiedemann-Franz Law quantifies this behaviour to be:
-  =  L T  (4.3)
a
where a  is the electical conductivity and the constant of proportionality, L,  is the 
Lorenz number. This relationship between thermal and electrical conductivities of 
metals and alloys holds well over a wide range of temperatures but becomes less ac­
curate at very low temperatures.
4.2.2 Convection
Convection is the process of heat transfer in a fluid by the movement of the fluid 
itself. That is, the less energetic particles are replaced by particles energised at the 
hot body boundary and requires a flow in the given fluid. 'Natural convection' is 
when the motion of a fluid is solely due to the presence of a hot body giving rise to a 
temperature and thus a density gradient so that the fluid moves under the influence
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of gravity. 'Forced convection' results from the relative motion between a hot body 
and a fluid being maintained by some external agency, such as a draught.
4.2.3 Radiation
Radiation is an energy transfer due to emission of electromagnetic waves and does not 
require direct physical contact between the two bodies. Any body at a temperature 
greater than OK emits electromagnetic radiation due to the body's atoms vibrating. 
The emitted power per unit surface is proportional to the body's temperature:
where T is the emitter's temperature and a  is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and E is
in W /m 2.
The maximum radiated power is achieved when the body is a 'blackbody', which 
is a body that absorbs all the radiation incident upon it and has no reflecting power. 
The total amount of energy of all wavelengths emitted by a blackbody at a given tem­
perature is given by the Stefan-Boltzmann Law:
If the given body is not a true blackbody, emissivity comes into play. Emissivity, e, is 
the ratio of power per unit area radiated from a given surface to the power per unit 
area radiated from a blackbody at the same temperature. Therefore, e for a blackbody 
is 1 and for a grey body, 0 <  e <  1 and is incorporated into the Stefan-Boltzmann Law 
for grey bodies as:
E ex a T'
E =erT4 (4.4)
E =creT4 (4.5)
Thus, the radiation emitted by a grey surface is given by:
Q =  ea AT4 (4.6)
where A is the surface area.
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Kirchhoff's Law
Kirchhoff's Law for radiation states: 'for any point on a thermal radiator, a body which 
emits radiation as a result of internal thermal vibrations of atoms, at thermal equilib­
rium the emissivity in any direction is equal to the absorptance of incident radiation 
coming from the same direction', valid for all wavelengths. The equation of Kirchhoffs 
law is::
e =  (1 — R) =  a  (4.7)
or in words:
Emissivity =  (1 — Reflection) =  Absorption 
Hence for a single surface:
Qreflected =  (1- ^OQincident (4*h)
In general, the determination of the net rate of heat transfer by radiation between two 
surfaces is complex since it depends on the properties of the surfaces, their relative 
orientation to each other and the interaction of the medium between the surfaces with 
the radiation. However, for the development of this thermal model we need only 
consider a special case where two surfaces at temperatures, T i and T 2 , 'see' only each 
other with a surface area of A su rface and are separated by a gas, such as air, which does 
not interact with the radiation. This scenario sufficiently approximates the radiative 
transfer between pairs of surfaces in WFCAM modeled in this chapter. For this special 
case the rate of radiation heat transfer between the two surfaces is given by:
Q1 2  =  Aslu.faceaeie2[Tj -  T|] (4.9)
where A su rface is the area of the radiating surface which can be 'seen' by the second 
surface and £1 , 6 2  the emissivity of the two surfaces.
Eqns. 4.2 and 4.9, Fourier's Law and Kirchhoff's Law respectively are the two key 
equations required for developing a model of the thermal behaviour for the WFCAM 
instrument. These two equations are used to calculated the cooling power, Qjn, into 
each 'node', i.e. the connection point between two heat transfer links. Once Qin is
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known it can be used to determine the change in temperature over the link in each 
time step as:
m * Cp * AT =  Q;n * c)t (4.10)
where m is the mass of the each body, Cp the specific heat capacity of the material, 
AT the change in temperature over the link in a time period of it . The specific heat 
capacity of a material is the measure of heat energy required to raise the temperature 
of 1 kilogram of the material by one degree, in units of Jkg_1K 1.
Mechanically, the instrument is cooled using an external closed cycle cooler (CCC) 
which is attached to cooling 'wicks', leiagths of woven copper, running throughout the 
instrument conductively cool the main instrument structure. The optical elements are 
conductively isolated from the cryostat structure and are cooled through radiation. 
The following sections detail each main assembly of the camera then discuss how 
each assembly was separated into radiative and conductive links. The thermal model 
itself calculates the heat transfer through each link by breaking the entire cooling time 
period into very small time steps then uses the laws of heat transfer to determine the 
temperature changes either side of the links at each sequential time step.
4.3 The Cryogenic Design
4.3.1 Overview
The WFCAM instrument consists of cylindrical vacuum vessel which acts as an outer 
'shell' to an internal vessel which is cryogenically cooled and houses the 'guts' of the 
camera (see Fig.4.11). The two vessels are mechanically linked at the base of the ves­
sels where the instrument is mounted onto the telescope, the internal cryostat is sup­
ported by the vacuum vessel by insulating A-frame trusses. A single radiation shield 
envelops the internal cryostat and is covered in a superinsulating blanket to cut down 
on radiative heat loads from the surrounding environment. The cryostat and radiation 
shield are cooled and maintained at operating temperature by a single two stage CCC 
which is mounted below the base plate 'underneath' the instrument. In addition to 
the CCC there is access for a can of liquid nitrogen to be attached to the cooling wicks. 
The cryostat is so large that its cooling rate is time consuming, so the liquid nitrogen
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is applied for an initial rapid cooling to help speed up the cooling time.
The first stage of the CCC is attached to the base of the radiation shield through a 
flexible copper wick. The electrical cabling for the mechanisms internal to the vacuum 
vessel are also heat sunk to the base of the radiation shield. A 'top ring' structure 
at the top end of the cryostat supports the filter assembly, the focus drive stage and 
the focal plane assembly. The focal plane assembly houses the infrared and auto- 
guiding detectors is cooled by the second stage of the CCC through flexible copper 
wicks that run the length of the internal cold structure. The detectors themselves are 
conductively linked to the detector box. The cryostat aperture is at the very top of the 
cryostat above the top, here the cryostat narrows in width and supports the corrector 
plate lens on insulated trusses. The tertiary mirror is supported by insulating trusses 
at the 'base' of the cryostat.
The vacuum vessel is fabricated in aluminium alloy and o-ring seals are used 
where ever the vessel is broken. Similarly the radiation shield and cryostat vessel 
are also fabricated out of aluminium alloy with the same thermal contraction charac­
teristics. The insulating fibreglass trusses which bolt the radiation shield and cryostat 
vessel to the external vacuum vessel, as well as support the structure accommodate, 
differential contraction. The cryostat is not under closed loop control but is allowed 
to reach steady state however, the detector assembly which needs to be accurately 
controlled has its own dedicated resistive heater for closed loop control.
4.3.2 The Radiation Shield
The radiation shield is a multi-layer cylinder of special material fitted round the cryo­
stat with a dish shaped base to accommodate the tertiary mirror bezel (see bottom 
picture in Fig.4.11). Radiation shields of this nature are thin, parallel, highly reflecting 
sheets placed between radiating surfaces to reduce the energy transfer between them. 
Using many sheets of material separated by a vacuum provides a series of alternating 
radiative and conduction barriers which proves to be a highly effective insulation sys­
tem. Commonly, thin sheets of highly reflective metallic films such as aluminium or 
silver spaced by cloth with large gaps between its fibres are used to construct radia­
tion shields (Siegel and Howell 1981). In the case of WFCAM, aluminium was used to
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Figure 4.11: Two photographs of the cryostat in partial build mounted on the bode in the 
laboratory in Edinburgh, showing the 'Russian Doll' nature of the cryostat design. The top 
photograph shows the bottom half of the internal cryostat (silver structure) mounted inside the 
vacuum vessel (black) with the part of the radiation shield in between. UK ATC mechanical 
engineers Mr. J. Elliot and Mr. K. Burch are pictured beside the instrument, showing the size 
of the camera. The bottom photograph shows the complete internal cryostat vessel covered in 
the radiation shield.
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match the thermal properties of the main cryostat structure. The bottom surface of the 
shield has fastener detail to which the thermal wick from the first stage of the CCC is 
attached, as well as connectors for the liquid nitrogen pre-cool can. There are breaks in 
the radiation shield for the electrical cables which control motors, switches, detector 
readout and heat regulation of the detector box. The radiation shield is held off the 
vacuum vessel base with four A-frame brackets consisting of G10 glass fibre blades 
bonded into stainless steel interface feet. There are also thermal connections from the 
radiation shield to the tertiary mirror bezel by the means of thick cylindrical shims.
4.3.3 The Cold Structure
A cross-sectional drawing of the cold mass is shown in Fig.4.12 with the Closed Cycle 
Cooler, main instrument G10 support trusses, tertiary mirror, radiation shield, detec­
tor assembly, focus drive, filter mechanism, top ring and corrector plate all labelled.
WFCAM CRYOSTAT CROSS SECTION
Cometa- Top ring Top ringtmsses Cbsedcyck cooler
Brines v  Futer mechanism
_  / .  Detectaessemtdv'
Focui dri/e * Radiation shk Id
Figure 4.12: Mechanical cross sectional drawing of the WFCAM cryostat. Location of the 
closed cycle cooler, the radiation shield, the top ring and the corrector plate shown. The cryo- 
stat's window is off the diagram to the left hand side.
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Tertiary Mirror
The tertiary mirror is a large Zerodur double-arched mirror. Zerodur is a glass ceramic 
manufactured by Scott which has an extremely low coefficient of thermal expansion 
but also has exceptionally good homogeneous mechanical and thermal properties. 
The tertiary mirror is supported by fibreglass trusses which keep it conductively iso­
lated from the main cryostat structure. The mirror is radiatively cooled to a stable 
temperature by the inside of the cryostat vessel and the corrector plate at the cryostat 
window. Radiatively cooling the mirror protects it from potential temperature gra­
dients which can develop when conductively cooling using multiple point contacts. 
Temperature gradients would place the mirror under undesirable stresses. Due to its 
size the tertiary mirror is one of the slowest elements to cool.
Top Ring
The top ring assembly consists of a circular ring structure which supports three dif­
ferent subassemblies, the filter assembly, the detector focus assembly including the 
detector box and the heat rejection baffle & corrector plate assembly. The detector fo­
cus assembly is hung from the top ring by a 'spider', a four strut structure which can 
be seen in Fig.4.13. The cooling wicks are passed from the 2nd stage of the CCC along 
the outside of the cryostat to the top ring then along the struts of the spider and down 
to the detector box. The spider passes through the focal plane field of view so had to 
be carefully designed to cause as little obstruction to the beam as possible.
Filter Assembly
The filter paddle assembly is designed to deploy a filter set in front of the detectors 
by one of the eight paddle arm mechanisms. The mechanisms consist of a counterbal­
anced deployment arm that is driven by a worm and wheel gearing. A stepper motor 
is used to drive the worm and micro-switches are used to define a datum position and 
the range of travel.
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Figure 4.13: Two photographs of the top ring, complete detector box and focus mechanism. 
The view on the left shows the 'top' of the assembly, the black box houses the focus mechanism 
which is used to move the detector box with respect to the filter paddles. The image on the 
right is the view of the detector box and focal plane from the tertiary mirror.
Detector Focus Assembly & Box
The detector box houses all four science arrays, the auto-guiding CCD and the field 
flattening optics. The box is suspended above the tertiary mirror by the four struts of 
the spider, see Fig.4.13. The detector box sits directly in the centre of the beam so had 
to be designed and engineered to be able to fulfil its task in as small a space envelope 
as possible to limit impact on the beam. The cooling wicks enter the box from the 
spider then via a series of complex conductive links reach the back of the detectors.
Sitting directly above the detector box is the focus assembly housing. The focus 
assembly enables the whole detector box to be translated along the z-axis of the instru­
ment. Measured offsets of this stage are used to place the focal plane at the optimal 
focus position for each of the different filters.
4.4 The Therm al Path M odel
The gross thermal specifications for the instrument were decided on at the beginning 
of the design phase based on requirements for UKIDSS Science goals. The two main 
specifications were; the array temperature must be controlled to any temperature be­
tween 60K & 70K to ±0.2K  and the internal cold structure must be cooled to less than
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160K with the exception of the corrector plate which acts as a floating radiation shield 
and should equilibrate at ~250K.
The thermal model was developed to track the cooling of each part of the instru­
ment to give resultant steady state temperature for four key parts of the instrument: 
the corrector plate, the radiation shield, the top ring and the detector box. It is impor­
tant to know the steady state temperature of both the corrector plate and the radiation 
shield as they are interfaces between the ambient temperature and the cryostat. The 
top ring temperature represents the settled temperature of the main cryostat mass and 
thus the cooling from the 1st stage wick and the detector box the 2nd stage and impor­
tantly the operating temperature of the science detectors.
The division of the instrument into heat transfer lines is detailed in Fig.4.14. The 
main block diagram shows the bulk of the camera with the small dashed box at the 
bottom the 'zoomed in' detail of wick 3. As discussed, the instrument is cooled by a 
two stage CCC. The 1st stage is connected by a short length of wick (WICK1) to the 
radiation shield and the 2nd stage is connected by the much longer wick (WICK2) up 
to top ring. After the top ring the cooling path is continued to the detector box along 
the spider by WICK3 which is more complicated than the other two wicks which are 
simply made of woven copper; the components of WICK3 are detailed in Fig.4.14. A 
legend explaining all the notation can be found at the bottom right hand side of the 
diagram, shaded boxes represent radiative links with the open boxes for the conduc­
tive links. Each conductive link has the actual instrument part responsible for the link 
and its material labelled on the box.
Each of the individual links were determined through conversations with the UK 
ATC WFCAM project team's mechanical engineers and studying the mechanical CAD 
drawings. The dimensions used to calculated each part's length, surface area and 
cross-sectional area was taken from the precision CAD design drawings used for man­
ufacture and the mass from the instrument mass budget determined by the WFCAM 
mechanical engineers. Details of the dimensions; length, surface area and cross-sectional 
area, of the main components in the model can be found in Table 4.3 and the masses 
finally adopted in Table 4.4. The last information needed for the model are the proper­
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Figure 4.14: Diagram showing the thermal conductive and radiative links for the WFCAM 
cryostat.
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thermal conductivity coefficient. Details of the properties for each of the material can 
be found in Table 4.4.
Dimension Notation Value Units
Cross-section area of trusses to Rad Shield A r s  t ru s s 4.32x10 3 ma
Length of trusses to Rad Shield L r S  —tru s s 0.150 m
Cross-section area of cables to Rad Shield A r s - c a b 2 .35x l0_s m2
Length of cables to Rad Shield L r S  c a b 0.3 m
Surface area of Rad Shield S A r s 6.73 in2
Cross-section area of CCC 1st stage wick A w i c i c i 8.14xl0-4 in2
Length of CCC 1st stage wick LwiCI<i 0.128 m
Cross-section area of Optical Tube A o t 0 . 0 1 1
2
111“
Length of Optical Tube L o t 0.703 m
Surface area of Optical Tube S A o t 3.84 m2
Surface area of Top Ring S A t r 0.528 in2
Cross-section area of trusses top ring to CP A c P  —tru s s 2.16xl0~4 m 2
Length of trusses top ring to CP Lcp- tru s s 0.028 m
Surface area of CP SAcp 0.189 m2
Surface area of CP tube SAcP tu b e 1.485 m2
Length of CP tube LcP-tube 0.8134 m
Cross-section area of CP tube A c P - t u b e 7 .2xl0 “ 3 m 2
Surface area of cryostat window S A w i n 0.126 m 2
Cross-section area of CCC 2nd stage wick A w i c k 2 6 x l 0 - 4 m2
Length of CCC 2 nd stage wick L w i c k 2 2.09 m
Surface area of CCC 2 nd stage wick S A w i c k 2 0 . 2 1 2
9111
Cross-section area of the Spider support A s p I D E R —support, 2 .8 x 1 0  3 m 2
Length of the Spider support LspiDER—su p p o rt 0.1335 m
Table 4.3: Dimensions adopted for the instrument components in the thermal model, stated 
notation is used throughout the thermal model code.
The thermal model is constructed 'piece-by-piece' by setting the initial tempera­
ture conditions and calculating all the temperature changes at each node sequentially 
from the initial conditions for each time step, until all the nodes stop changing tem­
perature and the 'instrument' is in a steady state. For each heat transfer lirtk between 
instrument part 'a' and part V  we need to calculate:
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Notation Mass (kg)
Radiation Shield m n s 135
Tertiary Mirror niM 3 83
Optical Tube rn o T 77.58
CP Tube mcPT 2 1 . 6
Top Ring m i ’R 39.5
Spider m sp iD E R 1 0 . 2
Corrector Plate incp 15.8
Window mvviN 14
Detector Box m u E T 2.65
Table 4.4: Masses adopted for the instrument components in the thermal model.
Material re (Wm- 1 K -1 ) Cp (Jkg- 1 K _ i ) Where used
FR4 fibre glass 0.293 1300 Detector PCB
PEI plastic 6.7x10 2 2 0 0 0 ZIF socket
Beryllium Copper 112.5 418.41 ZIF socket pins
FeNiCo 91 500 Detector carrier pins
Copper 404 379 All straps & cables
G1U fibre glass 0.435 All isolating trusses
A16082 180 1256.1 Radiation shield and main structure
OFHC Copper 460 380 Cooling wicks
Aeraeus infrasil - fused silica 1 0 1 0 Corrector plate & cryostat window
Ceramic 1.04 800 Detector carrier
Zerodur - glass ceramic 0 . 0  ± 0 . 1 x 1 0 “® 0 M3
Table 4.5: Thermal properties of the materials used to build the instrument components Ther­
mal conductivity and specific heat capacity quoted.
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where for conductive links:
Qi'n. =  ~ - « ( T b -  T a) (4.12)
Qi„b -  ^ ( T a -  T b)
and radiative links:
Qina =  Asurface(reaeb(Tb — T a) (4-13)
Qinb =  Asurfacecreaeb(T£ -  Tj‘ )
Once all temperature changes of each heat link into a given node are calculated the 
total temperature change for that node at any given time is simply all the individ­
ual temperature changes added together. The initial temperature conditions where 
selected to be: CCC 1st stage = 34K, CCC 2nd stage = 11K, cryostat wall & window 
=  298K (room temperature in the laboratory). Table. 4.6 demonstrates a few of the 
dozens of links calculated to get the final instrument temperatures.
Equations
Cryostat Wall to Rad Shield 
Optical Tube to M3
Q r S - t r u s s  =  (A rS—t r u s s / L i r S  — t r u s s) ' «G1 0  ' ( T w A L L  — T r s )  
Q r S  c a b  =  ( A R S - c a b / L n S - c a b )  ' « C o p p e r  ’ ( T w A L L  — T r s )  
Q o T —M 3  =  S A m 3 • a  • CM3  • C Q T -- in n er  * (T'o r  — T ^ i 3 )
Optical Tube to Top Ring 
Top Ring to Corrector Plate
Q o t - t r  =  ( A o t / L o t )  ■ « a i  • ( T o t  — T t r )
Q t r - c p t  =  ( A c p t / L c p t )  ■ « A i  • ( T c p t  — T t r )
Q c P T - C P  =  (A cP—t r u s s /L cP —t r u s s )  • «G10 • (T cP  — T c p t )
Top Ring to Detector Box 
Cryostat Window to Corrector Plate
Q t R - D E T  =  ( A s P I D E R —s u p p o r t / L s P I D E R —s u p p o r t )  ' « A t  ' ( T t R  — T d E t )  
Q t R - T R V V  =  ( A T R W - t r u s s / L T R W - t r u s s )  ’ «G10 • ( T t r  — T t R w )
Q c p - v v i n  =  S A w i n  ■ <r • c w i n  • ecp • ( T w i n  — Top)
Table 4.6: A few example equations for the transfer of heat between nodes, many of these 
equations used to build up the model. Explanation of the notation can be seen in Table 4.3.
There are two cases where the simple equations of heat transfer were not fully
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appropriate, firstly when modelling the links between the CCC cold heads and the 
radiation shield or detector box, and secondly for the radiative link between the cryo- 
stat wall, the radiation shield and the optical tube. The paths from the CCC cold head 
along the wicks two or more conductive links are in series, see Fig.4.14 in particular 
WICK3. For wicks 1 & 2 the first part of the conductive path is the cold heads them­
selves, their cooling power has to be incorporated to obtain a realistic cooling rate. For 
two conductive links in series between nodes 'a' and 'b', the equation for calculating 
the heat becomes:
consists of five conductive links in series.
The radiative links between the cryostat wall to the radiation shield and from the 
radiation shield to the optical tube can be considered to be the radiative transfer for an 
enclosure consisting of two parallel, infinite and opaque plates. This is valid because 
there are two closely spaced cylinders with a separation between them much smaller 
than their radii. Using the principles of radiative transfer between two surfaces that 
can only 'see' each other, it can be shown that:
Eqn.4.16 is expected from the conservation of energy. Because there are only two 
surfaces which can only radiatively 'see' each other the heat loss at one surface be­
comes the net radiative heat gain at the other.
(4.14)
For the case of wicks 1 & 2, the first conductive link is replaced by the inverse of the 
cooling power, 1st stage = 1.3W/K and 2nd stage = 1W/K. For wick 3, the whole link
(4.15)
and
Q i n b —  Q i n a (4.16)
4.4.1 Comparison of Model with Real Data
The WFCAM camera has permanent temperature sensors located around the instru­
ment on the radiation shield, the top ring structure, the detector box and the corrector
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plate mount. These sensors are routinely read out and logged by the instrument con­
trol electronics during instrument integration and to this day as it operates on the 
telescope. To analyse if the thermal model worked the curves of the real thermal be­
haviour were plotted against the model outputs. Fig.4.15 gives the final plots for the 
temperature of the radiation shield (top graph), top ring structure (middle) and cor­
rector plate (bottom) with the dashed line representing the true instrument behaviour 
and the solid line the model output. As can be seen the model for the bulk of the in­
strument never fully matched the genuine behaviour, it never quite got cold enough. 
However, the modelling of the detector box and the detectors themselves worked well 
and had a unexpected use, see §4.5 for further details.
The real cryostat undergoes pre-cooling with liquid nitrogen to give an initial rapid 
cooling rate. The pre-cool is not a steady cooling rate applied to the wicks, as the liquid 
nitrogen convectively cools the wick it warms up as they head towards air equilibrium 
which, in turn reduces its cooling power. It is very difficult to model a consistently 
changing heat flow hence the pre-cool was never successfully incorporated into the 
model. Further, the transfer links were calculated in a relatively straightforward man­
ner and another level of sophistication of the model could be gained by more complex 
calculations and by adding more of the small detailed instrument parts into thermal 
path. The original intention was to use the model to verify if the cooling wicks in­
stalled in Edinburgh that maintained the operating temperature in the warm labora­
tory, would continue to do so in the telescope dome where the ambient temperature 
can be significantly colder. For the model to be truly useful it needed to track the real 
thermal behaviour to within a few degrees, which this model was not able to do.
However, project events took an unexpected turn and the successful modelling of 
the detector box found a new use, as discussed in the following section.
4.5 M odelling the Detector Cooling Rate
During a cool down of one of the science grade IR devices in the test cryostat for ini­
tial testing the detector catastrophically 'de-laminated', the active part of the detector 
broke apart with such force it was found in shards on the bottom of the test cryostat.
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Time (secs) 
Temperature of the Top Ring
lime (secs)
Tem perature of the Corrector Plate
0 1x105 2X105 3x105 4x105
Time (secs)
F ig u re  4 .1 5 : O utcom es of the therm al m odel p lotted  w ith the m easured  tem p eratu re logs 
m easured  w ith W FC A M  in the laboratory in Edinburgh. The solid line show s the m od el re ­
sults and the dashed line the real therm al curve. O verall cooling period  plotted  is ju st short of
2  days.
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The photograph in Fig.4.16 shows the result of a second detector failure which hap­
pened later in the project when all four IR devices were mounted in the detector box. 
After the first failure the project stopped for a lengthy period of time when numerous 
tests were carried out to try and isolate why the failures happened. Potential issues 
which needed to be analysed were: if the mounting of the detectors in the focal plane 
were placing mechanical forces across the detector due to differential contraction be­
tween the support pins and the detector carrier; if there were differential contraction 
between the detector control printed circuit board (PCB) and the carrier; if the rate of 
cooling in the test cryostat was too rapid; or if there were temperature gradients gen­
erated across the detector due to different cooling rates being applied. The mechanical 
issues were addressed by the project team engineers but the thermal model presented 
here allowed us to look at the potential influence of the PCB design on the detector 
cooling rate and potential sources of temperature gradients across the detector with­
out endangering another device with multiple cool down cycles.
Figure 4.16: End result of the catastrophic failure of one of the Hawaii-II detectors during a 
cool down in the laboratory in Edinburgh.
The Hawaii-II infrared devices are mounted on a ceramic carrier which is placed 
into a zero insertion force (ZIF) socket which is then mounted on a PCB. The PCB 
connects the detector signal output pins to the cable which takes the signals to the 
detector controllers external to the cryostat and is mounted in the detector box by four
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pins. The Hawaii-II devices have a grid of 361 pins, 192 of which carry the signal 
out of the multiplexor and 169 which only act to cool the array. The cooling pins are 
evenly placed over the middle of the array with the signal pins round the outside. The 
cooling pins pass through the ZIF socket and the PCB then into a copper block which 
conductively transfers the cooling power from WICK3.
The original design of the system had a 'solid' PCB with the copper block at the 
back and the pins passing through individual holes in the PCB to make contact with 
the block. After the detector failure there were concerns that the contact between the 
copper block and the cooling pins was not uniform and a new design with a hole in the 
PCB underneath the ZIF socket large enough for the copper block to sit flush against 
the back of the ZIF was devised.
The thermal model for the detector box and IR detectors was developed to incorpo­
rate finer detail. A 12 node breakdown of the system allowed tracking of the thermal 
behaviour from the point of contact with the copper block through the cooling pins, 
through the PCB, ZIF socket and ceramic materials out to the edges of the detector. 
The three components; PCB, ZIF and ceramic, are conductively linked through the 
cooling pins, the cooling pins are conductively linked to the signal pins through the 
materials of each of the components. To simulate the difference between a solid PCB 
and one with a hole in it, the conductive link through the PCB material is broken as 
there is no PCB material in contact with the cooling pins.
Fig.4.17 shows the results of running the model for both the 'solid' and 'holed' 
PCB scenarios. The top two plots show the behaviour with the solid PCB against real 
temperature curves measured in the test cryostat and the bottom plot compares the 
two PCB design options. The very top plot of Fig.4.17 shows modelled detector box 
temperature versus the measured temperature curve in the WFCAM cryostat (solid 
line). This shows how, unlike the main instrument structure the model simulated the 
functional form of the genuine cooling curve accurately. The second graph shows the 
comparison of the modelled temperature (dashed line) over time of the ceramic car­
rier versus that measured in the test cryostat (a temporary temperature sensor was 
placed on the detector ceramic during a thermal cycle of the cryostat). The modelled
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temperature very accurately followed the measured curve. The final plot shows com­
parison of the model run for both the PCB designs, there was effectively no difference 
found between using a solid PCB or one with a hole in it on the rate of cooling for the 
detector ceramic carrier. Ultimately the decision was made to switch to the new PCB 
design with the 'hole' but not due to impacts on the cooling rate.
Functional form of Tdb during WFCAM cryostat cooldown.
0 2000 4000 6000 8000  10000
Time (m ins)
Solid PCB with functional db temperature.
0 2000 4000 6000 8000  10000
Time (m ins)
Holed PC B with functional db te m p era tu re .
0 20 0 0  4000 6000 8000
Time (mins)
F ig u re  4 .1 7 : R esu ltan t p lots o f the m od elling  of the d etector d etector box and ceram ic carrier 
u sin g  b oth  PC B designs. The d ashed  lines rep resent the output of the m od el and the solid  line 
show s the m easu red  data. The m od el show ed  v irtu ally  no change betw een  a solid  PC B and 
one w ith  a ho le to accom m od ate  the cop per cooling  block.
Lastly, the model was used to analyse the temperature lag between the detector
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box and the detector ceramic, the PCB and the ceramic and the inner and outer por­
tions of the ceramic. The results can be seen in the top three plots of Fig.4.18. As 
expected at the start of the cooling process the component which is closest to the CCC 
in the thermal path cools quickest giving a notable difference between the two sur­
faces, however after time the 'lagging' component catches up as the whole system 
come into equilibrium. The largest temperature difference found by the model was, 
unsurprisingly, between the detector box and the ceramic carrier, but even here the 
largest difference of 5.5K is not sufficient to cause a catastrophic detector failure. Fur­
ther evidence is shown by the bottom graph in Fig.4.18 which gives the rate of change 
of temperature for the ceramic carrier through out the cooldown. The rate of change 
at the beginning of the cooling period is a very small 0.0014K per minute.
Through the modelling presented here and numerous other testing in the labora­
tory we confirmed that we were not exposing the IR devices to any forces through any 
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The d if fe ren ce  in DB and Inner C e ra m ic  te m p e ra tu re s  over t im e.
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The d if fe ren ce  in Inner and Outer C e ram ic  te m p e ra tu re s  over t im e.
Time (m ins)
The d if fe ren ce  in P CB  and Inner C e ra m ic  te m p e ra tu re s  over t im e.
Time (m ins)
Rate  of change  for the c e ra m ic  during the cooldown
Figure 4.18: Temperature difference and rate of change of temperature for the detector ce­
ramic carrier.
Chapter 5
The WFCAM Science Detectors
The WFCAM focal plane is made up of four infrared detectors for imaging the sky 
and one optical CCD for the auto-guiding system. The science infrared detectors 
are 'Hawaii-II' Mercury, Cadium, Telluride (HgCdTe) hybrids constructed with PACE 
technology bought from the Rockwell Scientific Company LLC (at the time of print 
the company is operating under Teledyne Scientific & Imaging). The Hawaii-II de­
vice is an evolutionary step up from the same manufacturers successful Hawaii-I IK  
detector. The Hawaii-II devices have 2048 x 2048 pixels with a physical pixel size of 
18/im.
It is important to characterise the properties of the IR detectors to facilitate the best 
operating conditions and practises for the camera, such that inherent qualities can ei­
ther be corrected or accounted for. This chapter will start by discussing the principles 
of construction and operation of the devices then the characterisation tests and perfor­
mance of the real detectors will be detailed. Where important, the implications of the 
characterisation on the use of WFCAM will be discussed.
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Figure 5.1: The left hand photograph is a single Hawaii-II detector showing the ceramic car­
rier, the electrical connections and the active substrate. The 5p coin indicates scale. The right 
hand photograph is the complete WFCAM focal plane with a rule for scale. The focal plane 
has 4 coplanar science IR detectors and a single optical CCD for the autoguiding system which 
sits above the IR devices rotated by 45°
5.1 Principles of Infrared  Detectors
5.1.1 Photon Detection
Infrared detectors exploit the properties of intrinsic semiconductors to detect incident 
photons by direct methods. Consider the depiction of an atom according to quantum 
theory, a single atom has a number of 'energy bands' where an electron can reside de­
pending on its energy levels. The two key bands for understanding semiconductors 
in this context are the 'valance band' and 'conduction band' which are separated by 
an energy gap, E g . The energy gap in a semiconductor ranges typically from a few 
tenths of an electronvolt up to two electronvolts. The smaller the energy gap the eas­
ier an electron can be excited into moving from the valance layer to the conduction 
layer. When a photon penetrates a piece of semiconductor material it causes a bound 
electron in the valance layer to 'jump' the energy gap so it can move freely in the con­
duction band. The incident photon must have energy equal to or greater than E g in 
order to remove the electron. The energy of a photon, Ep/ is related to its wavelength, 
Ap, by:
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where 'h' is Planck's constant and 'c' the speed of light. The longest wavelength, 
Acut-off/ the detector is sensitive to is determined by the bandgap energy by:
Acut-off =  (5-2)
J-'bandgap
To be sensitive to infrared photons the semiconductor material must have a low bandgap 
energy. Devices for detecting visible wavelengths typically use silicon (Si) with Acut_0ff =  
1.05/nn which is too short for the IR regime. Other useable materials include Indium 
Gallium Arsenide (InGaAs) - often used for near infrared observations - Platinum Sili- 
cide (PtSi), Indium Antimonide (InSb) and Mercury Cadium Telluride (HgCdTe) are 
the most common materials for infrared detectors. A sample of frequently used mate­
rials can be found in Table 5.1, listing their typical E q, Acut—off and operating temper­
ature. The bandgap energy is also effected by the temperature of the semiconductor
Semiconductor material Ebandgap (cV) Acut—off (/mi) T (K)
Silicon (Si)
Indium Gallium Arsenide (InGaAs) 
Platinum Silicide (PtSi)
Indium Antimonide (InSb) 










2 .4 -4 .8
150 - 300 
77 - 200 
4 0 -6 0  
2 0 -4 0  
6 0 -7 7
Table 5.1: Properties of semiconductor materials often used in photon detectors detailing 
bandgap energy (Eb nndgap), Cut-off wavelength (A c u t- o ff )  and operating temperature (Beckett 
1995).
material, which means the effective cut-off wavelength is also temperature dependent. 
Various models have been developed to define the temperature dependence of E g, the 
full explanation of the origin of the dependence and the development of the models 
is outwith the scope of this work and is not necessary to discuss beyond noting that 
the dependency is due to the materials used in the construction of the semiconductor, 
Varshni (1967), by the equation:
EG = ECT“ ( i r i j  <53)
where EC;o is the bandgap energy for the given material at T  =  OK and the constant 
a , (3 are related to the alloy semiconductor materials. The implication of equation 5.3
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is that the lower the operating temperature the higher the bandgap energy and thus 
the lower the cut-off wavelength. Since the bandgap energy is clearly related to the 
semiconductor material, alloy semiconductors can be 'tuned' by adjusting the balance 
of the composite materials to give the desired cut-off wavelength. The WFCAM de­
tectors are made of the HgCdTe alloy which has been tuned to give a wavelength 
sensitivity in the range of 1 —2.5 pm at operating temperatures of 60 — 77K.
5.1.2 Recording the Photons
When the incident photon bumps the electron into the conduction band a net positive 
charge, termed a 'hole', is left behind which behaves as a positively charged particle. 
The generated electron-hole pair carries a measurable electric current, a photocurrent 
(Young 1999). High performance detectors exploit the photovoltaic effect to measure 
and record the photocurrent and infer the number of incident photons. The photo­
voltaic effect arises at the junction between two dissimilar, materials when one of the 
materials is exposed to electromagnetic radiation a voltage difference across the junc­
tion is produced. In the case of infrared detectors the two materials in question are 
two semiconductors of opposite polarity and the interface is a simple pn junction. The 
diode junction is created by impregnating it with ions from an appropriate material. 
The junction is operated with an externally applied voltage to cause a reverse bias 
which produces an electric field over the junction separating the electron-hole pair so 
that they cannot recombine. Since both the electron and positive hole migrate there is 
no recombination noise. This migration of the charged particles changes the electric 
field across the junction effectively making the diode behave as a capacitor. At the end 
of a given integration period the voltage across the diode is measured. Since the pho­
toelectrons discharge the junction capacitance, as long as the initial capacitance of the 
junction is known then the number of electrons can be determined and the number of 
detected photons can be inferred.
Two main technologies used for manufacturing photon detectors are Charge Cou­
pled Devices (CCDs) and Direct Readout (DRO) devices. CCDs are a single structure 
devices where electrodes on the surface are used to couple the pixels together such
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that the charge can be transferred across the surface of the array to a single output am­
plifier. A photon absorbed by the active silicon layer creates an electron-hole pair. A 
series of surface electrodes are biased to create an electric field which determines the 
'pixels' and collects and stores the electrons in the pixels during the integration period. 
After the desired exposure time the surface electrons are used to read out the detector 
in a manner that transfers each pixel's electrons sequentially to neighbouring pixels 
until they reach a single amplifier in one corner of the device. Readout electronics at 
the on-chip amplifier logs the pixel values in turn. DRO arrays on the other-hand are 
are devices constructed from a large number of individual pixels each of which have 
a individual multiplexor, amplifier and readout electronics and pixels are completely 
discrete from each other. The most common infrared detectors used for astronomical 
purposes are DROs.
Silicon is an ideal material for manufacturing semiconductor detectors as it can be 
doped to be both positive and negative without disturbing the crystal structure. It 
is photosensitive across the whole visible region to the atmospheric cut-off at lqm , 
however it is insensitive beyond l/rm so cannot be used as the active layer for infrared 
devices. To complicate matters, the technology for manufacturing complex integrated 
circuits on other infrared sensitive semiconductor materials is not currently advanced 
enough to facilitate using the same materials as the photo sensitive layer and the layer 
containing the readout electronics. It is thus common to built infrared detectors from 
two different materials, utilising silicon for the shared addressing and readout cir­
cuitry below a suitable active detector layer. Such detectors are known as 'hybrid 
arrays'.
5.1.3 Structure of Hybrid Arrays
Hybrid arrays have an infrared sensitive detecting layer bonded to a silicon integrated 
circuit containing an array of pixels each with their own individual storage site and 
amplifier. A series of switches in the silicon, called a 'multiplexor', provide an in­
dividual signal path from the pixel to the output. Figure 5.2 shows a diagram of a 
cut through a hybrid array showing the different required layers and the connecting 
indium bump bonds (Boker et al. 2001), the following sections describe each layer.
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F ig u r e  5 .2 : S ch em atic  cross-section  of an IR  PACE d etector array, not to scale. T he in cid en t 
light arriv es at the n o n -activ e  sap phire substrate (bottom  of d iagram ), p asses throu gh  the IR  
sen sitive  layers to the sem ico n d u cto r ju n ctio n s, along the ind iu m  bum p b o n d s to the read -out 
e lectro n ics  in  the silico n  m u ltip lexo r (B oker e t al. 2001).
Hybrid arrays are especially difficult to manufacture as the various layers are made 
of different materials which have different thermal properties. The detectors are pro­
duced at room temperature but are operated at cryogenic temperatures of anywhere 
between 20K — 80K. Any difference in thermal contraction between the layers can 
cause the device to break apart while it is chatrging to and from operating temper­
ature. This has hindered the size of infrared detectors that can be robustly manu­
factured. Nevertheless, one advantage of hybridising techniques is that each of the 
constituent layers can be independently optimised.
The Top Layer
Many hybrid detectors have a sapphire layer on the top that is transparent to radiation 
in the 1 -  5/rm wavelength range to help strengthen the device. The surface of the 
sapphire is not anti-reflection coated and consequently around 10% of the incident 
photons are lost from reflections at the front of the device.
The Active Layer
The radiation sensitive layer of the detector absorbs the incident photon and generates 
an electron as explained in §5.1.2. If this electron is to be detected it must be produced
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near the diode junction and the readout circuitry. The arrays are 'backside illuminated' 
such that the photons must travel through the thickness of the active layer before being 
absorbed. To increase the chance of a photon being detected the top layer must be 
thinned. Narrow insulating strips are used to form barriers between the implanted 
diodes to separate them and define the 'pixels'. These barriers lead to dead space 
between the pixels where incident photons cannot be detected.
The Interconnecting Bonds
Columns of metallic indium are deposited on each pixel to create the connection be­
tween the detector and the readout circuitry. When the two layers of the array, the 
top infrared sensitive layer and the silicon layer, are pressed together the indium cold- 
welds to form an electrical connection along which the current can travel. It is quite 
common for the indium bonds to break during the lifetime of the detector causing iso­
lated dead pixels on the array surface. Often the gap between the two layers is filled 
with an epoxy to improve the mechanical integrity of the detector, however this is not 
the case for the Hawaii-II detectors.
The Pixel
When DRO arrays are manufactured each pixel is an independent system which has 
its own charge storage site and readout circuitry. The semiconductor junction capac­
itance is pre-charged to a fixed voltage (the same voltage level for all the detector's 
pixels) prior to the exposure, the arriving electrons discharge the capacitance until 
there is no more potential left. Since saturation of the pixel occurs when the diode is 
fully discharged there can be no charge leakage onto neighbouring pixels, which is 
a phenomenon often seen on CCDs, called 'blooming'. Figure 5.3 shows a schematic 
diagram of the internal architecture of a Hawaii-II detectors, the unit cell circuit of the 
pixel is enclosed in a dashed line box at the top of the diagram (Hass 2002).
The Multiplexor
Each pixel's capacitor is connected to the input of an insulated gate field effect transis­
tor (FET). FETs are solid state devices which can be utilised as amplifiers due to how
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U
F ig u r e  5 .3 : Sch em atic  d iagram  of the internal architectu re of the H aw aii-II d etector, a p ixel is 
m ad e up o f the 'u n it cell' w hich  grouped by  a box a t the top of the d iag ram  (H ass 2002).
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they behave when current is passed through them. A comprehensive description in­
cluding diagrams can be found at Jim Lesurf's web pages on www.st-andrews.ac.uk 
among other sources.
A blanket of FET switches is the layer directly under the active substrate in the 
hybrid structure and is called the 'multiplexor'. Performance of the multiplexor is as 
critical to the success of the array as is the quality and performance of the active layer. 
The two layers are electronically connected by the indium bump bonds. Multiplexors 
use on-chip row and column shift registers to generate the x & y address of the each 
pixel incrementally rather than having individual address lines or address decoders. 
The shift registers work in a way which makes it possible to skip over any number of 
pixels without reading their signal, and allows sub-arrays to be read very quickly.
The design of the multiplexor electronics is related to the background we expect for 
the given detector, correct readout speed is vital to stop the detector saturation. Exam­
ples of background levels; low background environments include space-borne cryo­
genic telescopes, intermediate backgrounds include spectrographs in ground based 
instrument whereas high backgrounds can be found in ground based broad-band 
cameras.
5.1.4 The Read Out Procedure
The electronic arrangement of the Hawaii-II chips is such that there are four com­
pletely independent quadrants which can be read out by either 1 or 8 outputs, WF­
CAM will use 8 outputs per quadrant (32 channels per detector) which significantly 
reduces readout time. Effectively the WFCAM focal plane (4 Hawaii-II devices) con­
sists of 128 detectors each of 128 x 1024 pixels. With a rapid read out of ~  187 kHz 
and 32 channels per detector the entire WFCAM focal plane is read out in under 0.7 
seconds. This is necessary to keep readout overheads practical for 5 — 10 second ex­
posures which are typical lengths for background-limited WFCAM astronomical ob­
servations (Hirst et al. 2006).
Fig.5.4 shows a simple diagram of the electronic arrangement of the Hawaii-II de­
tectors. The quadrants are rotated by 90^ with respect to each other because each quad­
rant's readout amplifiers are located on a different edge of the detectors, i.e. Quadrant
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1 has the readout amplifiers on the left hand side of the detector, Quadrant 2 on the 
top of the detector and so forth. The readout of a DRO array can be quantitatively


















QUADRANT 4 QUADRANT 3
F ig u re  5 .4 : A sim p le  d iag ram  show ing the e lectronic arran gem en t o f the H aw aii-II d etectors 
as set up in  W FC A M . E ach  qu ad ran t uses 8  outputs - a total of 32  ch an n els p er detector. Each 
q u ad ran t is rotated  by  90° w ith  resp ect to each o ther due to the location  o f each  q u ad ran t's  
read o u t am p lifiers. T he entire  W FC A M  focal p lan is read out b y  128 channels in  u n d er 0.7 
seconds.
described as; each pixel's capacitance is pre-set to a fixed level, during integration the 
level decreases due to incoming IR photons. The reduced capacitance voltage reduces 
the detector reverse bias voltage in the diode which reduces the pixel's collecting effi­
ciency as the pixel fills.
The capacitance of the diode is dependent on the voltage across it, arid such as 
the relationship between the voltage and the number of photons is not linear. There 
is always a 'trade-off' to be made when setting the initial capacitance level for the 
diodes, the larger the 'rest voltage' the more charge the pixel can store but the greater 
the noise equivalent charge, explained further in §5.4.7 (McLean 1997).
The duration of the exposure time of a infrared camera is not controlled by a shut­
ter as it is with a visible camera. A shutter for an IR camera would have to be cold 
(internal to the cryostat) to avoid radiating and be rapid acting to facilitate short expo­
sure times to cope with high sky emissions, much shorter than optical exposure times. 
A shutter of such nature is very difficult to manufacture robustly so an alternative is 
required. The exposure time of a pixel is set to be the time between the reset (setting
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the pixel's initial voltage level) and the final readout of the pixel's detected signal. 
Actual 'exposure time' depends on the readout mode selected as will be explained 
further in §5.3.
5.1.5 The Hawaii-II Device
The Hawaii-II PACE devices are vertically-integrated hybrid arrays. The PACE man­
ufacturing technique is a version of epitaxy technologies for growing diodes, 'PACE' 
is also known as Liquid Phase Epitaxy (LPE) (Cabelli et al. 2000). The epitaxy fabrica­
tion process was invented in 1960 and is a growth method for depositing a thin layer, 
in the region of 5 -  20/mi thickness, of a single crystal material onto a single crystal 
substrate, often through chemical vapour deposition (CVD). At the time of invention 
epitaxy made a tenfold improvement of the operational speed of transistors (source: 
h ttp ://  www.corp.att.com).
The PACE substrates of the Hawaii-II devices are made by first growing Cadmium 
Telluride (CdTe) onto a prepared sapphire substrate, then the HgCdTe active layer is 
grown by LPE from a telluride rich melt. The necessary photovoltaic n-on-p junctions 
are formed by implanting boron ions at room temperature. PACE devices have fast 
output amplifiers which gives sample times of ~5jtis/pixel but they do suffer from 
degrading quantum efficiency (QE) at short wavelengths.
5.2 Theory of Noise
Every single measurement of electrons taken by a detector has associated uncertainties 
or 'noise'. The noise comes from a combination of the nature of photon generation and 
the processes involved in detecting them.
Photon Noise
The actual signal the infrared detectors measure is based upon light and therefore the 
quantum nature of light plays a significant role in the noise. Detectors attempt to 
count individual photons so noise from the fundamental statistical nature of photon 
production is evident.
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Consider a given pixel. It cannot be assumed that for two consecutive but inde­
pendent measurements separated by a time interval, T, the same number of photons 
will be counted. The laws of quantum physics which governs photon production only 
allows the average number of photons generated in a time period to be dealt with. The 
probability distribution of average photons detected during in a period, T, is known 
to be Poisson and is described by:
(p T )pe~pT
P(p/P’ T) =  ——------ (5.4)
p!
where 'p' is the number of photons, and 'p' is the rate or intensity parameter in photons 
per second. It is very important to note that even if the detector was perfect and 
there were no other sources of noise in the detector or associated electronics then the 
statistical fluctuations associated with photon counting over finite time interval would 
still lead to a finite signal-to-noise ratio (Young et al. 1998).
Photon noise breaks three of the traditional assumed characteristics of the relation­
ship between signal and its noise; photon noise is dependent on the measured signal, 
photon noise is not Gaussian and photon noise is not additive. During science ob­
servations, if the exposures are long enough to be background limited but the target 
object is fainter than the shy then the observation is photon noise limited from the sky 
photons. If the target object is very bright then the dominant source can be the photon 
noise in the object count.
Thermal Noise
Electrons can be freed from the valence layer in the semiconductor material through 
internal thermal vibrations as well as incident radiation photons. The electrons gener­
ated by thermal vibrations are indistinguishable from 'true' photoelectrons and have 
an associated thermal noise or 'dark current'. Thermal noise is a function of integra­
tion time, the lortger the integration time the greater the number of thermal electrons 
are produced and recorded. By operating the detector at cryogenic temperatures it is 
possible to significantly reduce the number of 'thermal electrons' which give rise to 
thermal noise. However, the simple act of collecting photons warms the detector up
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so the detector must be actively cooled at all times during operation.
An additional contributory factor to dark current is signal from background in­
frared radiation (heat) incident on the detector, that is radiation from non-astronomical 
sources. This is mainly warm optics and structure in the detector field-of-view, out-of- 
band filter leakage and luminescence from on-chip electrical components. The efforts 
involved in reducing all these 'non-astronomical' heat sources within the instrument 
is discussed in depth in Chapter 4. Dark current is compensated for in object frames 
by subtracting each object frame by a dark frame of the same integration time.
On-chip Noise
Noise in the multiplexor's output MOSFET is a major source of noise in IR detec­
tors and had a 1 /f  characteristic where 'f' is the frequency the FET is operated at. In 
addition to this 1 /f  noise there is a 'readout noise' which is due to random thermal ag­
itation of electrons in the semiconductor leading to uncertainty in the mean value of 
the reset voltage. Reset noise can be described in volts or electrons as (McLean 1997):
/lcTT \fkTC
°kTc(Volts) =  \  — - : <7kTC(electrons) =  z—  (5-5)V C  c
where 'C' is the diode capacitance, 'T' is the operating temperature of the array, 'k' the 
Boltzmann's constant and e~ is the charge on an electron.
kTC noise is a 'one time' value per pixel that occurs during the reset procedure 
and is totally independent of integration time. Both 1 /f  and the reset noise can be 
reduced to manageable levels with proper electronic design and intelligent readout 
procedures. In practise the kTC readout noise is entirely eliminated by using a CDS 
readout mode, see §5.3.2.
5.3 Different Operational Modes
An infrared DRO array can be read many times without affecting the charges accumu­
lated on the individual pixels allowing it to be readout in a number of different ways. 
The main readout modes used in operations are; the simple readout, a global corre­
lated double sample (CDS), row-by-row CDS and versions of multiple non-destructive
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read (MNDR). The read noise and performance of the IR detector can be improved by 
proper selection of the readout mode for the given observation type.
5.3.1 Sim ple Readout
In the simplest of methods, sometimes called the 'End Read Method', the exposure is 
determined by resetting each pixel, exposing and then reading the resultant voltage 
developed on the pixel. This method can be very noisy due to the uncertainty in the 
level of the reset voltage arising from the kTC noise. This method is the most efficient 
mode since there is only one read, however it is only useful in high background cases 
and is rarely used for astronomical observations.
5.3.2 Correlated Double Sam pling
Correlated Double Sampling (CDS) is a reset-read-read sequence, Figure 5.5 shows a 
schematic of the global CDS readout procedure. The array is firstly reset, then read 
out immediately after. The exposure starts as soon as the first read takes place arid 
after the specified integration time a second readout takes place. The second read is 
subtracted from the first to give the pixel values for the raw image. Although all the 
pixels are not read out simultaneously, the interval between the two reads of any given 
pixel is exactly equal to the integration time, Figure 5.5. Taking the difference of two 
read values improves the noise measurements by overcoming the uncertainty in the 
initial voltage level and reduces the effects of long-term, low frequexrcy drifts. The 
overhead for an CDS exposure is 'reset-time plus read-time', however in practise the 
reset time for the array is so fast the overhead is effectively only the read time. During 
a global CDS mode the whole array is reset in sequence before starting the first read. 
If an integration time is set to be 'T' then the actual exposure time is roughly 'T + t' 
w here't' is the detector readout time. The efficiency of the readout sequence is given 
by:
Efficiency ~  (5.6)
With infrared detectors it should be possible to set the integration time, T, between a 
minimum of the reset time and a maximum of 30 minutes depending on sky levels
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Total Time for Integration
Figure 5.5: Schematic showing the breakdown of reset time, read time and integration time 
for a global CDS frame: the entire detector is reset, then the entire detector is readout. There 
is then a pause for the demanded integration before the entire detector is readout for a second 
time. The raw frame which is stored is equivalent to Readout 2 minus Readout 1.
and observation types. Typically broadband IR observations are around ~  5 seconds 
and due to instrument specifications no more that 1 frame every 10 seconds is stored 
(WFCAM document 'Specification of IR detector readout modes'). Frame storage rate 
means in the number of coadded exposures, N, must conform to: N * (T +  t) >  10, im­
plying typically two coadded frames for broadband images. Since there is a readout 
overhead for each exposure taken the overheads are not reduced by multiple expo­
sures and the total efficiency of a series of global CDS exposures remains ~  T /(T  + 1) 
Other versions of the reset-read-read method can treat each pixel as a single entity 
or do a row-by-row reset-read-read. Figure 5.6 shows the schematic for a row-by-row 
CDS mode. This mode can reduce the overheads for multiple coadded exposures but 
can introduce array instabilities. The advantage of the row-by-row version of the CDS 
readout mode over the global version is that the overhead is only one full frame read 
time independent of number of reads, and is given by:
(5.7)
If the number of coadded frames, N, is 1 then there is no efficiency gain over global 
CDS.
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Figure 5.6: Schematic showing the breakdown of three Row-By-Row CDS frames: reset & 
readout of Row 1 then reset & readout of Row 2 repeating through all rows. Wait for integra­
tion time then read - reset - read of Row 1, read - reset - read of Row 2 until all rows have had 
this treatment. This procedure is repeated for as many exposures as required after which each 
pair of reads are subtracted then added together and stored as a raw frame.
5.3.3 Multiple Non-Destructive Read Mode
Multiple Non-Destructive Reads (MNDR), or linear fitting method, is similar to CDS 
except the readouts occur more frequently, at regular time intervals throughout the 
integration time, Figure 5.7 shows the schematic for the MNDR procedure. Once the 
exposure has finished, a straight line fit to all the readouts of each pixel in turn is 
calculated. The gradient of the line fit represents the flux arriving at the pixel, i.e. 
the incident photon rate. This mode helps to further reduce the read noise in the 
exposure, which can be improved by \/N/12 better than CDS as it reduces the 1 / /  
noise by taking frequent samples of the signal size. In practise, bias is reduced to such 
a low level that real time science data can be displayed without the need for dark 
subtraction.
The minimum rate for MNDR mode is when the readout process starts at the be­
ginning of the exposure and continues, without reset, until the integration time is 
complete. Each measurement made during a MNDR exposure reduces the error in 
the slope therefore effectively reduces the read noise. Typical total exposure times are 
of the order of minutes such that several hundred reads may be combined to form one 
final frame which is stored as the raw image. For the 'continuous readout' version of 
the MNDR mode the resultant output voltage is closely proportional to the integration 
time and the slope of its value against time becomes the measured quantity.
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Figure 5.7: A schematic for the MNDR readout procedure: the entire detector is reset then the 
entire detector is read out regularly every few seconds (the time interval is set in the detector 
controller) throughout the total integration time. The stored raw frame is the least squares 
fitted slope of all the read values multiplied by the total integration time. The pixel values 
registered are the counts not the counts per second.
5.3.4 Fowler Sampling
By reading the whole array 'N' times at the beginning and the end of each exposure, 
then averaging the read values before subtraction of the first averaged read from the 
averaged read after the integration period the noise can be reduced by the order of 
\/N (Glass 1999). Descriptively the sequence of the Fowler read mode is such that; 
the detector is globally reset, the initial pixel values are repeatedly readout N times, 
the start values are co-added pixel-by-pixel and stored, there is then a pause for the 
demanded integration time before the end pixel values are again read N times, the 
end values are again co-added pixel-by-pixel and stored. Importantly when reading 
out a given pixel it must be re-addressed at each readout, a source of noise is related 
to this multiple addressing of the pixel.
Studies of the SNR values for multiple sampling read modes have been completed 
by Fowler and Gatley (1990) and Garnett and Forrest (1993) among others. They found 
optimal results are obtained, in the read noise limited case, when the pixels are sam­
pled continuously for the first and last thirds of the integration time but not during 
the middle third. It is also shown by Garnett and Forrest (1993) that in the same sce­
nario the line fitting continuous process (continuous MNDR) is slightly better than the 
optimised Fowler sampling. Both MNDR & Fowler read modes are useful for longer
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integration exposures, for example narrow band filter images or spectroscopy of faint 
objects, though the increased readout activity could cause pickup problems.
5.4 Detector Properties & Characterisation Tests
There are several properties and characteristics of detectors which need to be well 
quantified before the devices can be used to their full potential. Information on some 
of these properties will influence how the detector electronics and software are opti­
mised whereas effects from other properties need to be corrected in post-reduction. 
The characterisation tests for WFCAM were done in the laboratory at the UI< ATC 
in Edinburgh with further optimisation carried out with the complete instrument in­
stalled on the telescope. The following subsections will describe the properties being 
tested, the test set up and analyses methods before presenting the results and com­
ments on any effect.
A number of tests were carried out either in conjunction with or by the electronic 
engineers of the WFCAM instrument team. A number of the results which were not 
directly taken by myself have been included in this section in order to offer a complete 
picture of the detector's abilities and attributes. Credit is given where appropriate for 
results attained by colleagues. More details are given regarding the procedures and 
analysis for the characteristics I was active in measuring than for the others where 
simple descriptions and results are stated.
During the laboratory characterisation work in Edinburgh the four science grade 
infrared detectors were housed in a custom built small volume cryostat which housed 
the whole detector box as if in the real instrument such that the four IR detectors and 
the auto-guiding CCD are facing the bottom of the cryostat (see §4.1 for a full descrip­
tion of the instrument, detector box and focal plane). A window into the cryostat with 
a blocking filter allowed radiation onto the detectors. There were a number of infrared 
light sources available for each test; a focussed near IR diode external to the cryostat 
mounted on a precision XY stage allowed spot images to be projected anywhere on 
any of the detectors, an unfocused near IR diode external to the cryostat to give a dif­
fuse light source and a similar unfocused diode internal to the cryostat. The central
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wavelength of the NIR diodes used was 850nm.
The detectors are given an identification number by the manufacturers which was 
used to distinguish the detectors throughout the characterisation tests. The identi­
fications being; #41, #G0, #63, #76. The data reduction and analysis for the char­
acterisation tests were done using the 'Image Reduction and Analysis Facility', com­
monly known as IRAF. Fig.5.8 is a simple schematic to show where each quadrant is 
displayed by IRAF, all detector images presented in the following chapters are this 
orientation unless otherwise noted.
3 2
4 1
Figure 5.8: Simple diagram showing the orientation of the quadrants as displayed by the 
standard IRAF tasks. Each image of a WFCAM detector in the following sections are at this 
orientation unless stated otherwise.
5.4.1 Crosstalk
Crosstalk visible on IR detectors can be an effect due to both electrical and optical 
properties of the detector. The crosstalk artefacts are essentially time derivatives of 
saturated incident signals. The crosstalk effect is seen as a 'ghost' image when a strong 
signal is incident on a 'different element'. Different elements can be between individ­
ual pixels, between rows and/or columns of pixels and between readout channels. 
There can be both charge drift from one pixel to another pixel and electrical crosstalk 
due to common power supply coupling. This is an inherent property of the detectors 
and can not be 'removed' entirely. The readout electronics can be adjusted to help 
minimise the effect or it can be removed off-line in post-reduction. The identification 
and quantification of crosstalk on the WFCAM arrays is particularly important due 
to the intended purpose of the camera. Since WFCAM is a very wide FOV imager
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it will be used to survey large parts of the sky with many astronomical targets. If 
the crosstalk effect is too large it could limit how effectively the camera is used for 
observing crowded star fields.
Test Set Up & Analysis
The science grade detectors (detectors #41 , # 6 0  & # 6 3  were available at the time of 
testing, #76 was a late replacement for a science array which catastrophically failed 
during initial testing.) were mounted and cold in the small test cryostat. The precision 
XY stage was used to focus a spot onto one channel of one quadrant of the selected 
detector. Multiple exposure CDS frames was taken with a variety of exposure times 
between 1ms and 4s. A dark frame of equal integration time was taken after each 
spot image. Using standard IRAF commands the dark frames were subtracted from 
the object frames, allowing the crosstalk ghosts to be seen. The intensity and FWHM 
values of each ghost image was recorded, then the percentage of the intensity ratio 
(ghost/spot) determined.
Results
A consistent behaviour is seen regardless of which detector is used, spot position on 
detector or exposure time. The ghost image does differ depending on which channel 
the crosstalk is measured with respect to the channel the spot was projected on. On 
all non-adjacent channels the crosstalk ghosts have a standard positive profile and are 
all measured to be <  0.04% of the incident spot intensity regardless of exposure time. 
However ghost images on the directly neighbouring channels have a very different 
profile with both positive and negative components.
Figures within 5.9 present histogram plots for the three analysed detectors giving 
the percentage values of the ghost images. The x-axis represents the detector channels, 
1 — 8 with the percentage ratio of the images on the y-axis. It is clear from the plot 
which channel the spot was projected on for each data set by the lack of data for the 
given channel. The different integration time used for each data set is shown by the 
different coloured columns.
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Figure 5.9: Histogram plots showing strengths of the crosstalk 'ghost' images. X-axis rep­
resents the 8 channels of the measured quadrant and on the y-axis the strength is given as a 
percentage of the incident signal strength. Plots clearly show that the channels directly neigh­
bouring the heavily exposed spot have ghost artefacts 3 - 4  times stronger than all other 
channels regardless of integration time (indicated by colour of the bars, keys are underneath 
each individual plot.
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In all cases the ghost images on the channels directly adjacent to the incident spot are 
stronger than the other ghosts, the crosstalk ghosts peak at <  0.14%. The adjacent 
ghost images also have a more complex profile. Both the positive and negative com­
ponents of the ghost images have roughly the same strength as seen in Figure 5.10, left 
hand side, which is a line-cut through a single adjacent ghost image. For all the im­
ages analysed, regardless of integration time or readout channel the positive/negative 
components had strengths <  ±0.15% . Figure 5.10, right hand side, shows an image 
of an incident spot with the two adjacent ghost artefacts. It was found that the ghost 
profiles were consistently negative on the same side of the ghost regardless of location 
with respect to the incident spot and channel used. A colour bar is found at the bot­
tom of the figure, black is negative while white is positive. There was no measurable 
inter-quadrant crosstalk found in the lab. The Cambridge Astronomical Survey Unit
Figure 5.10: Left hand figure shows a cross-section through a crosstalk ghost image adjacent 
to the incident spot. The profile of the ghost demonstrates the complex nature of the ghost 
with both a positive and negative component. The right hand figure shows how the profiles 
of the ghost images were consistently found to be negative on the same side regardless of 
location with respect to the incident spot. A colour bar is located at the bottom of the figure.
(CASU) continued to investigate the crosstalk issue during instrument on-sky science 
verification to aid development of their post-reduction pipeline. On sky they found 
ghost artefacts manifested themselves as either a 'doughnut' shaped image from a 
heavily saturated star or a 'half-moon' shaped image from weakly saturated stars. 
Adjacent crosstalk ghosts had strengths ~  1% the flux of the offending star with the
NOAO'XRRT V2.11.3EXP0RT wfcam£?lon3«y Fri 15:23:03 11-Jun-2004 
noÊ0_4sec_blàssub: Vector 170.5,322.5 to 234.5.322.5 nayerage: 1
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secondary ghosts dropping to ~  0.02%. They also found, as I did in the test cryostat, 
that there were no inter-quadrant crosstalk. As the artefacts are non-astronomical in 
appearance they can be removed in automated post-reduction (Irwin 2006).
Figure 5.11: Evidence of crosstalk in images taken by CASU during WFCAM science verifi­
cation. The left hand image shows the 'doughnut' shaped ghost in the adjacent channels to 
the a heavily saturated star. Crosstalk becomes a larger concern in crowed fields as shown in 
the image of an open cluster in the right hand figure. Given that the crosstalk artefacts are 
non-astronomical in character they can be removed in the reduction pipe-line (Irwin 2006).
5.4.2 Flat Field & Reset A nom aly
All detectors have inherent variations in quantum efficiency (QE) over their surfaces 
on various scales (see §5.4.6 for details on QE). On scales of less than a few tens of pix­
els there will be pixel-to-pixel variations in QE, extreme examples of these variations 
can be hot or dark pixels. Detectors will often have noticeably larger-scale variations 
in QE over tens or hundreds of pixels or over significant fractions of the device. There 
can also be evidence of a gradient to the QE over the entire device. Gross variations 
in QE are deemed 'flat field characteristics' of the detector and it is important to verify 
that these variations do not vary over time-scales from hours to a day.
All IR detectors also suffer from a 'reset anomaly' to some degree or another due 
to detector construction methods. The main component of the reset anomaly seen on 
the Hawaii devices is a large intensity ramp at one edge of each quadrant, the edge
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where the readout electronics are located. Fig. 5.13 shows the evidence for the reset 
anomaly on the WFCAM Hawaii-II detectors. A discussion on the origin of this effect 
is give by Mackay (1999). As we have seen, hybrid devices consist of a sandwich of 
a detecting layer and the silicon multiplexor layer. The technology utilised to create 
the multiplexor relies on very high degrees of insulation between the electronic com­
ponents and the silicon substrate they are embedded in. The substrate needs to be at 
a fixed potential such that all the multiplexor components are effectively capacitively 
coupled. Every time the device is reset, electrical potentials are established between 
the FET electrodes and the substrate and even though the electrodes are insulated, ac­
tivating them causes displacement currents to flow from the ground potential in the 
substrate. This indicates that there is a substantial change in the substrate potential 
depending on the state of the device, it being clocked, active or dormant. Flowever, 
since the substrate is only capacitively coupled to the FET electrodes what is actually 
seen is the effect of a change in state of the device from dormant to active. Once the op­
eration of the device is established the substrate potential returns to its dormant level. 
This short-term effect in the substrate potential translates into a short-term 'glitch' in 
the output level. Of course, a similar effect occurs when the device changes activity 
from 'operatiirg' to 'dormant', however at this point the device is not being read out so 
it does not affect the image (Mackay 1999). As with flat field characteristics it is most 
important to verify that the reset anomaly is stable over time-scales of hours to a day 
so it can be confidently removed from the object frames.
Test Set Up & Analysis
It can be problematic to disentangle variations in QE which are intrinsic to the detector 
and variations due to the instability of the lamp source used to illuminate the device 
in test situations. The CP cryostat was set-up with the diffuse external LED to give 
the same level of light intensity on the whole detector surface. A blackout cloth was 
used to shield the cryostat window to limit the radiation seen by the detector to only 
that from the diffuse LED. With this basic set-up it can be difficult to get a genuine 
flat level of intensity over the whole detector, however it is more important to keep 
the set-up constant between test exposures since we are concerned with changes in
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behaviour over time rather than a measure of QE performance over the detector. Flat 
field exposures of various integration times were taken with a complementary dark 
frame. The experimental set-up was then left undisturbed for a number of hours so 
that a comparable set of images could be taken after an extended period. The data sets 
were taken 2, 17 and 21 hours apart. For each data set three dark frames, identical in 
length to the flat field frames, were averaged to give a 'mean dark frame' which was 
used for dark subtraction. Using standard IRAF tasks, paired images either side of the 
set time interval were divided to obtain a ratio, then a mean count over the resultant 
frame was determined.
Every effort was made to ensure that the experimental set-up was left unchanged 
over the time gaps, however there was some movement of dust particles on the block­
ing filter at the cryostat window with respect to the detector plane. This was due to 
small thermal movements of the focal plane with respect to the cryostat window over 
time. This gave some low level structure in the resultant frames which was confirmed 
to be due to out of focus dust particles by examining the raw flat and dark images. 
Fig. 5.12 shows the same area of a detector in a 1 second dark frame (top right), the 
raw 1 second flat field (top right) and the ratio of two flat fields taken two hours apart 
(bottom left). The location of the dust particle is circled on all three images.
The dust particle is quite clear in the raw flat field (top left image) but there is 
extremely little evidence in the dark frame (top right image). The very small structure 
in the dark frame (made more visible by the level cuts used in IRAF) is likely to be due 
to a very small amount of IR radiation coming through the cryostat window during 
a dark exposure. Note there was no 'shutter' on the CP cryostat or cold blank filter, 
a dark frame was achieved by doing the best job possible of blocking all IR radiation 
getting onto the cryostat window. In the real cryostat there is a cold Aluminium blank 
filter which will be placed in the beam during dark exposures.
To reduced the effect of the 'moving' dust particles which is not a real characteristic 
of the detector, the raw flat frames were shifted to align the dust particle images before 
dividing the frames.
In addition to stable flat field characteristics the reset anomaly must be stable over 
similar time scales such that it can be removed from object frames. Dark frames of
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various exposure lengths were taken at time intervals of 2, 17, 21 and 40 hours. The 
testing set-up was left unaltered during the time intervals.
Results
Regardless of the time separation between flat fields there was no structure or gradient 
over the resultant divided frame. Hence, the flat field characteristics of the Hawaii-II 
devices were confirmed very stable over times scales of minutes to 20+ hours. The 
mean signal count over the divided frames for all time periods was ~  1 ±  0.1e~ on all 
measured detectors.
The reset-anomaly, the intensity ramp along the quadrant edge with the readout 
electronics, can be seen, in the top left image of Fig.5.13. The bottom left hand plot on 
Fig.5.13 shows a cut through of the ramp demonstrating how the pixel counts rise from 
normal noise levels at the edge of the quadrant. Note, we experienced an intermittent 
fault with the readout from one channel in quadrant 2 during laboratory testing, hence 
the lack of signal on channel 3, quadrant 2 in this image. Top right image, Fig.5.13 is 
the divided frame of two 3 second dark exposures taken 40 hours apart. There is no 
evidence of structure or gradient, the mean signal count over the divided frame was 
~  1 ±  0.05e~ (see bottom right hand plot, Fig.5.13) regardless of time separation, up 
to two days.
Observationally this quality of stability means that a single series of flat and dark 
frames can be taken at the beginning of the night, with appropriate integration times 
to cover the planned observations. By doing calibrations before the start of the night 
overheads are limited during the dark time. The flat field variations are removed from 
object images by dividing the given image by an appropriate (same integration time, 
same read mode and same number of co-added frames) normalised flat field exposure.
During WFCAM commissioning it was found that the simple CDS readout re­
sulted in a heightened reset anomaly which did not accurately subtracted out. Insert­
ing 2 rapid dummy reads between the initial reset and the first proper read reduced
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Figure 5.12: Images demonstrating structure on flat field test images due to dust particles. 
The top left image is a portion of the detector from a raw 1 second flat field, the out of focus 
blobs' are due to dust particles on the blocking filter at the cryostat window. There is a very 
small amount of structure in the 1 second dark frame (top right figure) due to the largest dust 
particle, circled in green. This is due to IR radiation leaking through the cryostat window not 
due to genuine structure in the dark current. The final figure, bottom left, shows the divided 
frame of two 1 second flat field exposures taken two hours apart. The green circle highlights 
the location of the large dust particle in the raw flat field, there is no evidence of the dust 
particles in the divided frame. The lack of structure in the divided frame indicates that there 
is no variation in the flat field characteristics over the two hour period.
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Figure 5.13: Testing the reset anomaly stability. Top left hand image, the intensity ramp of 
the reset anomaly can be seen on this raw 3 second dark frame. A cross-section of the reset 
anomaly ramp is given in the bottom left hand plot. Top right hand image is the divided frame 
of two 3 second dark frames taken 40 hours apart, the testing set up was unchanged during 
the time interval. No gradient or structure is evident in the divided frame. The mean count 
over the divided frame can out as ~  1 ±  0.05e- (bottom right hand graph). During testing we 
experienced an intermittent fault in the readout of channel 3, quadrant 2 leading to no signal 
on this channel. This fault was later tracked down to a broken pin in the controller cable's 
plug.
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the effect by a factor of 10 allowing for good dark subtraction. The inclusion of dummy 
reads increased the overhead for each CDS exposure from 0.7 seconds to 1.0 second. 
Any residual effect of the reset anomaly is removed by the CASU pipeline algorithms 
(Hirst et al. 2006; Irwin 2006).
5.4.3 Linearity
An ideal detector would give a signal which was linear to the amount of light in­
tegrated however, infrared detectors are inherently non-linear due to the way they 
collect electrons. Plotting mean signal versus amount of incident signal produces a 
linearity curve describing the response of the detector. As this relationship is un­
varying over the lifetime of the detector it can be neatly calibrated prior to scientific 
operation and accounted for in instrument set up. It is important to be aware of the 
detectors linearity as astronomical observations should not use the detector at levels 
where it deviates from linearity.
Derek Ives of the UK ATC took and analysed a series of flat images from 150ms 
- 4000ms to look at the science array's responses. Fig.5.14 shows an example of the 
response of the WFCAM science detectors, device #60. The left hand plot shows signal 
(ADU) versus exposure time (ms) with the over plotted dashed line giving the linear 
fit to the data. Note, the fit is calculated from the first data point (at 300 ADU) not the 
origin to take into account read noise. The right hand plot shows the deviation from 
linearity over the signal range, given as a percentage of non-linearity as a function 
of signal strength. The non-linearity peak-to-valley percentage is <  3% for all four 
WFCAM science detectors from 5% to 80% of the full well capacity.
5.4.4 Noise
As discussed in §5.2 'readout noise' is the noise which is visible on the system in the 
absence of any input signal. For infrared detectors the read noise is typically 10 - 20e_ , 
no signal which is smaller than the read noise can be detected by the device making 
the read noise the limiting factor for detector accuracy. The read noise is removed
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Figure 5.14: Linearity response of device #60. The left hand plot shows signal in ADU versus 
exposure time in milliseconds with the over drawn dashed line showing the linear relation.
The right hand plot shows how the true response of the detector deviates from linear over 
the commonly utilised signal range. As the signal increase towards saturation the response 
becomes less and less linear. The non-linearity peak-to-valley percentage is <  3% for all four 
WFCAM science detectors from 5% to 80% of the full well capacity.
from the raw images by subtracting a bias image, an exposure with no integration 
time which contains only the system noise.
Spatial read noise is the inherent noise in the detector measured over a full frame.
The read noise for the WFCAM science detectors is ~  l3 e~ when using double cor­
related sampling. To look for structure in the read noise two dark frames of 1 second 
integration time were divided, removing the effects of dark current and reset anomaly, 
leaving behind the inherent read noise. Figure 5.15 shows an image the residual read 
noise in the test cryostat. As can be seen there is structure visible. The banding seen is 
in line with the detector's amplifiers on each quadrant and is at the 10% level. Optimi­
sation can be carried out to eliminate or minimise banding with the complete instru­
ment on the telescope. However, during commissioning of WFCAM an unstable low 
frequency banding at the level of ~  40e~ peak to peak was seen. This is attributed to 
bias instability in the detectors themselves which would require re-design of the array 
PCBs to remove (Hirst et al. 2006).
5.4.5 Persistence
'Persistence' is air excess dark current which may be seen oir frames taken immediately 
after the detector has been exposed to a strong incident signal. Subsequent exposures
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Figure 5.15: Image of the inherent read noise, obtained by dividing two dark frames of 1 
second integration time removing the effects of dark current and reset anomaly. The visible 
banding is a the 10% level and is in line with each quadrant's amplifiers. Though optimisation 
of the system on the telescope was carried out during commissioning to reduce banding there 
is a low frequency banding at the level of ~  40e_ peak-to-peak attributed to bias instability in 
the devices.
with the lamp switched off exhibit residual excess dark current on the pixels which 
were heavily illuminated. Any process which releases electrons into the conduction 
band can contribute to latency, not just genuine astronomical sources, such as cosmic 
rays. It is important to quantify this effect for reduction purposes and to verify that the 
effect won't hamper observations of crowded fields. If persistence is not accounted for 
in post-reduction ghost artefacts could be left on images which may be mistaken for 
real astronomical objects. Persistence is a significant problem with the Hawaii-II PACE 
devices due to a lattice mismatch between the HgCdTe active layer and the sapphire 
substrate inherent in the design of the device.
Test Setup & Analysis
An isolated spot was projected from the precision XY stage onto one channel of one 
quadrant of a detector. A simple instrument control script took 10 consecutive CDS 
frames with 5 second integration times and stored them into sequential extension of a 
multi-extension fits file. The exposure was started with the detector illuminated, and
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at a given time through the exposure, roughly after 2 - 3  frames, the spot was switched 
off. This process offered a precise method for taking images at accurate time intervals, 
important for determining the length of time that latency is visible. It was not possible 
to automate switching the lamp so this had to be done somewhat less accurately by 
hand.
For analysis purposes each of the multi-extension fits files were separated into 10 
individual frames corresponding to each 5 second time step, a dark frame of equal in­
tegration time was subtracted from each frame. Following the procedure documented 
by Daou and Skinner (1997), using standard IRAF commands the mean signal value 
of an area of the detector centred on the position of the incident spot was measured, a 
box of 32 pixels. The decay of the excess dark current as time lapsed was recorded for 
each of the four science arrays. As a cut-off visible latency was deemed to be where 
the mean signal level of the spot region is higher than the upper noise level of each 
given detector.
Results
Persistence is an issue on all four science arrays, though some to a greater extent than 
others. At the time of laboratory testing in the small cryostat detectors #60, #63 & #76 
were available for testing.
Caution needs to be taken when interrupting the persistence results presented 
here. Due to the crude way the light source was switched off there is no way to guar­
antee that a small amount of radiation did not fall on to the first 'persistence' image if 
the source was switched off too close to the exposure being readout. Light leakage of 
this nature would heighten the level of the persistence by adding a small number of 
photons to the genuine latency.
Detector #76 demonstrated the worst level of persistence, with a latent artefact 
clearly visible 10 seconds after the incident light source was removed. Fig.5.16 shows 
a series of exposures taken with device #76 with the incident light projected onto quad­
rant 1. The first image (top left) is the spot at full strength, top right is the image taken 
5 seconds after the lamp has been switched off. The artefact here is ~  30% the inten­
sity of the incident spot. Five seconds later the artefact has dropped to 0.2% the spot
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intensity (bottom left) but it is still quite clear, even 15 seconds after the light source is 
switched off the latency can be seen (bottom right) though the level is now just above 
the read noise. Figs.5.17 & 5.18 show a similar series of images for devices #63 & #60 
respectively. In all measurements the first latency ghost was ~  30 — 40% the strength 
of the incident spot.
Figure 5.16: Series images showing the decay of a persistent image on device #76. The first 
(top left) shows the full strength incident signal projected on to quadrant 1 of the array. The top 
right image is an exposure taken 5 seconds after the radiation source is switched off, the latent 
artefact has signal strength 30% the intensity of the incident spot. As time passes the level 
of the ghost drops to 0.2% (bottom left) and eventually into the read noise after 15 seconds 
(bottom right). Detector #76 was found to be the device worse affected by persistence in the 
testing cryostat.
Even though the accuracy of the testing in the laboratory was not sufficient to categor­
ically state latency values it, importantly, highlighted persistence as an issue with the
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Figure 5.17: As Fig.5.16 for device #63.
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Figure 5.18: As Fig.5.16 for device #60.
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WFCAM Hawaii-II devices to be followed up during commissioning. The follow up 
investigations were completed by JAC and CASU during on-sky commissioning and 
science verification.
They confirmed the expected persistence and found that bright incident stars left a 
latent ghost 7 - 8  magnitudes fainter, visible up to ~  25 seconds as the incident signal. 
Any star or astronomical object fainter than 9th magnitude was found not to generate 
a persistent image. They also found the level of persistence decreased with increasing 
wavelength such that a latent ghost was stronger in the z' and Y filters than the K 
filter for an incident star of the same brightness (Evans 2006). Unfortunately the la­
tency artefacts mimic astronomical sources so are difficult to remove in an automated 
reduction pipeline.
Fig.5.19 shows an object frame with persistent artefacts from a 9 point-jitter se­
quence of an open cluster taken immediately beforehand Irwin (2006). CASU con­
cluded that even with a complicated method for identifying and characterising per­
sistence through the pipeline an accurate correction was not possible as it is a non- 
repeatable, variable effect. For most survey images the effect of the persistence is 
reduced by stacking the images so it was recommended to rather than attempt to cor­
rect for the persistence the entries which might cause persistent ghosts are flagged in 
the catalogues - a similar procedure adopted by the 2MASS team (Evans 2006).
5.4.6 Q uantum  Efficiency
The Quantum Efficiency (QE) of a device is the probability that a photon which arrives 
at the detector surface is captured and recorded. This depends on a number of factors 
including the probability that the given photon will generate an electron-hole pair in 
the semiconductor layer, which in turn depends on the materials used and the operat­
ing temperature. It also depends on the design of the storage diode junction and the 
readout circuitry, which effects the devices' ability to transfer the generated electron 
to the charge storage structure. Hybrid arrays are back-side illuminated meaning the 
photons must travel through the a base material and the sapphire layer before reach­
ing the sensitive area where they are most likely to be detected. Any reflection or
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Figure 5.19: An image demonstrating the effect of persistence on a WFCAM science frame. 
The latent artefacts are from a 9-point jitter sequence on an open cluster taken immediately 
beforehand. The ghosts mimic genuine astronomical signal making it very difficult to correct 
for an automated way (Irwin 2006).
transmission losses in the substrate or the detector material also lead to a loss in effi­
ciency. QE is also temperature dependant, at lower temperatures absolute QE tends 
to reduce. Bezawada et al. (2004) found a reduction of ~  5% in QE over J,H, & K for 
the VISTA HgCdTe detectors when changing operating temperature from 77I< -  65K.
An ideal detector would have a QE of 100%, the lower the QE the less astronomical 
information successfully recorded hence manufacturers always strive for high QE re­
sults across the operating wavelength range. The QE measurements were completed 
by Rockwell Scientific Ltd and the values supplied at the time of detector delivery. 
Table 5.2 summaries the measured QE over the main broadband filters for each of the 
four science arrays.
5.4.7 Well Capacity & Gain
The 'full well capacity' (or 'well depth') of a given detector is the maximum number of 
photons each pixel can store during one read-out cycle of the detector. The 'dynamic 
range' of the device extends from the lowest signal level that a quantitative measure­
ment can be made to the maximum signal at which the detectors response is linear.
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IR Detector J band H band K band
#41 67.8% 76.9% 75.8%
#60 70.9% 89.0% 86.3%
#63 90.6% 87.5% 85.8%
#76 83.4% 89.9% 85.5%
Table 5.2: The quantum efficiency as measured by Rockwell Scientific Ltd for each of the four 
WFCAM science devices over the broadband filters J, H & K.
The dynamic range of the device is set by the well capacity and the read noise of the 
system. For mid to long wavelength infrared the well capacity becomes significant. 
The high background flux means it can become difficult to read out the device quickly 
enough to prevent pixel saturation.
The system gain is the amount of amplification of the signal voltage from the de­
tectors by the readout electronics. The final output for the system is in 'analogue to 
digital units' (ADU) and to know the conversion between pixel detection in electrons 
to ADU you need to know the gain of the whole system, detector and controller, and 
it must be measured for each system in turn due to differences in the electronic com­
ponents.
The measurements for the WFCAM detectors' well capacity and gain was executed 
by Derek Ives of the UI< ATC and are offered here for completeness. To obtain the 
well capacity a series of flat field images with a range of exposure times from 150ms
— 4000ms were used to determine the point at which the output became strongly non­
linear, with a reset voltage of 0.95V. The full well capacity depends on the rest volt­
age. (Ichikawa et al. 2004) found the well capacity for a Hawaii-II device destined for 
MOIRCS on Subaru varies from 10 x 105e^ to 1.8 x 105e~ for reset voltage range of 0.5
- 1.0V, in agreement with measurements made by D. Ives. The full well capacities and 
gain values for the WFCAM science devices in electrons and ADU are given in Table 
5.3.
5.4.8 Interpixel Capacitance
After WFCAM was commissioned in late 2004 an error in the method of calculation of 
the conversion gain for infrared detectors was uncovered by G. Finger and colleagues
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IR detector Full Well (e” ) Full Well (ADU) Gain (G /A D U ) *
#41 156,000 27,900 5.6 ±  0.2
# 6 0 185,000 40,000 4.6 ±  0.2
# 6 3 181,000 40,000 4.5 ±  0.2
# 7 6 186,000 40,000 4.7 ±  0.2
Table 5.3: Measured full well capacity, in electrons and ADU, and system gain for each of the 
four WFCAM science arrays (Hirst 2006). * not taking into account inter-pixel capacitance, see 
§5.4.8.
at the European Southern Observatory. This is important as the accuracy of the cal­
culation of conversion gain Co/e- , measured in units of electrons per Volt, affects all 
other detector parameters including read noise, dark current, full well capacity and 
quantum efficiency. Measurements of the QE of a Hawaii-2RG HgCdTe device by 
Finger et al. (2005) gave impossible quantum efficiencies exceeding 100%, even after 
narrowing down the errors of all the factors influencing the efficiency they were un­
able to obtain a K band QE below 105%. The only remaining major uncertainty was in 
the calculation of the conversion gain, which appears to be too large. The capacitance, 
Co, is usually determined by the 'shot noise method' assuming photon shot noise is 
the limiting factor on the detector performance. Poisson statistics govern photons so 
the variance of the collected number of photons is equal to the mean number of pho­
tons (Finger et al. 2006). Hence, Co, can be calculated from the slope of a plot of 'noise 
squared versus mean' signal according to:
(V)
Co =  c - ^ y  (5.8)
However, this equation only holds true if the signals of neighbouring pixels are uncou­
pled. As Co is inversely proportional to the variance of the detector signal, (V2), the 
measured variance should be larger to get a reasonable but smaller capacitance. The 
over estimated capacitance measured with the shot noise method could be explained 
by coupling capacitairce between neighbouring pixels, meaning the signal of the pixel 
recording the incident photon is spread to the adjacent pixels reducing the apparent 
photon shot noise. The mean signal remains unchanged but the variations about the 
mean are 'smoothed' by the capactive coupling to neighbouring pixels (Finger et al.
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2006). The photon shot noise method actually gives the sum of Co and all the coupling 
capacitors in series. Finger et al. (2005) detail a 2D autocorrelation method for deter­
mining the level of inter-pixel capacitance and thus the correction factor needed to be 
applied to calculated gain.
Post-commissioning significant inter-pixel capacitance was identified in the WF­
CAM Hawaii-II devices, the gain as quoted above in §5.4.7 is over estimated by ap­
proximately 20%. This also means Rockwell Scientific Ltd over-estimated the QE for 
the ITawaii-II detectors (Hirst et al. 2006).
At the end of the engineering on-sky commissioning period the full working po­
tential of WFCAM began to be realised through a series of promotional images for 
press releases. Figs.5.20 & 5.21 show two beautiful images taken of the Orion Nebula. 
Fig.5.20 is a full WFCAM tile of a region in the Orion constellation taken in the I< band. 
The Trapezium cluster can be seen heating up the surrounding interstellar dust and 
gas causing it to glow brightly in the infrared. The full tile image covers 1,200 times 
more area than UKIRT's previous IR camera, UFTI. The second image, Fig.5.21, is a 
three colour image (FL, K, J) of the southern half of the Orion nebula.
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Figure 5.20: A K band image of the section of the Orion nebula surrounding the Trapezium 
cluster using the full WFCAM 'tile' taken at the end of the initial engineering commissioning.
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Figure 5.21: A three band colour image of the southern half of the Orion nebula taken with 
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